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ABSTRACT 
The literary lecture is a subgenre of the traditional academic lecture that combines 
literary and metaliterary analysis, artistic self-fashioning, and public performance. This 
study considers the literary lectures of five writers as a sampling of a major 
transformation in this genre in Spain between 1900 and 1926. Ramón del Valle-Inclán, 
Ramón Gómez de la Serna, José Ortega y Gasset, Federico García Sanchiz, and Federico 
García Lorca have been chosen for their representation of a range of literary generations, 
cultural backgrounds, and socio-political beliefs, and for what their innovative practices 
of lecturing reveal about the mechanics of this reinvented genre. These five case studies 
demonstrate that the literary lecture is a complex literary genre that exists in a liminal 
state between the spoken and the written, reality and fiction, and the public persona and 
the internal self. Furthermore, these changes come at a time when audience composition 
was beginning to skew heavily toward the rising middle and upper-middle classes, and 




in Spain is seen as the product of the appropriation of a traditionally academic, essay-like 
genre for both artistic and educational purposes and for satisfying the desires of middle-
class consumer culture. Finally, this dissertation explores for the first time the 
implications of editorial treatments of the lecture: the classificatory anxieties of editors in 
the passage of the lecture from stage to page, exemplified in the treatment of the lecture 
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 The turn of the twentieth century in Europe marked a major artistic reevaluation 
of the spoken word which would affect oral genres ranging from poetry reading to 
academic lecture to political speech. What has yet to be studied, and will be addressed in 
this dissertation, is what effect this reevaluation had on the lecture genre, and specifically 
the literary lecture—lectures on literature given by novelists, poets, playwrights. When 
we think of the spoken word in early twentieth century Europe, figures like Filippo 
Tommaso Marinetti with his bellicose Futurist manifestoes and the Dadaists of the 
Cabaret Voltaire in Zurich, who were notorious ridiculers of the social norms 
surrounding decorum in public speaking, come to mind.1 In other words, public discourse 
and avant-garde experimentation find themselves intimately linked at the turn of the 
twentieth century in Europe. Marinetti in particular would set his sights on poetry 
readings in his 1916 manifesto “La declamazione dinamica e sinottica.” 
The impact of Marinetti’s reconceptualization of the poetry reading would 
certainly have been felt in Spain, where his writings were translated by Ramón Gómez de 
                                                 
 
1 The Berlin Dadaists were infamous for violent confrontation with the public. During one of their 
performances, Dadaists attacked the public with toy pistols and toilet paper while yelling the phrase, “Art is 
Shit!”. On another occasion George Grosz, another member of the Berlin group, read poetry that amounted 
to a series of insults hurled at spectators, who he called “sons-of-bitches,” “pimps,” and “bums” before 
crudely grabbing his genitals and “pantomimically reliev[ing] himself before Professor Louis [sic] 
Corinth’s canvasses” (Gordon 114-16). Corinth, who was a German expressionist, represented the older, 
pre-war aesthetic that was anathema to Berlin Dadaists’ message of aesthetic violence, shock, and 








la Serna. Sarmiento García has written about the importance of Marinetti’s manifesto 
with its attempt to synthesize in 11 points Marinetti’s “nueva poesía escénica, que 
presenta como alternativa a la ‘vieja declamación estática, pacifista y nostálgica’ que se 
reduce, según el autor, a un ‘ir y venir de gestos que inundan reiteradamente de 
aburrimiento la mugrienta imbecilidad de los públicos de conferencias’” (x). Although 
primarily concerned with the creation of a new form of poetry reading reflective of the 
aesthetics of the modern era—machines, engines, velocity, and sound—Marinetti’s 
critique would be applicable to other genres of the oral arts with foundations in academic 
discourse, not the least of which was the lecture:  
En su lugar [Marinetti] propone una nueva declamación dinámica en la que el 
poeta, vestido con un “traje anónimo”, sin guantes ni flores en el ojal, con una voz 
sin modulaciones ni matices y con una gesticulación geométrica, gráfica y 
tipográfica, debe interpretar sus poemas teniendo a su disposición un determinado 
número de instrumentos, como, por ejemplo, martillos, tablillas de madera, 
bocinas de automóviles, tambores, etcétera. Elementos que le servirán para 
producir las “diversas onomatopeyas simples o abstractas”. Asimismo, el 
intérprete podrá recitar sus poemas en colaboración con otros declamadores 
“mezclando o alternando su voz con la suya…” (ibid.) 
In this manifesto, Marinetti decries older, less attention-grabbing forms of recitation that 
reduce the audience to passive onlookers, and instead proposes a new form of poetic 








gloves, boutonnières, and rhetorical flourishes associated with poetry readings. Instead, 
the modern poet, “con una gesticulación geométrica, gráfica y tipográfica,” must rely on 
physical objects to produce auditory onomatopoeias on stage that emulate the machinery 
of the early 20th century.  
  In Spain, ultraísmo, nourished at first by Marinetti’s Futurism and by the 
creacionismo movement created by Chilean poet Vicente Huidobro, was brought into 
maturity by Rafael Cansinos-Asséns, Guillermo de Torre, Jorge Luis Borges, Gerardo 
Diego, Juan Larrea, and a host of writers who attended the tertulias at Café Colonial, 
Madrid, and staged events that featured provocative poetry readings and the reading of 
manifestos. Ultraísmo had at its core a desire to “superar el ‘novecentismo’” by moving 
away from modernismo and accepting all that comprised the “‘esprit nouveau’ europeo” 
which had formed in the aftermath of the First World War (Soria Olmedo, 
“Introducción,” 29-30).  This embrace of the new meant a rejection not only of the norms 
of modernismo in art and literature but also a reaction against all that failed to dialogue 
with the innovations of the modern era. Ultraísmo and other avant-garde movements in 
Spain were inevitably engaged in a dialogue with forms of enunciation, such as the 
lecture, which the avant-garde perceived to have been coopted either by stereotypical 
political speech or by academic erudition. As a genre, the lecture needed to break free of 
the format and structure dictated by the institutions with which it was most often 
associated. Because lecturing was perceived, in the transition from the nineteenth to the 








propagating all that was new in art, it became in the Spain of 1900-1926, one of the first 
objects of attention for the avant-garde movements mentioned above. Indeed, many 
major writers in Spain took the lecture to task either for its intellectual provincialism or 
its popularity with the middle-class.  
As we shall see in the pages that follow, the responses to traditional modes of 
lecturing were as varied as the writers giving lectures. Ramón María del Valle-Inclán 
would transform his lectures into a conversation between himself (the poet-orator) and an 
active audience, while at the same time fashioning his public persona. Ramón Gómez de 
la Serna would invert the relationship of authority between lecturer and audience by 
turning his lectures into circus-like spectacles that parodied the more formal expressions 
of the genre. Federico García Lorca would carefully compose his poetic lectures so that 
he could recite them with spontaneity, responding to his audience’s reactions in real time 
like an actor inflecting his lines in a new way to fit the circumstances and the mood of the 
performance. Still others, like Ortega y Gasset, saw the lecture as a path to the creation of 
audiences capable of political or aesthetic reform. 
 And, yet, lecturing was not solely the purview of these avant-garde artists or 
intellectuals. During the 1920s, the lecture was also adopted by the growing middle class 
as a form of entertainment that, much like the opera, attracted great numbers of spectators 
who desired to “perform” their wealth and status among their peers in society. As a 
result, the figure of the charlista, a Spanish interpretation of the French causeur 








growing in economic and social clout. No figure more fully epitomized the charlista than 
Valencian writer, journalist, and ultimately professional lecturer Federico García Sanchiz, 
whose charlas líricas broke with conventional notions of what a lecture could be while 
simultaneously hearkening back to the grandiloquent lectures of the mid 1800s, with 
Sanchiz dressing up in an impeccable black tuxedo, gloves, and a boutonnière—the 
trappings Marinetti had excoriated—and speaking at great length about the sights and 
sounds of Spain and other countries of the world to which he had traveled. García 
Sanchiz represented the legitimization of the middle-class Spanish taste that shied away 
from avant-garde experimentation in favor of older, tamer literary expressions. 
Despite his reliance on a form of lyrical prose that had long since fallen out of 
fashion with contemporary writers, upon his debut as a popular lecturer in 1919 García 
Sanchiz would be heralded as the most innovative orator of his time not only by 
representatives of the growing middle class in Spain, but also by renowned literary critics 
like José Ortega Munilla. As evidenced by García Sanchiz’s success as a lecturer, 
changes to the lecture genre in the late teens and into the twenties in Spain cannot be 
attributed solely to the efforts of avant-garde writers; indeed, the lecture was undergoing 
dramatic shifts in several cultural arenas at once—arenas that would often clash with one 
another over matters of politics and aesthetics.  
The lecture itself is a genre of literature that has elicited shifting views of the 
relationship between artist and audience, the spoken and written, the improvised and the 








the traditional avenues of communication present in public speaking, while others, like 
García Sanchiz, embrace tradition in order to monetize nostalgia. For this reason, 
Marinetti, the ultraístas, and individual avant-garde writers in Spain in the 20s sought a 
form of “dialogue” between the speaker and his or her listeners that would do away with 
audience passivity and ask for active engagement with artistic creation.  We will also see 
a reshaping of the relationship between the public speaker and an increasingly female 
lecture audience, which was noticeably affected not only by the economics and 
demographics of Spain in the 1920s but also by the fruitful contact of Spanish lecturers 
with the audiences of Buenos Aires and Montevideo. 
In surveying the development of the lecture between 1900 and the mid-1920s—
the scope of this dissertation—one item that stands out is the changing dynamic of 
lecturing in the case of each of these artists. The lectures of Valle-Inclán, for example, 
turned toward a discursive mode which would lead him to eventually forego the lecture 
altogether in favor of holding open-ended debates with his audiences. These events not 
only served to display Valle-Inclán’s mastery of improvisation, they also completely 
undermined conventional expectations of the hierarchy between speaker and audience. 
Ramón Gómez de la Serna would develop lecturing techniques that had much in common 
with Marinetti’s early performances—techniques which searched for “la manera idónea 
para llevar al público esta nueva manera de hacer la poesía, consiguiendo que el poema 
abandon[ara] la página y [fuera] representado en un escenario” (Sarmiento García ix). As 








served as plastic manifestations of the metaphors he was exploring as he spoke. He too 
challenged the norms associated with lecturing by transforming the lecture into a 
spectacle not unlike a circus performance, even giving a lecture from a trapeze. In spite 
of his reliance on the conventional academic lecture form throughout his early career, 
even philosopher José Ortega y Gasset would seek to renegotiate his relationship to the 
audience by modelling his lectures on the tradition of the sacra conversazione as depicted 
in Italian Renaissance painting. 
Ultimately, these innovations will set the stage for one of Spain’s most successful 
and continuously celebrated lecturers, Federico García Lorca. This dissertation will 
attend to Lorca’s first two lectures, “Importancia histórica y artística del primitivo canto 
andaluz llamado ‘cante jondo’” (1922) and “La imagen poética de don Luis de Góngora” 
(1926). A reading of these two lectures as products of rapidly changing aesthetic currents 
surrounding the lecture genre from 1900 to the early 1920s in Spain will frame Lorca’s 
early lectures within a historical context that has not been explored by previous scholars 
and parse the poet’s earliest commentary about his audience and ideas about lecturing, 
providing a foundation for future study. 
In Chapter 1 we will discuss the innovations Valle-Inclán, Ramón Gómez de la 
Serna, and José Ortega y Gasset contributed to the literary lecture. I have chosen these 
figures out of the veritable panoply of lecturers from this era for their ability to navigate 
the space between the spoken and the written when lecturing. Also, these three figures, 








discussed in Chapters 3 and 4, respectively, hail from diverse historical and literary 
backgrounds that, I hope, will help demonstrate the breadth of changes occurring within 
the lecture from 1900-1926. Chapter 2 will take up the question of audience composition 
by specifically delving into the role of women in promoting and maintaining interest in 
these more performative literary lectures. Chapter 3 follows Federico García Sanchiz as 
he transitions from a career as a novelist and journalist to one as a charlista, Spain’s 
home-grown version of the causeur charmant. This study of Sanchiz is essential to 
understanding innovations to the lecture that occurred outside of the literary avant-garde. 
Chapter 4 analyzes Federico García Lorca’s first two lectures with special attention to 
formal elements like his saludos and contextual ones such as his indebtedness to the 
thought of Ramón Menéndez Pidal. These first lectures have been targeted not only for 
their proximity in time to the lectures of the other aforementioned lecturers (Lorca gives 
his first lectures between 1922 and 1926), but also their embrace of many of the 
techniques and approaches to lecturing established by Valle-Inclán, Gómez de la Serna, 
Ortega y Gasset, and García Sanchiz. Finally, Chapter 5 considers the literary lecture in a 
different light: that of the editor. Detailed examination of the way the lectures have been 
edited, grouped and classified by successive editors of Federico García Lorca’s complete 
works will illustrate the problems involved in finding acceptable published versions of an 









Chapter 1: Mystic, Martyr, and Saint: The Innovations of Valle-Inclán, Gómez de la 
Serna, and José Ortega y Gasset 
 
 
1.1 Spectacle Speaks: Lecturer and Audience in the lectures of Ramón del Valle-Inclán 
 
 
 Valle-Inclán appears to have been one of the first Spanish writers to conceive of 
the lecture as a dialogue with the audience as opposed to a one-sided monologue, 
academic treatise, or political discourse—traditional vicissitudes of this particular oral-
arts genre. Two major studies on the lectures of Valle-Inclán are invaluable to 
understanding the writer’s innovations in the genre of the literary lecture and connecting 
them to the overarching aesthetic theories present across his body of work. In her 
dissertation Valle-Inclán orador, María Fernanda Sánchez-Colomer Ruiz writes of Valle-
Inclán’s insistence on utilizing colloquial language, improvisation, and dialogue with the 
audience in his lectures to generate an informal lecturing space uncommon in the literary 
lecture of the time. This informal space allowed Valle-Inclán to communicate with his 
audience in a poetic register, embodying the “poet-orator” who is capable of engaging in 
discourse not only on an intellectual level through verbal explanation of concepts, but 
also through rhythm, intonation, and gesture. The second study, which predates Sánchez-
Colomer Ruiz’s thesis, is Dru Dougherty’s Un Valle-Inclán olvidado: entrevistas y 
conferencias. Dougherty articulates much of what Sánchez-Colomer Ruiz explores in her 








published works. Dougherty also dedicates more time to discussions of Valle-Inclán’s 
views on oratory and his adaptations of the lecture. For both critics, Valle-Inclán’s 
lectures are outliers in the lecturing scene in Spain during the first two decades of the 20th 
century insofar as they are the first to conceive of the lecture not as an academic exercise, 
but rather “un auténtico espectáculo artístico” (Sánchez-Colomer Ruiz 74). 
An important first step to reinventing the lecture to fit his needs was Valle-
Inclán’s rejection of dominant political oratory that had risen to prominence—and 
eventually evolved into a cliché—during debates in Spanish Cortes taking place during 
the sexenio revolucionario (1868-1874), which put an end to the reign of Isabel II and 
would eventually lead to Spain’s brief experiment with Federal Republicanism. Debates 
during these years—for example, by Emilio Castelar or Juan Valera—were characterized 
by an oratory decorated with rhetorical devices, the use of melodrama, and excessive 
affect that differed from the way in which common people spoke (15-16).  
By the time of Valle-Inclán’s first lecture in 1892, this particular approach to 
political oratory was beginning to be challenged by other styles of political speech that 
reflected the realities of a Spain coming to grips with major territorial losses and a 
reckoning with a faltering imperialistic ideology that had sustained the nation since the 
Reconquista. Valle-Inclán, who would give fifty-seven lectures between 1892 and his 
death in 1936, began lecturing precisely at the time of this transition from the era of 
dominance of eloquent parliamentary oratory to the relatively Spartan oratory of figures 








Prime Minister on five separate occasions. Sánchez-Colomer Ruiz establishes a link 
between the oratory of Maura and literary trends that were developing in Spain at the turn 
of the 20th century. Maura’s oratory, which was an attempt to eliminate what he 
considered superfluous rhetorical elements and place the orator’s argument front and 
center, contrasted greatly with that of orators from the sexenio revolucionario. This 
aesthetic was echoed in the writing of Miguel de Unamuno, José Martínez Ruiz 
(“Azorín”), and Ramón del Valle-Inclán (31-33).  
 As he was prone to doing throughout his career, Valle-Inclán would repurpose 
modern concepts such as the “Spartan” oratory of Antonio Maura for his own aesthetic 
explorations and by 1915 he would adapt this pared-down oratory to correspond better 
with his views on colloquial speech—concepts described in his work La lámpara 
maravillosa (1916) where he explores the nature of language and poetry. According to 
Valle-Inclán, languages are living things that change over time. These changes to 
language are indicative of alterations to the ways in which groups of people (societies, 
nations, collectives) think about the world around them. In Valle-Inclán’s view, it is our 
duty to break down the language that created our consciousness and build something new 
given that new language is tantamount to new consciousness (La lámpara maravillosa 
70-71). By relying on the rhetorical tropes of outdated written language systems we are 
restricting our thought process to something already experienced and explored in times 








with the changes to language (perhaps even contributing to those changes) so as to avoid 
falling into irrelevance (72-73).  
Sánchez-Colomer Ruiz also connects Valle-Inclán’s fascination with the 
colloquial tongue to growing interest in neopopularismo which was gaining ground 
intellectually into the 1920s. This multi-disciplinary movement to bring renewed 
appreciation to popular forms of poetic creation, whether through colloquial speech or a 
renewed appreciation for oral tradition in Spanish lyric poetry, was exemplified by 
Ramón Menéndez Pidal’s extensive studies on the origins of the Spanish epic and 
Romancero (ballad tradition) and would bear poetic fruit both among Valle-Inclán’s 
contemporaries (Machado, Unamuno) and in the hands of Federico García Lorca, Rafael 
Alberti, and many other Spanish writers within and without the so-called “Generation of 
‘27” (Sánchez-Colomer Ruiz 376). However, it is also possible to connect Valle-Inclán’s 
statements on colloquial speech to a second phase of his lecturing career characterized by 
dialogue and improvisation. At the Escuela Nacional Preparatoria de México in 1921, 
Valle-Inclán delivered a series of four fully improvised lectures, with each lecture lasting 
about an hour. Entry to these lectures was open to the general public and the press 
appears to have been particularly surprised by the high number of women in attendance 
(167). Topics for these lectures, included the creation of Valle-Inclán’s literary style, his 
interest in the history of Spain and the Inquisition in particular; the process of creating las 








changes some Spanish writers had suffered since the end of the First World War (i.e. 
Unamuno, Baroja, and himself) (165-168).  
Changes in Valle-Inclán’s lecturing methodology may also be connected to his 
lifelong love of dialogue and discourse in the various tertulias he would attend in 
Madrid’s cafes. Valle-Inclán’s interest in improvisation and colloquial speech contributed 
to his belief that the ultimate goal of a lecture is to “conmover estéticamente al auditorio” 
through the use of rhythm and cadence that are only available to a poet with a deep 
musical intuition. However, Valle-Inclán made certain to differentiate between the lecture 
(“la conferencia”), which, due to its musicality, ought to be composed beforehand and 
performed, and other, less formal forms of public speech (“el parlamento de 
circunstancias”), which allow for a greater degree of improvisation (95-99). This 
distinction is important not only for what it reveals about Valle-Inclán’s approach to the 
lecture, but also for its contribution to our understanding of how the literary avant-garde 
of Spain differentiated between various speech acts in these years. Sánchez-Colomer 
Ruiz further asserts that while Valle-Inclán defended the use of improvisation in the two 
oral modes as a way of guaranteeing the speaker will come across as authentic, 
…no deja de advertir que la conferencia puede adquirir un valor estético muy 
superior al del parlamento de circunstancias, y ello por varios motivos: en primer 
lugar, porque el orador elige libremente el tema que va a desarrollar, en tanto que 
en el discurso de circunstancias el asunto viene dado de antemano; en segundo 








necesario para seducir al auditorio, lo cual es imposible en el caso de un discurso 
muy breve; y en tercer lugar, porque en el caso de la conferencia el público acude 
a escuchar al orador por puro placer, mientras que los oyentes del parlamento de 
circunstancias están condicionados por factores externos. (107) 
Importantly, the lecture differs from other speech acts in that it may be planned, or at 
least sketched out, ahead of time. In addition, a high-quality lecturer must be cognizant of 
delivering a seductive, emotional crescendo in the pre-established time limit of the 
lecture. Finally, the fact that the audience has explicitly paid to hear the lecturer speak on 
a topic already establishes both their level of engagement with the topic at hand and their 
desire to be entertained by the lecturer.  
Practically speaking, these elements—improvisation, musicality, colloquial 
speech—are distilled into the figure of the “poet-orator” in the lectures of Valle-Inclán: 
 …el orador ha de actuar movido por un impulso trascedente, análogo al que  
inspira al orador religioso. A partir de esta concepción idealista de la oratoria, y 
trascendido el modelo del predicador, se propone la figura del orador poeta, cuya 
actuación se orienta a provocar una experiencia estética en el público y a sumirlo 
en un ambiente de comunión colectiva. El discurso se transforma así en un hecho 
artístico… (104). 
For Valle-Inclán, the goal of the poet-orator appears to be communication with the 
audience on several levels simultaneously. Of course, the lecturing poet-orator will 








earlier, they must also communicate emotions and sensations through other 
communicative channels: gesture, tone, and rhythm. After all, according to Valle-Inclán, 
“el orador, el verdadero orador, convence por el gesto, el ademán, el tono: acuérdese de 
San Bernardino predicando la Cruzada en Alemania, desconociendo el idioma, y 
conmoviendo, sin embargo, a las muchedumbres crédulas y persuadidas” (López Núñez). 
 Dru Dougherty provides a different perspective on these elements in Valle-
Inclán’s lectures. As Dougherty has pointed out, Valle-Inclán’s approach to the lecture 
was connected most deeply to the writer’s own experimentations with his public figure as 
yet another literary mode to be developed alongside his written works: 
La persona pública de Valle-Inclán puede delinearse con cierta exactitud. Es, 
como queda dicho, otro avatar de su fecunda imaginación, ubicado entre el 
hombre de tertulia, que se permitía una libertad expresiva poco menos que 
absoluta, y el literato que sometía su lenguaje a exigencias formales de gran rigor. 
A primera vista, y frente al caso aislado, parece que esta postura intermedia 
ocasiona una simple mezcla de lo caprichoso y lo meditado, de la palabra 
espontánea y la estéticamente lanzada. Sin embargo, la experiencia de editar las 
declaraciones públicas de don Ramón me produce otra impresión, la de que lo 
espontáneo queda configurado, en general, por la conciencia del escritor. Sus 
palabras ocasionales, quiero decir, parecen dictadas, en su mayor parte, por la 
misma sensibilidad que nos legó su arte literario. Puede entenderse así que el 








quiso darse a sí mismo. Quien como él transformó el pasatiempo de la tertulia en 
verdadero arte oral. (17) 
Dougherty’s profound insight into Valle-Inclán’s lecturing “persona,” born out of time 
spent editing the writer’s lectures, provides a fascinating look into the writer’s theory and 
practice of lecturing. According to Dougherty, Valle-Inclán’s lectures are literary events 
insofar as they are opportunities for the author to imbue his public persona with the same 
elements and literary theories that are present in all of his written works. Aspiring to 
generate a space in which this literary alchemical transformation can take place, Valle-
Inclán blurs the line between the living and breathing Ramón del Valle-Inclán and a 
fictionalized—mythologized, perhaps—lecturer who is quite literally an incarnation of 
the writer’s aesthetics. Furthermore, Valle-Inclán’s insistence on lowering barriers 
between himself and his audience, which will eventually be brought to its ultimate 
conclusion with his use of the “fórmula tribunicia” in his lectures after 1933, means that 
those in attendance are also directly engaged in the fictionalization of the lecturer. The 
“formula tribunicia” was a lecturing technique employed by Valle-Inclán to dispense 
with any notion of lecturing formally by instead entreating his audience to ask him 
questions directly, thus entering into dialogue about the topic at hand and ensuring the 
active participation of the audience in the lecture spectacle. Sadly, these experiments with 
the lecture genre failed to convince his audiences, who had little interest in participating 








 Valle-Inclán’s experiments with the lecture genre throughout his career at times 
anticipated major changes to come for the lecture in Spain in the first two decades of the 
20th century; at other times, his lectures would lag behind those of other literary figures in 
terms of experimentation and innovation, especially with the growing popularity of the 
improvised, absurdist lectures of Ramón Gómez de la Serna. It must be said, however, 
that Valle-Inclán was one of the first lecturers between 1900 and 1910 to identify the 
artistic potential of the lecture as a literary genre. Additionally, his recognition of the 
evocative dimensions of the lecture—that is, the capacity of the lecture to be composed 
like a poem or a piece of music—is, frankly, revolutionary insofar as it would set the 
stage for other lecturers to buck academic convention and pour music, poetry, and 
experimentation with the creation of their public selves into their lecturing, not the least 
of whom will be Federico García Lorca. 
 
 
1.2 The Lecturer’s Cranium: Ramón Gómez de la Serna as a Sacrificial Artist 
 
 
While Valle-Inclán was on his way to merging lecture, improvisation, and debate (the 
aforementioned “formula tribunicia”) into an amalgam that would redefine how writers 
could utilize the lecture to “fictionalize” their own public figures, Ramón Gómez de la 
Serna was beginning to articulate his own unique vision for the lecture genre. Ramón’s 
best-known lectures, the conferencias de maleta, were preceded by two crucial texts—








aesthetic of the lecture.  Nigel Dennis has noted that the first of these texts, “El concepto 
de la nueva literatura” (1909), was originally meant to provoke outrage among the more 
conservative members of the Ateneo de Madrid, suggesting that from the start of his 
career Ramón associated the lecture with at least mild insurrection against norms. Had 
everything gone as planned, Ramón would have appeared in front of members of the 
Ateneo de Madrid dressed in an ostentatious light-colored suit, waterproof tie, and 
colored gloves—not the austere attire typically worn at the docta casa. Sadly, Ramón’s 
pushback against decorum at the Ateneo was left unrealized due to the death of a relative 
just prior to the lecture, which led him to dress in black out of respect for the deceased 
(Dennis 44).  
What was supposed to be a visual send up of the solemnity of the Ateneo de Madrid 
still must have caused a stir among members of the literature section, albeit for strictly 
textual reasons. In many ways, “El concepto de la nueva literatura” is more radical, anti-
realist manifesto than it is a lecture on literature. In it, Ramón criticizes the realist 
tradition for its reliance on cliché, repetition, and excessive “ornamentation,” or the use 
of superfluous adjectives—what he calls “adjetivación”—while at the same time 
announcing the arrival of “new literature” (Obras completas 1: 159). New literature, 
instead of establishing itself as a discipline with predetermined rules, is instead governed 
by a knowledge of what not to do in writing (154-55). It is fundamentally a reaction 
against conventions, repetition, and cliché, and it must take on an unapologetic 








and literature (156). For this reason, any work of new literature is by its very nature 
autobiographical, with writer and text become indistinguishable from one another. The 
subjectivity of the author is necessary in order to validate the existence of the literary 
work which would cease to have meaning without this personal point of view (157). 
Ramón pushes the notion of subjectivity further, toward theater, declaring that the truly 
new writer must strive to achieve a style that evokes “la expresión de un [Ermete] 
Zaconni, de un [Ermete] Novelli, o de cualquier gran actor” (160). Ramón’s vision of 
new literature is one that replaces the feigned objectivity of realism with an unabashed 
subjectivity that calls on the practitioner to embrace authentic performance of art over 
literary artifice. It seems obvious that Ramón had absorbed much of Marinetti’s thought 
from translating his works into Spanish for the literary review Prometeo in 1909. 
This call for a deliberately performative style of literary composition would pave 
the way for Ramón’s later experimentations with the lecture and contribute to his 
rethinking of the lecture as a spectacle. In order for Ramón to practice what he preached 
in this “profesión de fe” (175) he would be required to adapt his lecture style from one 
based on academic discourse to one that allowed for overtly subjective performance. The 
key for Ramón would prove to be his reliance on improvisation and physical props, both 
of which would ensure that his lectures avoided predictable patterns. Ramón’s lectures 
would embrace the staging, improvisation, and physicality of spoken word performance, 








vision of new, performative literature fully into practice in his lectures until nearly the 
end of the 1920s despite his other experiments with the lecture genre.  
Another of Gómez de la Serna’s texts, the humorous vignette, “El púlpito de la 
retórica” (1923), develops these theories still further. In it, the narrator describes a 
miraculous pulpit at the Iglesia de San Andrés that produces beautiful sermons. The 
pulpit, ornately decorated with delicate gold leaf, confers on any speaker the ability to 
deliver a powerful speech regardless of his or her innate oratorical skill (or lack thereof). 
In order to prove that the pulpit and not some other feature of the church is transforming 
sermons into works of art, the bishop decides to ask a clumsy, nearsighted, and stuttering 
monk “que buscaba con la cabeza las cosas y las palabras, como si las buscase con una 
trompa,” to stand at the pulpit and give a sermon (Obras completas 5: 898-900). The 
result is as expected; the monk’s halting speech is transformed into eloquent oratory, thus 
confirming the bishop’s suspicions: “En aquel magnífico nidal de la orfebrería española 
que aligera y eteriza al hierro, había anidado la retórica” (900). Throughout the story the 
narrator subtly plays with the notion that the clergy and the congregation are more 
interested in the physical object of the pulpit and the spectacle of public speech than they 
are with the content of the sermon—a phenomenon not unlike Valle-Inclán’s 
understanding of the power of gesture, intonation, and spectacle in the lecture.  
This piece can easily be read as a biting critique of both the superficiality of the 
Catholic Church and the vacuity of religious oratory, but behind the narrator’s judgment 








as they reached a critical inflection point in 1923, just as he was adapting his lecture style 
to fit the new aesthetics he had originally sketched out in his 1909 lecture “El concepto 
de la nueva literatura.” This vignette touches on themes that will repeat themselves 
throughout Ramón’s career as a lecturer, such as his belief in improvisation, his use of 
found objects as props, and his understanding of the importance of entertainment, while 
also helping to link two disparate texts from opposite ends of his career, “El concepto de 
la nueva literatura” (1909) and “Ya no doy conferencias” (1957). In the end, “El púlpito 
de la retórica” will help trace the trajectory of Ramón’s style of lecturing from one based 
on a traditional, academic model to one in which experimentation and entertainment are 
the main focus.  
The satirical elements of “El púlpito de la retórica” highlight the inherent 
hypocrisy of a religion supposedly founded on the creative power of the spoken word, yet 
whose authority ostensibly lies in the dogmatic adhesion to a written text; however, as we 
will see, what appears to be the central critique of Christianity in this piece is actually a 
mask hiding the narrator’s sincere reevaluation of oratory as a spectacle. It goes without 
saying that the presence of the spoken word is abundant in Christianity, from the Genesis 
story in which the universe is created through the word of God to the parables dictated by 
Jesus to the Apostles. Yet, despite its origins in the oral tradition, Christianity at some 
point came to derive its power and influence from the written word, eventually utilizing 
the written text as a justification for claiming the infallibility of Christian beliefs. This 








spectacle of oratory and critiques the written word. When the villagers of the parish of 
San Andrés lament the fact that the Church has made no effort to record and compile 
these marvelous sermons into a published volume, the parish priest responds by arguing 
that “Un sermón nunca se debe tomar con taquígrafos … Se le haría demasiado 
responsable, y el orador perdería espontaneidad.” In agreement with the priest, the 
mystics of the community add, “Es más precioso … lo que queda en las almas y es solo 
riqueza de unos pocos, que lo que se reproduce …” (900). Here, the parish priest and the 
mystics express the belief that any attempt to record public speech results in 
abbreviations, like those recorded by a stenographer, that could not possibly capture the 
multidimensional oratorical act.  
The emphasis on the inability of the written word to capture the ephemerality of 
public speech reveals the narrator’s belief in the primacy of staging, context, and 
performance in oratory: In other words, the importance of an artistic moment. This 
sentiment is echoed not only in the physical descriptions of the pulpit, but also in the final 
moments of the story when the narrator gives his evaluation of the miraculous pulpit: 
“Bajo los auspicios del Espíritu Santo, aquel era el púlpito de la elocuencia; que florecía 
del subsuelo en rizado tallo de hierro y después se hacía flor del arte, lirio retórico” (900). 
While it is tempting to read it as a tongue in cheek jab at Christian ritual, the statements 
made by the parish priest, the mystics, and the narrative perspective that frames these 
figures in a positive light lead the reader to believe that “El púlpito de la retórica” is 








Ramón echoes this view of public speech as a multifaceted, ephemeral event or 
spectacle when reflecting on a lecture he gave on butterflies during his first tour in 
Argentina: “Di una conferencia poética que no podía repetir ya nunca pasado aquel día de 
credulidad y de ingenua buena fe del Buenos Aires de una singular tarde de primavera…” 
(Obras completas 20: 634). In this passage, Ramón insists on both the fleeting nature of 
the spectacle and its detailed spatio-temporal coordinates, both of which contribute to its 
irreproducible ephemerality—not unlike Valle-Inclán’s view of the lecture as a poetic 
event as opposed to a strictly textual experience. For both the narrator of “El púlpito” and 
Ramón himself a lecture of this style is a product of not only text and voice, but also of 
place, time, audience, and other elements that can only be experienced in a moment of 
live performance. In fact, on several occasions during his career, Ramón makes the point 
of criticizing written lectures. In “Ya no doy conferencias,” Ramón mentions that it is 
unacceptable for a lecturer to read from a script given that, “La conferencia debe ser el 
goce de las palabras en libertad y encontrar así lo que va revoloteando por el aire” (877): 
echoes of Marinetti’s famous slogan “le parole in libertà,” no doubt. On the topic of 
improvisation and memory in lecturing, Ramón states the following: 
Al escribir no comparte uno esta emoción de la creación hablada en la que no 
debe intervenir apenas la memoria, pues tengo observado que la memoria 
subvierte e invierte el espíritu – ¡cuidado con ella! – como si fuese una oligarquía 








The treatment of memory in this passage is remarkably similar to the comments made by 
the parish priest and the mystics in “El púlpito de la retórica.” In both cases, the spoken 
word is a sacred force capable of creation and beauty.  The spoken word is undermined 
by memory, with the printed word representing the height of humankind’s desire to 
remember the past. In contrast, the spoken word ought to react to the moment, location, 
and audience through improvisation. In this way, the lecture is as much about what is 
being said as it is about how things are being said, or to whom they are being said. 
Ramón’s insistence on the importance of the spontaneous orality of the lecture 
genre is consistent with views of the lecture expressed by other major writers in the 
1920s. In his introductory remarks to “Vitalidad, alma, espíritu” (1925), José Ortega y 
Gasset takes a moment to criticize the inability of the press to accurately depict the 
feeling of a lecture, and calls out journalists for summarizing his lectures instead of 
recognizing them for the web of interactions that they are. The lecture, he explains, “es 
un pequeño drama que acontece. Es un salón con su fisonomía peculiar, es un público 
determinado” (Obras completas 3: 66-67). Ortega continues to note non-verbal elements 
of the lecture, such as when the public notices the presence or absence of certain 
prominent figures in the audience, the coughs and collective shivers of those in 
attendance, and the tension of the scene. “Una conferencia no se debe resumir,” he 
declares, “sino que se debe contar, como el choque de dos automóviles o un partido de 
fútbol” (566-67). Ortega’s comparison between lecturing and a spectacle like a car crash 








dramatic event, one in which the lecturer might have to face “aquel terrible abismo… 
cuando se encuentra sin la palabra donde poner el pie y agita los brazos en mortal 
aspaviento” (ibid). In other words, for Ortega, the lecture is the drama of life and death in 
miniature. This concept of the lecture as a dramatic spectacle or sport will be repeated by 
Ramón while he looks back at his lecture career in “Ya no doy conferencias” (1957).  
Although, as we have seen, Ramón’s ideas about lecturing were enunciated as 
early as 1909, his most celebrated foray into experimental lecturing occurred in 1923—
the same year as “El púlpito de la retórica”—with his lecture on the circus given from a 
trapeze at Madrid’s Circo Americano. For the lecture he wore a purposely unfinished coat 
and tails (as if he had taken them directly from the garment maker’s work station) to 
suggest last-minute preparations and sat on a trapeze “a una altura no vertiginosa, desde 
luego, pero siempre respectable para un hombre de letras” while reading his lecture from 
a long scroll that reached the ground (Obras completas 20: 425-430). Nigel Dennis has 
suggested that there were humorous precursors to the trapeze lecture, especially pointing 
to Ramón’s use of visual aids in a lecture given at the exposition of paintings by Gustavo 
de Maeztu; however, these earlier lectures were aimed more at disrupting decorum at 
formal venues like the Ateneo de Madrid than they were at pushing the boundaries of the 
lecture genre into bourgeois spaces outside of private organizations. For example, he 
caused a stir at the Academia de Jurisprudencia by reading a note to the audience 
excusing his own absence. On another occasion, he read the minutes from a previous 








attendance, no doubt) of “comportamiento irreverente” (Dennis 45). These decorum-
breaking lectures demonstrate Ramón’s growing discontent with the restrictive social 
mores and formalities of the traditional lecture circuits in Madrid and mark his shift 
toward highly performative experimental lectures. 
The trapeze lecture, however, was Ramón’s first attempt to transform the genre 
into spectacle. In order to realize this transformation, Ramón would unite the 
grotesqueness of the circus together with artistic performance. As Ramón remembers it, 
by sitting atop the trapeze “lo que se siente […] es que se está al nivel de vuestras [the 
audience’s] miradas y a salvo de ese hundimiento y aplastamiento que se siente en el 
fondo de la pista” (425). In terms of staging, this lecture breaks down the expected 
hierarchy of an academic lecture in which lecturers sit above the audience on a stage, yet 
paradoxically find themselves metaphorically speaking “from the baseline.” Starkly 
contrasting the image of the lecturer as a distant expert, Ramón’s trapeze lecturer is 
suspended at the level of his audience, whose seats are presumably looking down on the 
center of the circus. According to Ramón, “En el circo todos volvemos al Paraíso 
primitivo, donde tenemos que ser más justos, ingenuos y tolerantes” (424). By placing 
himself on the same plane as his audience, Ramón is embracing the circus’s sense of 
egalitarianism as a means of revising the power dynamic normally associated with the 
lecture. 
In addition to casting the circus as a utopic experience that turns expected norms 








reinventing himself as an “orador de trapecio” (425), a new kind of orator who, because 
of his placement on the trapeze, is unable to rely on the stacks of papers or glasses of 
water his more grounded counterparts rely on in order to prolong their discourse or 
refresh their voices (425). The trapeze lecturer is subjected to harsher conditions that 
imbue the public act with a feeling of risk (albeit tongue-in-cheek in this case). This 
genre of oratory depends on the free mixture of seriousness with comedy: seriousness due 
to the very real possibility of failure, either by falling from the trapeze, dropping papers, 
or even speaking poorly, and comedy from the sheer ridiculousness of giving a solemn, 
deadpan lecture from a circus trapeze. In the text of this lecture, Ramón suggests that this 
debut will serve as the line of demarcation between his old career and that which is yet to 
come (427). By the time of this lecture it seems as if within his lectures Ramón has 
finally begun to embrace the new aesthetic that he had first described in “El concepto de 
la nueva literatura” back in 1909. That is to say that by combining the feeling of risk and 
the celebration of absurdity that is the circus with the deadpan seriousness of an academic 
lecture, Ramón is able to put on display a heavily ironic visual metaphor for the practice 
of public speaking and thus transform both lecture and lecturer into a unified work of 
literature. 
 Critics have linked Ramón’s interest in the circus and his subsequent embrace of a 
new form of lecturing to the poor state of Spanish theater in the twenties. In a review of 
the trapeze lecture, Diez-Canedo ponders the following: “¿Se refugia la literatura en el 








preferir al tablado y las candilejas, la pista y los arcos voltaicos” (429). After all, this 
lecture—and Diez-Canedo’s review—took place in 1923 in the midst of the so-called 
“batalla teatral” between commercial and experimental theaters that rejected certain 
theatrical conventions of the realist tradition (Paulino Ayusa 16). The tension between 
these two camps is borne out not only in Ramón’s early theater such as Los sonámbulos, 
El teatro en soledad, and Utopía, but also in his lecture “El concepto de la nueva 
literatura.” These earlier theatrical works in particular draw heavily on pantomime, which 
had by then been popularized in Spain by Jacinto Benavente. As critics have noted, 
Ramón’s interest in pantomime is related to his treatment of new literature as an 
expression of the tension between body and thought, as pantomime provided him with a 
format based on bodily movements through which he could subvert the authority of the 
written word (Rivas Bonillo 511-12). Furthermore, Ramón’s interest in ancient art forms 
like pantomime and circus were characteristic of a theatrical movement dissatisfied with 
the modern state of the industry (514).  
That being said, this form of experimental theater had its shortcomings. Paulino 
Ayuso has suggested that “el teatro de vanguardia fue, por tanto, más producto literario 
que un fenómeno teatral,” given its favoring of experimentation over representability 
(119). As such, Ramón’s lecture from the trapeze is not mere spectacle for the sake of 
entertainment; rather, it can be seen as a response to the dearth of truly innovative 








version of Symbolist theater2 to the stage, he was nevertheless able to adapt the notions of 
the new theater to his lectures, overcoming the limitations of one genre by incorporating 
them into another—into a spoken genre that, when given an autobiographical nature, 
would be capable of expressing the subjectivity needed for his idiosyncratic creations. 
 The lectures Ramón gave after this trapeze performance tended to rely more 
heavily on costuming, unique set dressing, and physical objects as a means of 
reproducing in physical space the comedian’s uniquely playful understanding of art and 
everyday life. Ramón often worked his own appearance into these ludic performances. 
For instance, when giving talks on certain historical figures like Napoleon he would dress 
up as that particular figure (or at least wear clothing to match the period). For the lecture 
he would give prior to the screening of The Jazz Singer at the Cineclub Español he 
appeared in blackface, purportedly as a means of more effectively evoking jazz music’s 
origins in the black community in the United States. When speaking on his work Los 
medios seres he famously painted himself half white and half black (Dennis 45-49). 
Thus, by focusing on costuming, Ramón was able to incorporate himself physically into 
the visual texture of the lecture event in a way that would typically be avoided in more 
traditional lectures for the purposes of maintaining the illusion of the speaker’s authority 
over the audience and emotional distance from the subject matter. In other words, 
whereas fictionalization of the lecturer occurs on the level of intonation and 
                                                 
 
2 Paulino Ayuso draws parallels between Ramón’s early theater and that of Ibsen, Maeterlinck, Hauptmann, 








improvisation in the lectures of Valle-Inclán, in Ramón’s lectures the same effect is 
localized to his utilization of clever staging, props and costumes.  
Set pieces also played a role in reinventing the lecture as a ludic spectacle. In “Ya 
no doy conferencias” Ramón recounts the staging for his lecture on Juana la Loca: 
 Todo partía de un invento español. El español no inventó el ventilador, pero sí el  
ventilador con cintas voladoras, y ese puro invento español me surgió que doña 
Juana es un velo que vuela en los campos de Castilla por los que pasa llevando el 
cadáver de su marido. Puse un biombo, hice asomar por él un perfil de reina con 
un velo de crespón que ondulaba gracias al ventilador escondido y en actividad 
durante toda la conferencia, consiguiendo solo con eso la evocación 
impresionante de la reina loca. (Obras completas 14: 877). 
In this passage we see that Ramón has placed a veil over a standing fan, providing his 
lecture with an eerie visual aid for his subject matter. Not only that, by placing a ghostly 
Juana on stage, Ramón gives a feeling of plasticity to his words just as he had done 
previously with the trapeze lecture. Though she may be an actual human figure, Juana is 
also characterized by Ramón using figurative language. After all, “Juana es un velo que 
vuela en los campos de Castilla por los que pasa llevando el cadáver de su marido.” It is 
this sentiment, this feeling of sorrow and loneliness that Ramón evokes when creating a 
shadowy Juana on stage. More than merely representing Juana, herself, Ramón uses 









Nowhere is this method of giving physical form to metaphor more pronounced 
than in Ramón’s conferencias de maleta. Typically, in the conferencias de maleta Ramón 
would remove objects from a crate at random and give them an “interpretación 
imaginativa, metafórica” that could be tinged with lyricism or comedy depending on the 
mood of his discourse (Dennis 53). The key to these lectures, of course, was Ramón’s 
novel use of improvisation in order to create a spectacle that was generated live in front 
of the audience. Relying on the element of surprise would provide him with base 
materials on which to build his improvised reinterpretations of the selected objects. 
Dennis recalls Ramón’s lecture on the topic of “el farol” as a particularly strong example 
of this improvised meditation on a quotidian object: “El objeto era mirado desde 
diferentes ángulos, imaginado en diferentes contextos, en definitivo, dotado de un ánima 
gracias a la habilidad del conferenciante para asignar o extraer características que no 
habrían sido percibidas nunca—ni imaginadas—por el espectador normal” (53). Looking 
at each object from multiple angles would allow Ramón to accumulate “matices de 
significado o ‘identidad’, humanizando, representando, revelando y recreando el objeto 
ante la audiencia” (ibid). In other words, by transforming common objects into cubistic 
metaphors and, conversely, by giving metaphors form as physical objects, Ramón was 
able to provide his audience with a practical demonstration of the new aesthetic he first 
described in “El concepto de la nueva literatura.” Specifically, each object would become 
inseparable from the subjective interpretation(s) given to it by the artist, thus bonding the 








Ramón’s earlier belief in the idea of the literary monad. Just as “El paisaje de ojo para 
fuera no existe” (Obras completas 1: 156), so too do the object and the subject both rely 
on each other to validate one another’s existence. Ramón’s analysis of the object not only 
brings out its unique characteristics, it also reveals truths about the way in which he 
conceives of the world. The object, when fused with its interpretation through the act of 
improvised lecturing, becomes a shorthand for the philosophy, poetics, and viewpoint of 
the observer. 
Up to this point observations of Ramón’s lectures have been limited to two main 
ideas. First, the idea that the lectures embrace a vision of art as invigorating daily life 
through the unbridled use of imagination and, conversely, the possibility that the 
quotidian can serve as a source of inspiration for artistic creation. Second, the notion that 
both lecture and speaker can be transformed into spectacle and performer, respectively, 
through the use of improvisation, costuming, staging, and props. However accurate these 
observations may be, they do not fully explain how Ramón comes to characterize his own 
lectures in his final text on the matter, “Ya no doy conferencias” (1957).  
This text, part remembrance of lectures past, part collection of greguerías relating 
to the lecture genre, and part critique of the figure of the lecturer, is a summation of 
Ramón’s observations after a long career of lecturing. In “Ya no doy conferencias,” 
Ramón highlights several qualities that any worthwhile lecturer must exhibit: 
improvisational skills, an awareness of the performative nature of the lecture, and an 








no doubt as to the role it plays in lecturing. Echoing earlier pronouncements, he states 
that, “La conferencia debe ser el goce de las palabras en libertad y encontrar así lo que va 
revoloteando por el aire” (Obras completas 14: 877). Beyond pulling inspiration from the 
air in the moment of live improvisation—a notion which Dennis questions in his 
excellent article on these lectures 3—Ramón believed, as has been demonstrated earlier, 
that “Al escribir no comparte uno esta emoción de la creación hablada en la que no debe 
intervenir apenas la memoria… la memoria subvierte e invierte el espíritu… como si 
fuese una oligarquía del cerebro que lleva a la sed impensada y viciosa” (ibid). Here, 
Ramón is reflecting on how he put into practice the ideas he brought up in both “El 
concepto de la nueva literatura” and “El púlpito de la retórica.” Just as the sermons at the 
Iglesia de San Andrés would have been ruined by the written word, so too would 
Ramón’s lectures have been ruined were they to have been scripted. It is clear that 
Ramón saw improvisation as a means of undermining the established order of pre-written 
texts, thus bringing the moment of creation to life in public in front of an audience and 
away from the relative comfort of the writer’s “ivory tower.”  
                                                 
 
3 In “La oratoria vanguardista de Ramón Gómez de la Serna,” Dennis suggests that Ramón’s lectures were 
not composed from scratch in the moment of performance, but rather assembled from pre-memorized 
building blocks that could be rearranged at will depending on the whims of the lecturer. If improvisation 
played a role in Ramón’s lectures it was in the moment of revealing objects from the suitcase he brought 
with him. With each object Ramón would have been capable of reciting one of several variations on a 
theme, interlacing a chain of variations depending on the objects extracted from the suitcase. In this way, 
Dennis posits that Ramón’s use of improvisation was closely related to the “teoría de la formula oral” 
employed in other oral works told from memory, such as the Odyssey or the ballads sung by medieval 








The second quality of a good lecturer according to Ramón is an awareness of 
lecturing as a theatrical performance and the awareness that he or she is also just another 
illusion of the stage (873). Once this realization has been embraced, the lecturer will 
likely lose track of his or her true self and instead develop a “doble personalidad” that 
ultimately takes over the original (878). Although Ramón proposes the idea of the “doble 
personalidad” in order to make a joke about lecturers becoming their own celebrity, his 
humor masks an important function of the lecture genre: automitografía—a term I 
borrow from Jordi Gracia’s biography of José Ortega y Gasset, which has already been 
alluded to in the discussion of Valle-Inclán’s “fictionalization” of his lecturing persona, 
but which will only be discussed later in this dissertation. By recognizing his public self 
as a performance, Ramón is able to adapt how he appears to the audience— sometimes 
quite literally changing his appearance—and transform himself into a work of fiction like 
one of the knick-knacks drawn from his suitcase. It is these two attributes of Ramón’s 
lectures that led him to conceive of the lecture as a spectacle or a risk sport just as Ortega 
had done when speaking on lectures in 1925. After all, improvisation always runs the risk 
of failure with the potential for the speaker to freeze up or to fail to entertain an audience; 
so too does the act of automitografía run the risk of not only blurring the line between 
author and work, but also transforming lecturers into caricatures of themselves. For this 
reason, by the end of his career Ramón sees the lecture as a spectacle “en que se juega el 
todo por el todo el conferenciante, como paracaidista que corre el albur de que se abra o 








words, Ramón’s ideal lecturer must function on the principle of risk in order to properly 
engage in the practice of authentic artistic creation—the literary monad, once again.  
 I would argue that Ramón’s growing fixation with risk in his lectures is 
symptomatic of his evolving understanding of the artist (and especially the humorist or 
clown) as an ultimately sacrificial figure. Although critics like Nigel Dennis and Rivas 
Bonillo have mentioned Ramón’s sympathy for the tragicomic figure of the clown, they 
generally prefer to emphasize the connections between these performative lectures and 
the genesis of avant-garde happenings at places like the Cabaret Voltaire.4 It seems 
evident, however, that Ramón’s lectures, while certainly connected to this avant-garde 
aesthetic on some level, were more concerned with performing the sacrifice of the author 
in front of the audience than they were with disrupting the audience with violent, crude, 
or insulting displays.5 It is no coincidence then that Ramón’s final lecture at the Ateneo 
de Madrid in 1949 (and, consequently, the final lecture of his career) took up just this 
matter. At the end of his lecture “La magia de la literatura,” Ramón donned a headless 
cardboard torso dressed exactly as he had been dressed for the talk. Though his arms fit 
                                                 
 
4 Dennis notes that Ramón was friendly with Picabia, Soupault, and Tzara, the founders of Dadaism and the 
Cabaret Voltaire in Zurich (Dennis 64, n. 56). In “Literatura y espectáculo: El circo (1917), de Ramón 
Gómez de la Serna,” Rivas Bonillo views the clown as representing the author’s skepticism toward 
academic seriousness, instead replacing it with the plasticity of pantomime or with the “melancólico 
ilusionismo del circo” (518).  
5 We might, for example, contrast Ramón’s lectures and those given by Dadaists like George Grosz and 
other members of the Berlin arm of the movement. Where Ramón’s lectures do violence to genre 
conceptions of the lecture, the Dadaist’s “lectures,” if we can even call them that, were aimed at insulting 
the audience, provoking indignation, or even on some occasions promoting violence in the name of avant-
garde art. In contrast, Ramón rarely engaged in this level of violent irreverence in his lectures, despite his 








through the torso, his head was left intentionally covered, giving the illusion that it had 
been severed. In its place, Ramón hoisted up a beer stein imitating the missing cranium 
while proceeding to define the writer as “un mártir que ofrece a los demás la embriaguez 
de sus invenciones, pero que cuando busca su boca para beber él también, no la 
encuentra, porque la copa que ofreció a los demás era su propio cráneo” (Obras 
completas 14: 882).6 By presenting 
himself as a headless author, Ramón is giving visual representation to the idea of the self-
sacrificing writer.  
In fact, this final performance repeats a mechanic employed in the majority of 
Ramón’s lectures since he climbed the trapeze in 1923: turning the abstract idea of the 
internal struggle of the author into a physical metaphor on stage. It is for this reason that 
Ramón looks back on his lectures in “Ya no doy conferencias” as if they were risk sports. 
For him there is no difference between a bullfight and the practice of creating literature 
on stage in front of a live audience. Both of these sports might result in death—one 
physical and one symbolic, yet both tragic possibilities. If we are to truly believe what 
Ramón states about the lecturer who becomes a “doble personalidad,” confusing the 
public self with the real self, then it is reasonable to surmise that, for this lecturer, the 
symbolic death of the public self is tantamount to the physical death of his body. And 
what better genre to explore the nature of life and death of the physical body and the 
                                                 
 
6 Could Ramón possibly have been aware of the double entendre of the English word “noggin” and the 








fictional public-self than the lecture? In Ramón’s hands, the lecture has all the staging of 
a theatrical production, but without a script potentially limiting the raw creativity of 
improvised performance.  
 Finally, to what extent might we read a religious significance into Ramón’s 
treatment of the lecturer as a sacrificial figure? There is certainly a precedent for 
indicating the religious aspects of Ramón’s work. For example, in “Ya no doy 
conferencias” Ramón describes the lecture as “la confesión extrema” (Obras completas 
20: 876); “El concepto de la nueva literatura” is depicted by Ramón as his “profesión de 
fe,” and he even bases the thrust of his argument on the idea (written emphatically in 
capital letters) that literature has shifted from Christianity to pantheism (“HABER 
TENIDO EL CRISTIANISMO”) (Obras completas 1: 175). Nigel Dennis has also 
signaled a few provocative references to Christianity in Ramón’s writings. Dennis argues 
that Ramón used certain gestures and tendencies to confer a sacred or ritual feeling on his 
lectures, pointing specifically to comments he made about being the “sacerdote de la 
diosa radio” or about café Pombo’s title as “la sagrada cripta” (Dennis 65, n. 57). And 
certainly one might look back at “El púlpito de la retórica,” with its miraculous pulpit and 
its insistence on the ritual of sermon giving, as an example of Ramón playing with ideas 
of religion and oratory. If anything, Ramón was more attracted to the dramatic elements 
of Christianity than he was to its teachings, embracing Christianity in literature like a 
syncretic religion; however, by subtly comparing himself to Jesus through this discourse 








an easily recognizable referent for the struggles of the artist who incorporates art into his 
or her daily life. In a reversal of the death of Jesus, which takes place first on a physical 
level only to be given symbolic meaning after the fact, the death of the lecturer, though 
symbolic in nature, serves as a reminder of the very real mortality of the physical person 
and the death of the private self once the lecturer steps on stage.  
 
 
1.3 Saint Ortega: “Automitografía” and the Search for Audience and Self 
 
 
Of course, not all lecturers in these years were engaged in such radical 
experimentation with the genre as Gómez de la Serna; however, even traditional 
academic lecturers like philosopher José Ortega y Gasset would begin to feel emboldened 
to make more modest changes to the lecture throughout the 1920s thanks to the 
innovations of avant-garde lecturers and the changing demographics of lecture audiences. 
In 1914 José Ortega y Gasset would vault himself into fame as an orator with his lecture 
“Vieja y nueva política.” Even before this widely publicized lecture event cemented his 
fame as one of Spain’s most sought after public intellectuals he was already enjoying 
popularity within academic circles due to his skills as a lecturer. However, “Vieja y 
nueva política” marks the expansion of Ortega’s popularity beyond the confines of 
smaller organizations like the Ateneo de Madrid to broader Spanish society. The success 
of Ortega’s political discourse was likely due to the fact that it was given during a 








including politics prior to “Vieja y nueva política,” but these lectures were not readily 
accessible to the general public (“Una conferencia” 3). By 1913 Ortega was already 
drawing crowds large enough to exceed the capacity of the auditoriums of these smaller, 
exclusive venues, thus requiring his talks to be held in higher-capacity theaters. It seems 
that the success of “Vieja y nueva política” would merely spread his already impressive 
popularity into broader segments of the populace (La Correspondencia de España, 25 
December 1913, p. 7).  
A few months after high attendance at his lecture on the aesthetics of Cervantes’ 
Novelas ejemplares, “La estética de las mismas,” would lead the Ateneo de Madrid to 
change the venue to the more spacious Teatro de la Comedia, Ortega would once again 
return to this same theater to give “Vieja y nueva política,” this time speaking to a 
massive crowd made up of not just members of the Ateneo, but also listeners of many 
backgrounds. The lecture, read shortly after the catastrophic failure of the Partido 
Reformista to win a significant number of seats in the Cortes during the general elections 
of 1914, was Ortega’s attempt to diagnose the political and social ills that were 
preventing meaningful social reform in Spain as well as introduce the newly founded 
reformist group, the Liga de Educación Pública Española, to the audience. According to 



















(Figure 1: Ortega y Gasset delivers the lecture “Vieja y nueva política” at Teatro de la 
Comedia, Madrid, May 24th, 1914) 
 
 Reformist cause who, perhaps starved for political catharsis after a humiliating political 
loss, were particularly receptive toward Ortega’s words: “A Ortega le interrumpen 
repetidamente con aplausos y exclamaciones porque ha dado con el tono vibrante de la 
arenga política, más allá de la exposición argumental del significado de la Liga de 
Educación Política y muy cerca de su articulismo político de los últimos cinco años” 
(Gracia 177). It is important to note that Ortega’s resounding success was based not 
merely on the quality of his argumentation, per se, but also on his tone and ability to tap 








encontrado en Ortega una nueva retórica emotiva, acuñaciones restallantes, pero una 
proximidad invencible al lenguaje de la angustia” (178). 
Looking at the saludo, or introduction, to “Vieja y nueva política” it is not 
difficult to understand how Ortega’s words would have captivated his audience, both for 
their ingenuity and his sincere belief in his role as a spokesperson for the Liga de 
Educación Política Española: 
Antes de comenzar a decir lo que he de deciros tengo que empezar dándoos 
gracias por la benévola curiosidad con que habéis acudido a esta cita de difusa 
esperanza española, y pediros que, dilatando un poco más vuestra benevolencia, 
suspendáis un momento los juicios previos que hayáis formado sobre lo que este 
acto, como todo acto, tiene de personal. Porque antes de que las palabras vuelquen 
su sentido sobre los que escuchan, llegan a la audición como sones timbrados por 
una voz de individuo, y pudiera ocurrir que el haber juzgado previamente 
inmodesto y excesivo que ese individuo levante su voz, dañe a la comprensión 
seria de los pensamientos que van a conducir las palabras sobre sus alas sonoras. 
(Obras completas 1: 565) 
In this opening paragraph, Ortega surprisingly attempts to depersonalize the lecture 
through a description of the physiological process of audition. By focusing on the 
physical soundwaves that make up the spoken words of the lecture, Ortega is in reality 
entreating his audience to consider the content of the ideas they are hearing before 








play up collective cohesion needed at this difficult political moment for the Reformist 
Party in Spain, downplaying his own celebrity for the benefit of the political cause, as 
well as to plead for rationality from his audience.  
 Ortega continues his extended captatio benevolentiae with an apology for 
discussing politics despite his being a professor and philosopher: 
Harto conozco no ser uso en nuestro país que a quien no ha entrado en un cierto 
gremio formado por gentes que ejercen un equívoco oficio bajo el nombre de 
políticos, se le repute como un normal derecho venir a hablar en público de los 
grandes temas nacionales. Al político, sí; a ese le es permitido hablar de medicina 
en la apertura de una Academia, de agricultura en una Sociedad campesina, de 
poesía en un Ateneo; estoy por decir que de teología en todas partes; pero a quien 
no es político, ¡hablar de política! Esto es hacer usos nuevos, y nada arguye tan 
grande inmodestia como el intento de nuevos usos. Por eso yo os ruego que con 
generosidad desarticuléis de vuestro estado de espíritu actual estas opiniones, tal 
vez justas, contra mi persona, y siento no encontrar en este instante fórmula ni 
modo para decir en una sola frase hondamente cordial, en que ambas cosas 
quedaran por igual acentuadas, que os pido perdón por lo que acaso es mi osadía, 
pero que no tengo derecho en el resto de mi conferencia a renunciar, por 
pareceros humilde, a la energía y hasta a la acritud propia a algunas ideas que voy 
a exponer. Escuchadme, pues, como una voz anónima y sin timbre individual que 








Porque, en verdad, no se trata de mí ni de unas ideas mías. Yo vengo a 
hablaros en nombre de la Liga de Educación Política Española… (565-66)  
Here, Ortega futher attempts to remove himself from the lecture so as to allow the ideas 
at the core of his discourse to take center stage. He is aware that lecturing on politics as a 
philosopher likely seems unusual to his audience and makes certain to point out the fact 
so as to anticipate any such criticism in advance. At this early stage in his lecturing 
career, Ortega appears to believe in a detached, dispassionate style of lecturing, as if 
ideas could speak for themselves without becoming inflected by the mind and voice from 
which they emanate. Despite these attempts to generate an impersonal lecture, “Vieja y 
nueva política” actually stands as an inflection point in Ortega’s lecturing career given 
that, from this point forward, he would begin to rely more heavily on emotive rhetoric 
and evocative metaphor to support his arguments, seeing these as not merely empty 
oratorical flourishes, but rather as special modes of communicating the fundamentals of 
complex philosophical and political ideas to the often uncomprehending audience. In 
addition, after this lecture, Ortega’s presence in his own lectures (that is to say, his 
willingness to embrace celebrity) will become much more apparent and will play an 
important role in how he fashions his public persona in relation to the audience. 
Stylistically, “Vieja y nueva política” may be considered a transitional work 
between the academic lectures Ortega had composed for erudite crowds at the Ateneos 
and private clubs of Spain and his later lectures that would rely more heavily on literary 








analogies in this lecture are thematically related to and prolonged by frequent repetition 
and variation. Most are related to the fields of medicine and evolutionary biology 
allowing Ortega to illustrate the ills of society. Throughout the lecture Ortega diagnoses 
the problems of the Spanish state, comparing political entities with biological organisms 
and suggesting that the gradual evolution of Spanish society, which he compares to 
“osmosis y endosmosis,” has been petrified by the Restoration’s permanent two-party 
system (568-69). The analogies consistently present throughout Ortega’s discourse help 
build a mental framework to aid in describing the essential points of his argument: Spain 
is analogous to a petrified body whose vital functions have been arrested by a 
dysfunctional political organism and it is only through serious reform that the body may 
retain its vitality and become mobile again. The genius of these literary techniques is that 
they allow Ortega to encapsulate his political message within easily intelligible imagery 
that can (and will) be repeated by the press and the public in attendance. It is clear that 
Ortega y Gasset has begun to understand the advantages of including ever more literary 
techniques in his public discourse.  
This lecture also represents Ortega’s transition from a purely academic rhetoric to 
one that borrows from popular rhetorical modes such as the political speech and the 
religious homily. For the most part, Ortega’s discourse is ratiocinative, with an elaborate, 
often parallelistic syntax: 
No se trata de que un Gobierno se haya apartado en un asunto transitorio de 








íntegros de que esos Gobiernos salieron y salen, es que el Parlamento entero, es 
que todas aquellas Corporaciones sobre que influye o es directamente influido en 
el mundo de los políticos, más aún, los periódicos mismos, que son como los 
aparatos productores del ambiente que ese mundo respira, todo ello, de la derecha 
a la izquierda, de arriba abajo, está situado fuera y aparte de las corrientes 
centrales del alma española actual. (569) 
Despite Ortega’s evident eloquence, there are several glaring issues with this passage 
from the point of view of auditory intelligibility. First, there is Ortega’s reiterative desire 
to “say it all” by unnecessarily expanding the items in his lists (“de la derecho a la 
izquierda, de arriba abajo…”).  Second, his use of repeated figures like “es que,” which 
would normally enhance the rhythm of a spoken discourse, instead confuses the listener 
by adding clauses to the main argument of the sentence. And yet, beyond these longer 
passages there are indications of a new way of lecturing, one that relies on well-
structured argumentation and repetition but also homeoptoton. The best of these less 
complicated segments is structured such that the core idea is presented last in order to 
emphasize its importance to the audience: 
Hay que exigir a la máquina Estado mayor, mucho mayor rendimiento de  
utilidades sociales que ha dado hasta aquí; pero aunque diera cuanto idealmente le  
es posible dar, queda por exigir mucho más a los otros órganos nacionales que no  









Not only is the core idea made more obvious through its placement at the end of the 
clause, the use of repetition is quite effective as a mnemonic device. By repeating the 
negative terms “que no son…” and “que no es…,” Ortega builds the audience’s 
expectation of what is to come, namely, “la libre espontaneidad de la sociedad.” This 
final point is further emphasized by the homeoptoton of “espontaneidad” with 
“sociedad,” cementing the message in the minds of the audience as something important. 
These techniques are hallmarks of good oratory in that they highlight or bracket the 
essentials of a political discourse or, in the case of repeated sounds, create memorable 
catchphrases and quotations that are easily reproducible in the aftermath of the lecture.  
Considering its use of these aforementioned rhetorical devices, “Vieja y nueva 
política” truly is an inflection point not only in Ortega’s career as a public figure, but also 
in how he would come to structure and compose his lectures. The hesitancy Ortega seems 
to express in the lecture just quoted may represent his uncertainty about relying too 
heavily on figurative speech in more traditional political, philosophical, or literary 
lectures. However, this reticence disappears years later, after his eye-opening lecture tour 
in Argentina in August of 1917 where he would encounter larger bourgeois audiences 
than in Spain, all of whom had an appetite for philosophical thought and a seemingly 
greater affinity for literariness in lectures.  
Ortega’s time in Argentina would provide him with an opportunity to develop a 
more personal and intimate form of lecturing that he would bring back with him to Spain. 








Institución Cultural Española and the Junta para Ampliación de Estudios, which, in 
concert with the newly created Sociedad Menéndez Pelayo (1918), helped fund travel and 
lodging for Spanish invitees to Buenos Aires (Gracia 228) Although granted a generous 
budget for his lecture tour, he only spent a fraction of it, perhaps as a means of 
demonstrating his appreciation for the organizations that had prepared the lecture circuit 
(ibid). Once in Buenos Aires, the philosopher was surrounded by members of the most 
prestigious circles in Argentina, having been received by representatives of both the 
Ministerio de Instrucción Pública and the Institución Cultural Española, as well as 
members of the Club Español, the Jockey Club, the Ateneo Hispano Americano, and the 
Academia Argentina de la Lengua (Gracia 229). Yet, despite the charitable attitude and 
the warm reception he received from the Argentines, Ortega’s interest in lecturing was 
not solely based on transatlantic comradery. In fact, the philosopher seemed more 
preoccupied with his reputation and public figure, going to great lengths to ensure that he 
drew the largest crowds possible for his lectures by hiring an agency to prepare a “dossier 
de prensa” for La Nación, La Prensa, La Vanguardia, and El Diario Español. The dossier 
was to provide details of his visit along with descriptions of the courses and lectures he 
would be giving while in Argentina in the hopes that doing so would stimulate public 
interest. It is clear that Ortega was searching for a new audience, one that he believed 
would serve as a “tabula rasa” ready to be impressed by his philosophy due to what he 
erroneously assumed to be a lack of direct contact with modern European currents of 








Ortega y Gasset’s interest in Argentina was more than just a question of 
geography. In fact, the attraction Ortega felt for his Argentine audience was a function of 
his meditations on race and his view of Spain as having lost its vitality and backbone 
(echoes of his discourse from “Vieja y nueva política,” no doubt). In Ortega’s view, 
Argentines felt a great sense of pride in their historical connection to Spain, yet “la 
España contemporánea no ha sabido hacerse necesaria a los pueblos americanos” (Obras 
completas 7: 72). Spain had failed to become the largest purchaser of American products, 
to educate the Americas in Spanish culture and thought, or to effectively export Spanish 
art and literature to the one region in which they might be fully appreciated. The 
implication here, of course, is that Spain had failed to impress Argentines and other 
Spanish-speaking Americans precisely because of its historic loss of prestige and self-
worth in the aftermath of the Spanish-American war and the independence of Cuba and 
other colonial holdings from the Spanish crown. Ortega sees in the dearth of Spanish 
influence in Argentina an opportunity to work with a new kind of audience, one which 
would be receptive to his efforts to reposition Spain as an influence on the Americas 
through his lectures and courses on philosophy, but free of the ideologies and intellectual 
discourses that had a vice grip on Spanish intellectuals back home. By working with this 
new audience, Ortega could become a point of contact between Spain and the Americas, 
thus cementing him as a philosopher of international resonance. 
Evidently, Ortega’s strategy of publicizing his visit was a success as all of his 








metáforas” (a precursor to his 1924 work “Las dos grandes metáforas”), philosophical 
systems, and various talks on Immanuel Kant were packed with admirers. Women were 
notably present at these events in large numbers (a phenomenon that would repeat itself 
over and over again at the lectures studied in this dissertation and which we will examine 
in Chapter 2) as were professors, students, and “argentinos entusiastas, agradecidos de 
poder escucharlo fuera de la universidad, orgullosos de asistir a un acto público que tiene 
mucho de celebración de su propia modernidad” (Gracia 236). Although the actual texts 
of most of Ortega’s lectures from this trip are unavailable, from reviewing press accounts 
it is clear that he was adapting his style to fit the larger, bourgeois audiences who were 
generally unaware of his work or that of his Spanish contemporaries and thus were 
perfect candidates for being impressed by both the philosopher’s thought and his 
approach to oratory. According to the press, Ortega spoke with an abundance of “espuma 
retórica en sus discursos con más sonoridad que sentido” (ibid), a sentiment 
demonstrating the philosopher’s continued evolution as a lecturer since “Vieja y nueva 
política” toward a more poetic and intimate style. Notably, Ortega is lauded more for the 
acoustics of his speech than for the logic of his argumentation, suggesting that he had 
begun to rely more heavily on literary techniques and rhetoric than in the past. 
Furthermore, Ortega had also begun to speak to his audiences with a familiar tone, which 
he compared to the Renaissance tradition of the sacra conversazione, a concept which 









The application of the sacra conversazione to his lectures allowed Ortega to retain 
his position as an expert and an intellectual while simultaneously establishing a more 
intimate relationship with his audience. By borrowing the concept of the sacra 
conversazione from an Italian Renaissance tradition of depicting the Madonna and Child 
surrounded by a group of saints in paintings, Ortega turned to religious iconography to 
recontextualize his lectures as intimate gatherings as opposed to academic lectures on 
philosophy and literature. In paintings depicting the sacra conversazione, the saints are 
listening rapturously to the Virgin’s discourse, with each listener embarking on an 
internal journey of meditation and self-reflection spurred on by her words. For Ortega, 
applying the analogy of the sacra conversazione to his lectures would allow him to 
connect the speaker-audience relationship to familiar Christian traditions, while 
simultaneously imbuing his function as a lecturer with a saintly aura. In addition, Ortega 
relates the spoken word and, by extension, the lecture to, “la más bella palabra de Cristo, 
palabra de trascendente democracia” which allows the listeners to “romper su 
aislamiento” and permit their spirits to flow “al través unas de otras, como líquidas 
corrientes,” until finally “desciende sobre ellas una divina potencia” (Obras completas 7: 
544). By relating the practice of lecturing to the intimate gatherings between Christ and 
the Apostles or between the Madonna and the saints, Ortega is (perhaps arrogantly) 
transforming his rhetoric from one of distant academism into a more intimate 
transmission of divine knowledge. All of this is couched, of course, in a paternalistic 








In these new lectures, Ortega even begins to speak in a lower, softer voice, as if 
he were conferring with someone up close about profoundly important ideas—a 
surprisingly intimate picture of the oft self-serious philosopher.  Although given nearly a 
year before his tour in Argentina, the saludo to his lecture “El novecentismo” (1916) 
hints at Ortega’s new lecturing aesthetic: 
Este mi horror hacia las bambalinas no ha de interpretarse como desdén por el arte 
teatral. Al contrario: los teatros me parecen edificios necesarios, excelentes para 
que en ellos luzcan los actores sus admirables juegos imitativos y los poetas 
municipales arrebaten al amplio auditorio recitando sus poesías de ornamento. 
Pero es el caso que yo no soy ni lo uno ni lo otro sino un temperamento sencillo, 
propenso a meditaciones que no sabe hablar más que en voz baja, como al oído, 
de cosas graves e inmensas, que no toleran frivolidad alguna porque cada una de 
ellas envía una raíz a la raíz misma de nuestra persona. (Obras completas 7: 543)  
The scene is intimate and familiar; yet, at the same time, by comparing his lectures to the 
sacra conversazione and casting himself as the central figure dispensing wisdom to his 
followers, Ortega is able to maintain his intellectual superiority. With this new form of 
lecturing, he intends that “el orador deje de ser un juglar y empiece a ser un hermano de 
su público, que tenga la valentía y la humildad de abrir las puertas de su morada íntima e 
invitar a los que escuchan a circular por ella, exponiéndose claro está a que sorprendan en 
nosotros pensamientos incompletos, ignorancias insospechadas y, tal vez, una turbia, 








un pliegue de retórica” (ibid). In this lecture, the analogy of the sacra conversazione is in 
reality a device to hide an ulterior motive: his interest in educating the general public 
about the fundamental principles of philosophy.   
 As previously mentioned, Argentina—which hosted so many Spanish lecturers in 
the first two decades of the twentieth century— provided Ortega with a unique 
opportunity to foster the intellectual influence of Spain in the Americas, while 
simultaneously allowing him to begin shaping his ideal audience through the comparison 
of the lecture to a sacra conversazione. Yet, as lecturer he would continue to encounter 
roadblocks back home in Spain even after his sojourn to Argentina. At the Real 
Academia de Ciencias Morales y Políticas in 1919, a few years after his lecture tour in 
Argentina, Ortega would have the following to say about his frustrations with Spanish 
audiences, which he viewed as undereducated and uninterested in rigorous discussion of 
the principles of philosophy: 
Quien se ocupa de asuntos filosóficos en nuestro país está condenado a no poder  
hablar de ellos, casi nunca, en la única forma satisfactoria, que es la forma 
técnica. Muy raro es que halle un público, siquiera sea reducido, al cual interesen 
los problemas verdaderamente científicos de la filosofía y que, a la vez, goce de 
preparación suficiente para seguir el hilo de un discurso conciso, abstracto y 
rigoroso. Por ello se ve en España obligado el cultivador de la filosofía a usar de 
ella, por decirlo así, subrepticiamente, larvando el puro razonamiento con el 








By the time of this speech in 1919, Ortega has witnessed the continuous frustration of 
reformist plans for sweeping societal change and feels that he has no other recourse than 
to take it upon himself to fix a broken Spain. His solution, as he explains to the small 
crowd of intellectuals before him, is to deliver pure reasoning to his audience in the form 
of literary discourse or political homily and allow it to “pupate” in their minds. What was 
hidden behind the analogy of the sacra conversazione in Argentina is revealed in full 
here in striking imagery: Ortega sees himself not as a mere philosopher, but a 
revolutionary, an enemy of the status quo who must sneak in subversive knowledge in 
order to generate sweeping societal change. That this quotation is from Ortega’s saludo to 
the audience should come as no surprise; as we will see, lecturers tended to take 
advantage of the saludo, despedida (closing statement), parentheticals, and asides in 
order to engage in autobiographical (and occasionally metatextual) talk. What this 
passage reveals is that Ortega, who is consciously drawing from talks on literature as well 
as political and religious speech—he does deliberately use the word “homilía,” after all—
chooses recognizable modes of public speech known for their evocative, figurative style 
and appeals to morality in order to provoke the emotions of his audience. By smuggling 
philosophy into the minds of the general public, Ortega is hoping to create in Spain the 
kind of audience he had encountered in Argentina.  
 The desire to create a worthy audience in part explains Ortega’s continued interest 
in and participation at the Residencia de Estudiantes, the Comité Hispano-Inglés, the 








hoping to circumvent failing Spanish universities by fostering a new intellectual 
aristocracy. Not only did Ortega deliver some of his most important lectures at the 
Residencia de Estudiantes, such as “El sentido de la filosofía” (1917), “El heroísmo de 
Don Juan” (1921), and at the Residencia de Señoritas, “Antropología filosófica” (1925) 
and “Hegel y la filosofía de la historia” (1931), he also viewed the cultural activities there 
as an opportunity to introduce European thinkers like Einstein to a new generation of 
Spanish intellectuals.7 Ortega’s activities at the Residencia were not limited to these 
public encounters; in fact, he was frequently involved in meetings of the Comité 
Hispano-Inglés and the Sociedad de Cursos y Conferencias that were dedicated to 
planning, organizing, and executing these social and intellectual events (Gracia 343).  It 
seems that Ortega’s search for a competent audience aligned perfectly with the activities 
at Residencia de Estudiantes, especially given the fact that the goal of these liberal 
organizations was to counterbalance the poor conditions of Spanish universities and offer 
“una formación cultural y humana a varios cientos de universitarios que – por su posición 
y su formación – estaban llamados a ser las élites rectoras del país” (Ribagorda 29-32). 
Furthermore, reformist activities at the Residencia were meant to help this new cultural 
elite convert themselves into “un núcleo de irradiación que tuviese un efecto 
multiplicador sobre el resto de la sociedad” (ibid.), effectively raising up the rest of 
Spanish society through the actions of the intellectual aristocracy.  
                                                 
 








 Ortega’s use of the sacra conversazione style of lecturing and his desire to create 
his ideal audience come together at the Residencia in 1921 with “El heroísmo de Don 
Juan.” Although the original text of the lecture is missing (the existing text is a series of 
articles written by Ortega and adapted from the 1921 lecture), from reports in the press it 
is clear that “El heroísmo de don Juan” was as much a work of lyrical prose as it was an 
exercise in literary criticism, once again reinforcing the idea that Ortega was transitioning 
to a more literary mode of lecturing in order to indoctrinate his audience. According to 
one reviewer, Ortega maintained a harmonious balance between thought and word, 
emphasized by “sus apasionados razonamientos” (Enderiz 4). The same reviewer 
continues to explain that “[e]l conferenciante robustece sus afirmaciones con un acento 
claro y convincente. Con símiles de una belleza exuberante y pulida,” revealing that 
Ortega’s lecture was perhaps most notable for what the reviewer thought of as “polished 
and exuberant beauty” (ibid). That this “beauty” was perceived as “poetic” is reflected in 
the following passage, which places great emphasis on Ortega’s delivery as a lecturer: 
Esto hizo que en muchos momentos Ortega y Gasset fuera, más que filósofo,  
poeta. Así, el pensador español habrá de tener infinitas veces, sin él  
sospecharlo siquiera, ascensiones de pájaro, que le harán perder, al entregarse en 
los graciosos giros de sus alas, aquel matemático modo de pensar de quien no 
percibe en sus meditaciones ni “el jirón del cielo, ni la torre que lo recorta, ni las 








While speaking at the Residencia, Ortega is “más que filósofo, poeta,” his mastery of 
soaring provocative rhetoric expressed by the press through the image of the “ascensiones 
de pájaro.” That the above article attempts to give an impression of the lecture instead of 
a straightforward summary is significant given journalistic practices of the times. Reports 
of lectures usually defaulted to making lists of the most important talking points, 
avoiding narrative descriptions of the events altogether, much to the chagrin of figures 
like Ortega and Miguel de Unamuno.8 There is no doubt that Ortega’s “poetic” way of 
lecturing was meant to move his audience—or at least one journalist—on a deeply 
emotional level. 
In this lecture, Ortega directs his reinterpretation of don Juan specifically to the 
young men at the Residencia de Estudiantes, who represent the ideal audience for his 
theories as they are the next generation meant to be raised by intellectual elites like 
Ortega. Perhaps in order to appeal to his audience, Ortega rethinks don Juan as a 
tragically misunderstood modern figure instead of a thuggish and vulgar womanizer. 
Ortega’s don Juan is a universal character engendered by an old Sevillian myth, “un 
símbolo esencial e insustituible de ciertas angustias radicales que al hombre acongojan, 
una categoría inmarcesible de la estética y un mito del alma humana” (Obras completas 
6: 188). To him, this new don Juan is deserving of a more sympathetic reading given that 
he has been shaped by the baroque chiaroscuro of contrasting elements in Seville, 
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elements that, according to Ortega, in a disconcerting kind of geographic determinism, 
have for centuries produced a people prone to emotional extremes (191).9 This reading 
sees don Juan as a victim of his circumstances and, therefore, ultimately undeserving of 
the criticism he has received in the past. Ortega argues that, historically, don Juan has 
been treated as a scapegoat for poets and moralists “para vengar en su imaginaria persona 
no sabemos qué agravios secretos e hinca[r] denodadamente en su carne indefensa las 
plumas hostiles.” These critics, he opines, prove through their resentment that el burlador 
de Sevilla possesses excellent qualities capable of producing jealousy in lesser men. In 
Ortega’s opinion, don Juan is criticized precisely because he does not cover up his natural 
virtues, desires, and his triumphs, but instead lays bare his fundamental character for all 
to see (194-99). Finally, what makes don Juan a heroic figure for Ortega is his 
willingness to give his life for an ideal, to live vitally in the knowledge that his actions 
will ultimately lead to self-sacrifice and death. As Ortega puts it, “La leyenda de Don 
Juan, más bien que una broma, es un terrible drama. La inminencia constante de la 
muerte consagra sus aventuras, dándoles una fibra de moralidad, y presta a sus horas 
como una vibración peligrosa de espadas” (ibid)  
This rethinking of don Juan as a tragic hero, which comes at a pivotal moment in 
Ortega’s trajectory as a lecturer, is a compelling bit of literary criticism made even more 
interesting when considering that much of the audience for this lecture would have been 
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comprised of young men of the Residencia. These young men, of course, were precisely 
the kind of prospective intellectual elites that, in Ortega’s view, might have benefitted the 
most from a sympathetic rethinking—in the easily assimilable form of a lecture—of don 
Juan. By praising don Juan’s apparent faults, Ortega is using the myth of the burlador de 
Sevilla to plant the idea of individual vitality and intellectual exceptionalism within the 
minds of the fledgling intellectual elites present at the Residencia—among whom was 
Federico García Lorca. 
 Ortega’s stylistic shift from academic to personal and political to literary in his 
lectures not only reflects his search for an ideal audience, but also his turn toward a 
process Jordi Gracia has described as “automitografía,” or autobiographical lecturing. As 
he shifted away from formal academic lecturing toward a more subjective oratory reliant 
on metaphor, Ortega’s lectures would become more autobiographical in nature. Gracia 
argues that Ortega’s automitografía is evident as far back as “Vieja y nueva política,” 
although this feature would not become a mainstay of Ortega’s oratory until his trip to 
Argentina and the subsequent transition to larger crowds of non-academic bourgeoisie. In 
“Vieja y nueva política” Gracia sees an Ortega who is attempting to emulate socialist and 
political agitator Ferdinand Lassalle. While citing a long article written by Ortega for El 
Imparcial, “De puerta de tierra,” Gracia suggests that beyond the alluring wisdom and 
intriguing life of luxury of the German philosopher, Ortega was most fascinated with 
Lassalle’s ability to combine effective political oratory with both Hegelian dialectic and 








discourse is precisely the kind of surreptitious indoctrination Ortega will refer to later in 
his speech at the Real Academia de Ciencias Morales y Políticas. But, for Gracia, 
Ortega’s interest in Lassalle’s oratory goes beyond mere admiration; Lassalle represents 
Ortega’s deeper desire to become a famous orator.10 In this way, “Vieja y nueva política” 
is not mere political commentary; it is Ortega’s attempt to cast himself as a famous 
philosopher-orator who has come equipped with philosophy to bring vitality back to 
Spain.  
With Gracia’s theory of automitografía in hand, it is possible to return to several 
of Ortega’s earlier lectures to plumb them for instances of this kind of autobiographical 
myth-making. When doing so, it becomes apparent that the autobiographical content of 
his lectures intensified greatly in 1917 during his tour in Argentina. Gracia does not cite 
specific examples of automitografía in the Argentine lectures (to be sure, only two 
lectures from this period appear in the Obras completas); however, looking once more to 
the saludos for the presence of these autobiographical statements, it is clear that Ortega is 
interested in casting himself in the “personable” and “down to earth” way described 
earlier in the saludo to “El novecentismo,” where he distances himself from theatrical 
declamation in order to describe his style of lecturing. Amazingly, he appears to show his 
hand to the audience by placing the notion of artificiality and performance in their minds 
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before declaring that he is neither actor nor poet, but “un temperamento sencillo, 
propenso a meditaciones.” In this instance, Ortega is quite literally creating a new public 
self before the eyes (and ears) of his Argentine audience, one which, as mentioned 
earlier, seemed more receptive to Ortega’s expression of philosophical ideas through the 
format of the sacra conversazione than his audiences back home. In Argentina, Ortega is 
able to reinvent himself as a popular figure and not just an academic whose fame is 
limited to small crowds of elites thanks in large part to his practice of automitografía.  
 Ortega’s practice of automitografía reaches its zenith at the Residencia de 
Estudiantes with his 1921 talk, mentioned earlier, on “El heroísmo de Don Juan,” the text 
of which serves as both literary criticism and commentary on the difficulties the 
intellectual elite will face in a Spain full of “lesser men.” Yet, this is not the only reading 
that can be generated from the lecture. In fact, there are strong indications that Ortega 
utilizes his rereading of don Juan as a metaphor for his own struggles as a philosopher. 
Gracia reads the entirety of the don Juan lecture as a long autobiographical statement by 
an Ortega who is reflecting on both his alienation from Continental philosophy as a 
Spaniard and his protracted struggles against the deficiencies of the government. 
According to Gracia’s reading, don Juan’s struggle with the resentment of his inferiors 
parallels Ortega’s own feelings toward his colleagues and countrymen, feelings which 
lead him to view himself as a misunderstood intellectual hero cut off from the rest of 
modern Europe by nature of his nationality (Gracia 303-304).  Just as don Juan’s 








from the philosophical currents of the rest of Europe is not his own fault, but rather the 
result of the time and place of his birth (425).   The main difference between Ortega and 
don Juan, of course, is that Ortega is not a tragic hero willing to risk his life for a noble 
cause. That being said, Gracia nevertheless perceives something of a failed hero in the 
Ortega giving this lecture at a time when Reformist initiatives have not managed to 
change the fate of the nation. This sentiment is reflected in Ortega’s previous 
commentary on the incompetence of his audiences. An abused, misunderstood Ortega 
who has suffered in silence, unable to speak freely about philosophy due to the 
mediocrity of his peers takes it upon himself to act as an agent of knowledge, a terrorist 
of pure reason planting the fundamentals of philosophical revolution within his 
“vulgarized” discourse. Just as Ortega is asking his audience to compassionately rethink 
the figure of don Juan, he is also imploring them to reconsider his own plight as Spain’s 
(self-appointed) foremost philosopher. Ortega’s reliance on the testimonial nature of the 
lecture genre once again allows him to engage in a play between text and subtext, literary 
criticism and self-critique, thus bringing his public image into communion with a 
mythical Spanish figure like don Juan in the minds of his audience. That this act of 
automitografía reaches its climax in a lecture on literature is no coincidence, as literature 









Chapter 2: Women in the Audiences of Madrid 1900-1920 
 
 
 Ortega’s first lecture tour in Argentina in 1916 drew the attention of the press for 
many reasons, not the least of which was “la sobreabundante presencia femenina en sus 
conferencias y la sobreabundancia de espuma retórica en sus discursos con más sonoridad 
que sentido” (Gracia 236). The coupling of this “sonorous” performative style of 
presenting philosophy with “la sobreabundante presencia femenina” might give one 
pause. Was the perception of the press that Ortega’s rhetorical flourishes were 
responsible for the increased presence of women in the audience? Was it the articularion 
of a prejudiced view that women were those who could best appreciate the “foam” and 
flowers of rhetoric? Or is there some other message here?  The question is worth 
exploring. One of the major factors influencing the transformation of the lecture was 
precisely this—the ever more abundant presence of women in the audience, a presence 
rooted in large part in socioeconomic circumstance. 
Spain’s neutrality during the First World War is frequently cited as a major 
contributor to the country’s economic growth in the interwar period. Although this 
growth was seen across all economic levels, it is clear that the middle classes benefitted 
the most from this uptick in financial prosperity and saw an increase in disposable 
income to spend on goods and services. With newfound economic power came a desire to 
at once to partake in and shape the cultural institutions which had historically been the 








legitimization and the newfound social clout of the middle class was realized through a 
variety of channels: fashion, real estate, and, in the case most relevant to this chapter, 
entertainment. In 1921, the writer and sociologist Victoriano García Martí describes the 
phenomenon of a rising bourgeoisie over-performing its wealth in order to shift pre-
established class dynamics as “snobismo”: 
Se caracteriza por una falta de gusto y de ingenio. La afectación y el deseo de 
originalidad, aun a costa de sacrificar los propios sentimientos, por puro afán de 
distinguirse. Esa es la gran preocupación: distinguirse adoptando actitudes que no 
se sienten. No es, por tanto, lo mismo que lo ‘cursi’ que pretende entrar en las 
corrientes de la moda, sólo que, sin medios para ello, de lo cual justamente deriva 
el ridículo de un esfuerzo insatisfecho […] En cierto modo, el ‘snobismo’ es la 
elegancia no natural ni espontánea, sino postiza. La cursilería, en cambio, nunca 
es elegante. (Caracteres de la vida social 41-42) 
García Martí is careful to distinguish “lo cursi” from “el snobismo” in order to underline 
the fact that the snobs were coming from a wealthy social class whose performance of 
wealth was actually believable despite its transparent artificiality. “Snobismo” is a social 
performance of wealth especially in public arenas where members of the bourgeoisie 
could be both voyeur and object simultaneously. The phenomenon of “snobism” is key to 
understanding the kind of audience that would have been drawn to lectures in the 20s, 
especially when considering the outsize role bourgeois women played in the composition 








For the middle class, newfound wealth and a desire to publicly display it meant 
participating in Spain’s favorite national pastime since the 19th century: the theater. By 
the turn of the century, theater had become not only the preferred form of entertainment 
of various social classes, and most prominently the middle classes, but also an integral 
part of social life, especially in Madrid. According to César Oliva, the period of 1900-
1936 was characterized by both a growing separation between popular and avant-garde 
theater and an explosion in the variety of theater, popular or otherwise, being offered in 
the capital city (80-82). In other words, despite contemporaneous critical handwringing 
over the supposed theater “crisis” of 1925-1926,11 evidence points to the existence of a 
consistent theater-going public with interests diverse enough to encourage the production 
of plays in numerous genres. However, the question of to what degree bourgeois women 
participated in this active theater scene in the first three decades of the twentieth century 
remains to be explored. Information regarding women in the audiences at theatrical 
productions could help generate certain assumptions about the composition of the 
audiences for lectures on literature.  
 Anecdotal evidence suggests that the growing presence of women in theater 
audiences can be attributed to several socioeconomic changes to the role of women in 
Spain in after 1900. Nieva de la Paz and others have pointed to reforms begun under 
Alfonso XIII and expanded during the dictatorship of Primo de Rivera, including 
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workplace protections, access to university studies, access to positions in municipal 
governments, and restricted voting rights as contributors to changes in the socioeconomic 
status of Spanish women in these years (48). In addition, the presence of European 
women in the workplace had begun to receive wider acceptance owing to their 
participation in manufacturing and other industry jobs that needed to be filled during the 
First World War. Spain may have remained neutral during the War, but the resulting 
redefinition of women’s roles in the workplace throughout much of Europe appears to 
have crossed over its borders. As certain domestic work that women had previously been 
expected to complete became commercialized, these women were freed up to contribute 
to the workforce especially in the areas of agriculture, industry, domestic services (for 
lower-class women), and administrative and bureaucratic jobs (for the middle classes) 
(58). In addition, in cities like Barcelona, with its far less restrictive laws for married 
working women, more women were able to participate in the textile and other major 
industries central to the region’s economy (Capel Martínez 73). Barcelona may be seen as 
an outlier given that married women in the middle class in the rest of Spain were not 
given as much freedom to work as single women, widows, or women whose children had 
become independent. To allow married women to work was seen by many as an affront 
to the traditional family model which depended on the uninterrupted domestic labor of 
women (60-61). As a result, it is likely that the audiences for theater (and one could argue 









It is important to consider what entertainment this growing middle-class 
workforce of women would have spent their money on, keeping in mind that many 
working women in this social class worked just to stay afloat and may not have had 
access to much disposable income at all due to the harsh penalties the economic system 
placed on unmarried women.12 That being said, it is logical to assume that this new 
workforce would have spent what little money was available for entertainment in the 
same way that most Spaniards did: by going to the theater and other stage performances 
like lectures not only to see and be seen, but also to participate in the intellectual and 
artistic conversations from which they had been historically excluded. 
 These socioeconomic changes, which had begun in the late 1800s, ran parallel to 
social movements that had at long last taken up the necessary question of women’s 
education. These were the years of the Escuela de Institutrices, established by Fernando 
de Castro in 1868, and the Asociación para la Enseñanza de la Mujer. These and other 
krausist-inspired institutions such as the Institución Libre de Enseñanza, the Instituto 
Escuela, and the Residencia de Señoritas redefined the role of women in Spanish society 
through education and cultural initiatives that no doubt went a long way toward providing 
an outlet for women who wanted to participate in the intellectual and arts scenes. These 
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new avenues also led to the creation of the Lyceum Club Femenino in 1926 with 
everything that organization would come to symbolize for women’s independence and 
emancipation from the traditional role of the “ángel del hogar.”  
The Lyceum Club in particular drew in audiences of women, many of whom, 
despite attempts by some to stereotype them as unemployed upper middle-class women 
with too much free time, were in reality taking courses and attending lectures subsidized 
by the Instituto Internacional in order to be able to enter the workforce and make a living 
(Mujeres en vanguardia 325). Of course, not all women audiences were made up of 
middle-class workers. Of the Sociedad de Cursos y Conferencias in particular we know 
the following:   
Respecto a la masa social de la Sociedad de Cursos y Conferencias, es evidente 
que la fuerte presencia de la nobleza y la alta burguesía madrileñas, con mayor 
número de mujeres que de hombres. Los datos de 1926 hablan de 225 socios, de 
los que el 22% tenían títulos nobiliarios y el 62% eran mujeres, al mismo tiempo 
que un tercio de los socios varones lo eran también con sus mujeres y algunos 
además con sus hijas (Ribagorda 112). 
Were these audiences made up of women—not an insignificant number of whom were 
nobles—typical of most lecture audiences in Madrid in the 20s? Or were the audiences of 
working-class women at the Lyceum a more typical example? The answer is likely as 








mixture of middle-class women and the upper-class and aristocrats, depending on the 
venue and the lecturer du jour.  
In fact, the main differences in audiences may have had more to do with political 
belief than social class. For example, Federico García Lorca (who lectured at the Lyceum 
Club) and Federico García Sanchiz, writers who represented two vastly different 
interpretations of what Spain could be in the 20s and 30s, likely lectured to audiences of a 
similar economic class, but whose politics were geared toward the Second Spanish 
Republic or against it, respectively. Regardless of political leanings, with the creation of 
these institutions through the 1920s, it appears that Spanish society was at last developing 
an interest in providing women with a public outlet for their intellectual pursuits. With a 
newfound economic and intellectual independence, women, especially bourgeois women, 
were naturally drawn to the segments of social life that had been dominated by men until 
the early twentieth century, not the least of which was the ever-popular lecture. To help 
illustrate political context of organizations like the Lyceum Club Femenino, it is useful to 
turn to the testimony of María Teresa León: 
¡Mujeres de España! Creo que se movían por Madrid sin mucha conexión, 
sin formar un frente de batalla, salvo algunos lances feminísticos, casi siempre 
tomados a broma por los imprudentes. Ya había nacido la Residencia de 
Señoritas, dirigida por María de Maeztu e inaugurado el Instituto Escuela sus 








las mujeres no encontraron un centro de unión hasta que apareció el Lyceum 
Club. 
Por aquellos años comenzaba el eclipse de la dictadura de Primo de 
Rivera. En los salones de la calle de las Infantas se conspiraba entre conferencias 
y tazas de té. Aquella insólita independencia mujeril fue atacada rabiosamente. El 
caso se llevó a los púlpitos, se agitaron las campanillas políticas para destruir la 
sublevación de las faldas. Cuando fueron a pedir a Jacinto Benavente una 
conferencia para el Club, contestó, con su arbitrario talante: No tengo tiempo. Yo 
no puedo dar una conferencia a tontas y a locas. Pero otros apoyaron la 
experiencia, y el Lyceum Club se fue convirtiendo en el hueso difícil de roer de la 
independencia femenina. (514-15) 
María Teresa León’s memories are a striking snapshot of this moment in history for many 
women in Spain. While middle-class women were beginning to attend lectures and other 
public events long before the founding of the Lyceum Club, this testimony nevertheless 
reveals to what degree the participation of women in arenas traditionally controlled by a 
male hegemony was beginning to accelerate from 1926 onward. Notably, León connects 
this acceleration to the beginning of the end of the dictatorship of Primo de Rivera which 
would, of course, lead to the establishment of the liberal government of the Second 
Spanish Republic. Playwright Jacinto Benavente’s misogynistic dismissal of the 
happening at the Lyceum club is also indicative of a sea change in opinion about the role 








generational divide. It is necessary to look no further than Federico García Lorca and 
other writers of his generation to discover a sincere engagement with the intellectual 
community rapidly growing within the walls of the Lyceum Club. 
 
2.1 “Hadas de las conferencias”: The Feminization of Lecture Audiences  
 
 Of the lecturers discussed in this dissertation, it appears that Federico García 
Sanchiz and Federico García Lorca enjoyed the highest level of attendance of women at 
their lectures, although large audiences of women (especially in Latin America) 
frequently attended the lectures of Valle-Inclán, Ortega y Gasset, and Gómez de la Serna. 
As stated earlier, there is mention of a surprising number of women in the audience at 
Valle-Inclán’s lectures in Mexico in 1921 in particular. At the Escuela Nacional 
Preparatoria (“el Generalito”) in Mexico, Valle-Inclán gave his first ever improvised 
lecture on a variety of topics ranging from his writing to agrarian issues in Galicia 
(Sánchez-Colomer Ruiz 166). The following was said about women in the audience in a 
review in the publication Excélsior: “Pero lo que más llamó nuestra atención, 
halagadoramente, fue el número de damas que asistieron a esta fiesta de cultura espiritual 
[…] En Buenos Aires y en los principales países de nuestra América, el elemento 
femenino no deja jamás de asistir a las conferencias artísticas e intelectuales, cosa que no 
sucede frecuentemente entre nosotros” (“La segunda conferencia de don Ramón”). The 








popularity of Valle-Inclán in Mexico. That this level of attendance was perceived to be 
comparable to what was being observed in Buenos Aires further demonstrates that 
women throughout the Hispanic world were becoming avid consumers of lectures on the 
arts and literature, potentially even spurring on the popularity of this genre and of certain 
lecturers like Valle-Inclán.  
This same tendency to associate the lecture-as-spectacle with women will be seen 
again in the press surrounding García Sanchiz’s charlas, but to an even larger degree, and 
it has already been demonstrated that Ortega’s turn away from the traditional academic 
lecture was met with great interest and praise by women in Latin America. 
Finally, it is worth mentioning Gómez de la Serna briefly despite the fact that 
research on audience composition of his lectures is disappointingly lacking. There are 
exceptions, as with his lecture on “El farol” in Gijón at which “Se notaba la presencia de 
muchas señoras, y hubo personas que no pudieron penetrar al salón de actos, a pesar de 
su capacidad, por la excesiva concurrencia” (“La originalísima disertación” 3). This 
citation alone, however, does not confirm the presence of women at Ramón’s other 
lectures. Instead, studying Ramón’s lectures themselves provides the key for 
understanding the fundamental role of upper-class and aristocratic women in the 
organization, planning, and execution of lectures not only in Latin America, but also in 
Spain. Ramón was aware of the central role women played in planning of and execution 








[El conferenciante]… sabe que hay unas hadas de las conferencias que lo 
allanan todo, unas damas influyentes y contumaces que preparan una red de 
conferencias. 
Hay que tomar el té con ellas, pues todo irá bien bajo sus auspicios de 
protectoras de conferenciantes, presidentas de sociedades avícolas y 
propugnadoras de la miel a todo pasto. 
El conferenciante las debe felicitar en las cuatro fechas solemnes del año y 
así poder volverlas a utilizar cuando tenga una nueva conferencia sobre los 
etruscos. (Obras completas 14:  879) 
Although Ramón never explicitly mentions them by name, the “hadas de las 
conferencias” in Buenos Aires, in the 1920s and 30s, were no doubt Elena Sansinena de 
Elizalde and Victoria Ocampo who were instrumental in bringing Spanish lecturers to 
speak at Amigos del Arte and other organizations. Regardless, it is clear from his 
recollections that if middle-class women in the audience were the economic fuel for these 
successful lectures, then highly educated upper-class women were the driving force 
behind them. 
While Ortega y Gasset, Gómez de la Serna, and Valle-Inclán all relied on the 
attendance of women to increase attendance for their lectures, none appears to have 
benefitted more from the economic windfall produced by women audience members than 
Valencian writer and lecturer Federico García Sanchiz. García Sanchiz, who also relied 








uniquely able to transfer the readership of his early novels—a readership mostly 
comprised of women—to his audience for the charlas líricas, or lyrical prose lectures, for 
which he was famous. Who these women were and how they were depicted by both 
García Sanchiz and the press at the time reveals the public perception of the lecture-going 
audience in the 20s and 30s. The characterization of women in attendance at García 
Sanchiz’s charlas is similar to what has been observed in Ortega’s case. By pulling from 
the already existing readership of his novels when developing his charlas líricas, García 
Sanchiz effectively converted an audience of readers into an audience of lecture-goers.  
In addition, García Sanchiz’s tendency to direct his writing toward an upper-
middle class and even aristocratic readership helps explain the choices he and his 
reviewers made when characterizing the women in his audience. Evidence from the press, 
which Sanchiz reproduces in his autobiography He dicho… (1953), makes clear that 
women were well represented in his audiences: “—Está demostrado científicamente—
repetía [el escritor Pedro Eguillor]—que la atención a una conferencia no excede de una 
hora, y a mí se me hicieron cortas las dos horas y media de Sanchiz… A mí y a las 
mujeres que había en el teatro…” (Sanchiz 16). Furthermore, there is a consistent attempt 
to characterize the women in Sanchiz’s audience as lovers of fine and delicate luxury 
goods like pearls, silk, and champagne, potentially linking them to the upper middle-class 
“snobs” drawn to these displays of wealth as a means of validating their social ascension. 








to them with certain materialistic topics in the belief that they were only in attendance for 
the aesthetics of the charlas: 
Puso en su prólogo la policromía suave de su léxico y la tonalidad, florecida de 
irisaciones de su estilo que gusta tanto al público femenino que es hoy el escritor 
preferido de las mujeres, por los acordes delicados de su prosa musical y la 
ternura, como caricias de seda, que pone en sus palabras de exquisitez y 
vibración. (“Los teatros,” El Adelanto [Madrid] 3.) 
Other references to Sanchiz’s charlas describe them as being filled with words and 
phrases like “caricias de seda” and other terms referencing luxury goods, as if the press 
reviews were advertisements for a product instead of genuine analyses of the contents of 
the charlas. Often, Sanchiz’s speech “daba la sensación de una cascada de perlas cayendo 
sobre inmensa planicie del más finísimo cristal” or would become “un ramillete de 
violetas de un complicado y vasto parterre” (ibid.). The review from El Adelanto suggests 
an interesting connection between readership and the lectures that is worth exploring 
further. But are we to believe that Sanchiz really was “el escritor preferido de las 
mujeres” in 1921? Short of discovering detailed sales records for the novels Sanchiz 
published prior to the debut of his lyrical lectures known as charlas líricas, this question 
is impossible to answer. There may, however, be clues in the subject matter of Sanchiz’s 
novels that could be useful for establishing a connection between his readership and the 








 Accepting for a moment that Federico García Sanchiz was a major author of 
literature consumed by Spanish women in the teens and early twenties, what might be 
learned by studying his works, journalistic or fictional, published during these years? And 
what relationship did these works have with a bourgeoisie that was beginning to redefine 
the status quo? To give some context around Sanchiz’s interest in this particular audience 
of bourgeois women, we can begin by looking at his early work in journalism and novel 
writing. Sanchiz contributed to a number of graphic arts publications that were geared 
toward this exact audience, whose interests tended to orbit around fashion, the arts, 
culture, and especially Parisian trends. In the first two decades of the twentieth century, 
Sanchiz was an active contributor to La Esfera, Revista Gráfica, and L’Espagne Paris, 
and his contributions to these publications were usually related to women, lifestyle, and 
fashion and frequently featured either references to French women or snippets of 
Sanchiz’s experiences in the epicenter of the bohemian movement, the Quartier Latin, 
around 1906.13 Although it is unclear who the intended readership of these journals really 
was, with the exception of La Esfera, which was known to have been geared toward a 
conservative audience, the high price of these publications (La Esfera cost ten times the 
price of a daily paper and nearly double that of reviews of a similar genre) (ibid.)  would 
suggest that they were being marketed to an upper-class audience. Indeed, perhaps 
                                                 
 
13 See the dialogue “Juventud (Ecos de las canciones de París)” in Sanchiz’s semi-autobiographical 








Sanchiz’s greatest innovation within the lecture genre was to be his ability to market it as 
a luxury good. 
 The subject matter of the novels written by Sanchiz in the lead-up to his first true 
charla lírica in 1921 was often related to the author’s experiences with French culture, 
which may have appealed to bourgeois women wishing to adapt Parisian trends as a 
means of legitimizing their status. Indeed, in 1915 Sanchiz publishes Barrio Latino, a 
novel based loosely on the genre of bohemian lifestyle writings of the first Parnassus,14 
which, as the title suggests, fictionalizes the time he spent in the Quartier Latin in 1906. 
Even though the date of Sanchiz’s stay in the Latin Quarter well postdates a bohemian 
movement that had come and gone in French literature, his writing in this genre follows a 
certain logic within the context of Spanish bohemianism, which, as Cansinos-Asséns 
suggests in “La bohemia en la literatura,” was inaugurated by Pérez Escrich’s El frac azúl 
in 1864 and which, as still others have noted, would enjoy a resurgence within Spain 
thanks to Rubén Darío, Valle-Inclán, Alejandro Sawa, and the early poetry of Juan 
Ramón Jiménez (Zahareas 51). At the time of the publication of Barrio Latino, the 
journalist and critic Germán Gómez de la Mata writes the following about the importance 
of Sanchiz as a bohemian writer: 
Federico García Sanchiz es un bohemio. Su bohemia, empero, no consiste en 
llevar la melena larga, pasar hambre y profesar un odio irracional por los 
                                                 
 
14 Henry Murger’s 1851 Scènes de la vie de bohème is the prime example of the bohemian “novel” which, 








burgueses: los héroes de Murger están bien muertos y enterrados, y hoy se puede 
ser bohemio con millones y burgués sin dos pesetas. García Sanchis [sic] se halla 
en el rango de bohemios distinguidos, cuya alma curiosa y mariposeante les 
empuja a la aventura. (1) 
That Sanchiz is cast as a bohemian regardless of the fact that he does not live the 
stereotypical life of poverty with which the bohemians were frequently associated is a 
telling commentary on the ability of the bourgeoisie to co-opt literary movements for 
their own purposes. Sanchiz emblemizes the bourgeois ability to translate bohemian and 
other literature and the arts into the market economy. In the same article, Gómez de la 
Mata suggests that despite the widespread interest in novels written in this genre, very 
few authors in Spain had risen to the challenge like Sanchiz, suggesting that the 
Valencian author was especially adept at writing to the interests of this particular 
readership.  
Sanchiz would continue to cash in on this trend with Bohemia dorada (1918), a 
play harshly criticized as a series of loosely related vignettes (“Noticias e informaciones 
teatrales,” La Correspondencia de España [Madrid] 3)—not unlike the format of the 
future charlas líricas—and the novel Champagne: Diario de un bohemio mundano 
(1920). Champagne, which tells the story of a bohemian playboy in Madrid from the 
perspective of his bourgeois friend, would prove to be Sanchiz’s last major foray into the 
topic of bohemianism before eventually turning toward the genre of the travelogue that, 








bohemian topics were indeed responsible for the large number of women reading 
Sanchiz’s novels, a readership of women would nonetheless follow Sanchiz as he 
transitioned from publishing to lecturing as his primary source of income. 
 It is toward 1922 that Sanchiz began to deliberately target an audience of 
women.15 In that year alone his charlas covered a variety of topics including a talk on 
moral issues for young women (“Espectáculos para señoras,” La Correspondencia de 
España 3), a humorous lecture for women at Teatro Romea (La correspondencia de 
España, 8 Nov. 1922, n.p.), “A través del vals” (El Liberal, 9 Nov. 1922, p. 4), and a 
lecture on “moda y sus modelos” (La Correspondencia de España, 1 Dec. 1922, p. 3).  
The feminization of the lecture audience must have occurred rapidly. By 1923, the 
columnist Eduardo Gómez de Baquero was writing in the Madrid daily El Sol:  
La conferencia ha entrado en las costumbres. La demostración más terminante de su 
ingreso es que ha conquistado a la mujer, más consuetudinaria que el hombre. Ya en 
las capitales verdaderamente mundanas, verdaderamente capitales, entre las 
ocupaciones que pueden decirse de cinco a siete o de seis a ocho, según los climas y 
las horas de comer, la conferencia alterna con el té, con el “danzing”, con la tienda 
de modas y con las visitas, en los entretenimientos femeninos. Los cronistas de 
salones, algo sorprendidos, se ven obligados a dar entrada a la conferencia en su 
                                                 
 
15 There were some exceptions, such as an early lecture on feminism for the Ateneo de Valencia. For more 








diario de la frivolidad. (“Conferenciantes y oradores, Los estilos de la palabra,” El 
Sol, 1 Aug. 1923, p. 1) 
Indeed, by as early as 1923 the lecture was becoming associated with other middle-class 
pastimes, especially those in which women predominated. Although Sanchiz’s catering to 
an audience of women can be read through a cynical lens, it is nonetheless 
understandable that an author motivated by a desire to gain fame and money through his 
lectures would turn to the largest demographic available to him. Sanchiz, ever the 
opportunist, merely capitalized on shifting demographics in Spain and, as a result, 
recreated the once formal lecture in the image of his bourgeois, mostly female audience.  
 
2.2 L’avenue du Bois Comes to Spain: Women in International Audiences and the Role of 
French Culture in the Popularization of the Lecture. 
 
Importantly, this demographic shift was not limited to Spain or even Europe. 
When Sanchiz decides to take his charlas to the international stage from 1926-1927 the 
audience in attendance is once again predominantly made up of women. Initially sent to 
the Americas as a chronicle writer for the publication Informaciones, Sanchiz’s time 
outside of his journalistic duties was spent lecturing at the various Centros Valencianos 
established in these countries as well as other organizations inclined to invite 








del Arte in Buenos Aires. In 1928, returning from his trip to Buenos Aires, it is clear that 
he has succeeded not only in Latin America but also with the women in his audience:  
—¿Nuestras colonias, los compatriotas nuestros? —me habla ahora 
Sanchiz—. De quienes más satisfecho vengo es de los asturianos y los gallegos. 
Pero el éxito se lo debo absolutamente á uruguayos, argentinos, chilenos, 
peruanos, colombianos, venezolanos… Y, sobre todo, al público femenino… 
El público femenino… He aquí ya el amable é inevitable perfil de este 
viaje del cronista. En la vida y obra de Federico García Sanchiz, este ‘eterno 
femenino’ tiene siempre un relieve de primer término. El escritor ha sabido 
dibujar bien, sobre los luminosos abanicos de sus páginas, rostros, sonrisas, 
inquietudes y nostalgias de mujer… (Montero Alonso 9) 
All told, Sanchiz gave a staggering 233 lectures during his time—many of which must 
have been before largely female audiences—on a wide range of topics in the two short 
years he spent touring the Americas (Salado 4). The sheer volume of lectures is evidence 
of a concerted effort to build his international audience while spreading a propagandistic 
message of Spanish cultural identity abroad. Evidently, Sanchiz’s performances in 1926-
27 must have paved the road for the growing popularity of the Spanish charla among 
women in the Americas and back home in Spain. Although the charlas had already been 
known in Spain as of 1921, in his autobiography Sanchiz credits his lecture tour in 
Uruguay, Argentina, Chile, Perú, and Venezuela for generating the international fame 








a lucrative profession, thus demonstrating once more the transformative effect Latin 
American audiences and women had on Spanish lecturers. Sanchiz specifically cites 
Venezuela as the epicenter of his newfound popularity as it was in Caracas where he gave 
talks “for the benefit” of young ladies that were, according to him, the first to be called 
charlas líricas. These charlas evoked a series of scenes and images of the social life of 
18th and 19th century Spain meant to appeal to the women in attendance. As Sanchiz 
recounts in his memoir He dicho…, the charlas were apparently so popular in Venezuela 
that they were dissected into themes and acted out as parlor games by young women 
(318-19). 
 A possible explanation for Sanchiz’s success in this arena may be attributed to 
bourgeois women’s interest in the French profession of the causeur charmant, which was 
said to be nonexistent in Spain prior to Sanchiz’s transition into lecturing. In 1921 The 
sociologist García Martí observes the following in Caracteres de la vida social y 
mundana:  
Algunas damas distinguidas han ido al Ateneo a escuchar la voz de un inmenso 
escritor de cosas delicadas y misteriosas. No es corriente que en Madrid acudan 
las señoras a las conferencias. Verdad es que no existe, en general, entre nosotros, 
el tipo de ‘charmant causeur’. Suelen las gentes aquí, cuando suben a una tribuna, 
hablar con aire y pretensiones de especialistas, de manera hueca y dogmática, lo 








Of interest in this passage is the notion that even at the late date of 1921 women—at least 
according to García Martí—were still seen as a rarity in the audiences of lectures in 
Spain. If García Martí’s observations are accurate, then they go a long way toward 
explaining Sanchiz’s success both abroad and at home with the creation of the charlas 
líricas. From 1921 onward there appear to have been significant shifts in the ability of 
women to attend both formal lectures at venues like the Ateneo de Madrid and informal 
lectures like the charlas. Furthermore, Sanchiz’s success as a lecturer was clearly linked 
to his rejection of the “manera hueca y dogmática” that was typically employed by 
lecturers in the past. Also, once again it seems clear that a French practice was being 
imported to Spain where it was incorporated into the bourgeois performance of wealth 
and power that so often based its legitimacy on Parisian norms. Whether Sanchiz created 
the wave of “causerie” in Spain or merely rode in on it, his charlas participated in a 
popular reevaluation of the established norms of the lecture genre that would continue to 
develop through the 20s and 30s. Importantly, his charlas also spoke to a large portion of 
the Spanish population that might have otherwise been excluded from other intellectual 
groups, including those centering around the avant-garde creations of many of Spain’s 
greatest writers. In some strange way, Sanchiz’s lectures validated the very same 
bourgeois tastes that were often scoffed at by the literary avant-garde. 
García Martí once again provides a potential link between the culture of 
consumption surrounding the bourgeoisie in Spain and the increased number of women 








Algunos nos vamos modificando, y en el Ateneo, justamente, se hacen ya 
interesantes ‘causeries’. 
Sin embargo, los públicos distinguidos siguen alejados o indiferentes, lo 
que no impide que se llene la sala cuando se organizan fiestas con la ‘Tórtola’ o la 
‘Argentina’. 
En París es frecuente ver a la puerta de centros de cultura filas de lujosos 
autos. 
Puede que la causa sea, en algunos casos, el ‘snobismo’; pero en la 
mayoría se explica por la curiosidad que determina el cansancio del mismo 
ambiente diario. Las madames de l’avenue du Bois, las ricas extranjeras de 
l’Etoile, ‘blasées’ de los atractivos que les ofrece a la ‘vie mondaine’, sienten un 
ansia natural de saber lo que ocurre en esos barrios tranquilos, como el Latino, 
donde se hacen nobles cosas del espíritu y todavía queda un margen para el 
sentimiento en horas de romanticismo bohemio, allá en el parque del 
Luxemburgo. 
Ellas, que conocen el fastidio de los nervios, hartos de perfumes y goces 
banales, nuevas Evas víctimas de la tentación diabólica, cumpliendo, al cabo de 
veinte siglos rectamente el pasaje bíblico, anhelan descubrir los secretos del árbol 









En Madrid, la vida no es tan intensa. Y el capítulo de las ‘cosas 
corporales’, casi inédito, no ha hecho pensar aún en el aburrimiento del pecado, ni 
por tanto, en la necesidad de redimirse trasladándose a las regiones serenas del 
espíritu. (127-28) 
The French connection, and the notion of the lecture as redemption—“la necesidad de 
redimirse”—would be echoed by García Lorca, years later, in a lecture at the Residencia 
de Estudiantes: the poet claimed to have heard, between 1918 and 1928, “en aquel 
refinado salón [ de la Residencia], donde acudía para corregir su frivolidad de playa 
francesa la vieja aristocracia española, cerca de mil conferencias” (Obras completas 3: 
150)16 
In spite of García Martí’s shockingly dismissive interpretation of changing gender 
norms in Paris, his words, which have been quoted at length above, still serve as an adept 
assessment of the current state of affairs regarding women’s participation in public 
intellectual pursuits in Spain. First, it is worth noting that García Martí presents an image 
of the Ateneos and other formal lecture venues that is consistent with the general 
dissatisfaction with the academic lecture as a genre during these years. Clearly, if “los 
públicos distinguidos” only attended events at the Ateneo that were more spectacle than 
lecture—i.e. musical performances by La Tórtola Valencia and La Argentina—then the 
traditional academic lecture must not have drawn as significant a crowd as these 
                                                 
 








performances (Is this perhaps the reason Ortega decided to marry oratory with philosophy 
during his lectures at Teatro de la Comedia?). Second, if we take García Martí’s analysis 
at face value, then it would suggest that a significant portion of the population of women 
attending lectures were avoiding academic discourse in favor of lighter fare. Whether this 
choice was made out of lack of access to other intellectual venues is unclear. This 
phenomenon might well be explained by the relatively recent advances Spain made in 
educating women, which perhaps had not radiated out into the general populace fully; or, 
potentially, the academic lectures given in the traditional intellectual centers were still 
marred by an antipathy toward women that would have incentivized these audiences to 
seek out lectures and talks in other arenas—specifically ones like the theater where their 
presence would not lead to a misogynistic backlash. There may be precedence for this 
notion, as can be seen, ironically for someone who so benefitted from the growing 
crowds of bourgeois women, in Sanchiz’s pessimistic take on the decline of the Ateneo 
de Madrid in Adiós, Madrid…: 
Pero lo que en realidad se infiltró en la docta corporación fué la ligereza que 
infestaba la Villa y Corte. Proyectáronse servicios de restaurante, baños y 
automóviles. Principio del fin. A poco, la novedosa presencia femenina, 
abundante y dulce por las alumnas de la recién fundada Escuela Superior del 
Magisterio. Después, los opositores a carreras modestas. Y ya, es sectarismo, la 








Sanchiz throws blame at modern bourgeois conveniences like restaurants, bathrooms, and 
valet services for the downfall of the “docta casa.” Furthermore, he seems convinced that 
the presence of women was in part the cause of this loss of prestige when, in reality, it 
simply marked the arrival of a new demographic to this arena from which it had been 
restricted for years. Yet, Sanchiz’s misogynistic take on the fall of the Ateneo is precisely 
the attitude that might have driven women to seek out other forums for entertainment and 
intellectual pursuit. 
 
2.3 Speaking at the Ritz: Women as Lecture Organizers  
 
 Prior to their participation in the Ateneos and other traditional venues, bourgeois 
women may have sought out artistic and intellectual fulfillment at events that were 
planned and carried out by other powerful women, both in Spain and the Americas. As 
noted earlier, Victoria Ocampo and Elena Sansinena de Elizalde were responsible for a 
great deal of the lecturing activity coming to Buenos Aires from abroad, and the weight 
of their contribution to the intellectual landscape in Buenos Aires cannot be understated. 
Elena Sansinena, whose legacy as the president of the Asociación Amigos del Arte has 
fortunately been rehabilitated thanks to a masterful 2007 study by Verónica Meo Laos, 
was drawn to Spanish lecturers as early as 1916 when she attended a lecture by Ortega: 
A la última disertación [Ortega] se acercó un público diferente del que había 








miradas que siguieron con atención la clase magistral de Ortega eran también 
femeninas. Rostros de mujeres jóvenes pertenecientes a las elites escuchaban 
deslumbradas al filósofo, a pesar de haber mirado hasta entonces con desdén a la 
cultura española debido a su educación exclusivamente francesa. Elena Sansinena 
fue una de las protagonistas de la poderosa seducción retórica del español. (35) 
Meo Laos suggests that Ortega’s characterization of the aristocratic women of Buenos 
Aires like Victoria Ocampo and Elena Sansinena, who drew from the Americas and 
Europe both in terms of heredity and education, as “el arquetipo” of his concept of a 
“nueva sensibilidad” had a profound impact on those who listened to him (39). By 1924 
Elena Sansinena and others had established the Asociación Amigos del Arte (AAA) 
supported by modest funding from the government and the fees paid by members of the 
Association. The goals of the Asociación were many: 1) to take advantage of an 
increasingly well-read audience thanks to the expansion of secondary education in 
Argentina from 1920-1930, 2) to generate public debate on the arts, 3) to subsidize work 
spaces and other materials for local artists, and 4) to expose the general public to the 
thought of foreign specialists in a number of fields (23-32). The AAA sought to “poner 
artísticamente al día a nuestro país” which required the creation of a public “capaz de 
apreciar y comprender obras que se alejaban de las fórmulas tradicionales” (68). 
Although this public was fundamentally Argentine, Meo Laos suggests that it nonetheless 








 The dedication of women like Sansinena to fomenting public participation in the 
arts meant that the AAA would go out of its way to bring in speakers its committee 
believed essential to public debates and conversations about these topics, with the 
invitees often enjoying a surge of publicity merely by utilizing the platform meticulously 
engineered by the Asociación. For example, despite having lost its government funding in 
the 30s, and at a great cost to their budget, the AAA was able to bring Federico García 
Lorca to Buenos Aires to give four lectures in the Salón de Florida (146). This lecture 
hall was an intimate venue located on the first floor of the galleries of the photographer 
Van Riel. It was equipped with seating for both the public and the women of the AAA 
with overflow seating in the form of cushions that could be placed in the aisles when 
necessary (83). This description helps contextualize the scene at Lorca’s reading of 
poems from Poeta en Nueva York at which many onlookers were forced to sit on 
cushions in the aisles due to the popularity of the event (149). Some of Lorca’s 
resounding success in Argentina must be attributed to the buzz generated in the press 
prior to his arrival in the Americas. The press gave constant updates on Lorca’s travel to 
Buenos Aires and set the stage for how his public persona would be perceived in the city 
(Larrea 24-25). It has been suggested that Lorca’s time in Buenos Aires marked a turning 
point in his public image thanks largely to the successful run of Bodas de sangre which 
Lola Membrives had invited him to direct there. But it was the lectures which would 
provide Lorca with a platform to present himself publicly not only as “una voz 








de Segunda República” (14; 29). Of course, none of this would have been possible 
without the platform provided by the AAA and the aristocratic women who made such 
high-profile events possible. 
Unfortunately, the relationship lecturers maintained with their audiences in Spain 
appears to have been much less rewarding than what was they encountered in Buenos 
Aires. There were exceptions of course: as we have already noted, audiences for events 
planned by the Comité Hispano-Inglés, the Sociedad de Cursos y Conferencias, the 
Residencia de Estudiantes, and, later, the Lyceum Club Femenino would have provided 
lecturers with audiences actively engaged in the intellectual concerns put forth in their 
talks. However, this high-caliber audience may not necessarily have been the norm in 
theaters and lecture halls during the 20s, especially as the act of lecturing moved further 
away from academic discourse toward entertainment and spectacle. Ever the social 
commentator, García Martí attempts to link the rising popularity of the Ritz Hotel to the 
French salon of the 16th and 17th centuries (38-39). He implies that, when deciding to 
use the Ritz and other high end hotels as venues for the events they were sponsoring, the 
aristocratic women of early twentieth-century Spain were drawing on the tradition of les 
précieuses, who had utilized the Chambre bleue of the Hotel Rambouillet in Paris for 
meetings of the salon. In a sense, these women were bringing the arts into a space of 
wealth and refinement—a place of consumption—that served as a counterpoint to the 
lectures, readings, and performances at krausist-inspired institutions like the Residencia 








Ortega y Gasset’s critique of the Hotels Ritz in “Charla, nada más” (1927) is also 
essential to understanding the role of these venues not only domestically, but also 
internationally. In Ortega’s opinion, these hotels exist “en todas las partes del mundo; 
pero, estén donde estén, su clima es el mismo, como lo demuestran las palmas idénticas 
que producen sus idénticos halls y el florecimiento de su decoración Luis XVI sobre los 
techos y los vanos de las puertas” (Obras completas 3: 451). At first glance, these words 
appear to be an indictment of the homogeneity of the hotels; however, as Ortega 
continues, it becomes clear that there is some merit to the Ritz model. Anyone passing 
through the hotel’s revolving doors will, Ortega writes, be enticed by “una bocanada de 
promesas deleitables, de fiestas refinadas, de orgías luminosas, de frenesíes y 
perversiones” and wish to escape from the chaos of the bustling city to this “remanso de 
paz imperturbada y de sólidas virtudes” (452). The Ritz Hotels are identical to one 
another, yet their ubiquity throughout the world transforms them into a universally 
recognizable haven for those with money and influence. A validation of the bourgeois 
lifestyle, these hotels must have been seen as reliable meeting places for foreigners to 
Spain, many of whom, like Diaghilev and his Russian Ballet, mentioned by Ortega in 
“Charla, nada más,” came to the Peninsula to share their art on an international stage 
(ibid). This bourgeois homogeneity would have provided a sense of comfort and 
familiarity to travelers, thus transforming the Hotel Ritz into a point of contact 
specifically for an international elite and a potential boon for artists looking to court a 








 Federico García Sanchiz’s reinterpretation of the lecture genre would begin in 
precisely this environment in 1919 at the Hotel Ritz in Madrid. This snapshot of history 
provides not only a look at the origin of the chalras líricas, but also a clearer 
understanding of the aristocratic and wealthy bourgeois women who planned the events 
at these high-end venues. In addition, the success of ambitious events like Sanchiz’s 
momentos líricos—the details of which will be discussed in depth in Chapter 3—
demonstrates the high quality of performances and events at the hotels. The momentos 
líricos, which is the title used by Sanchiz to describe his lyrical lectures before they were 
retooled as “charlas líricas,” were created in the spring of 1919 specifically at the behest 
of the Duchesses of Sotomayor, Aliaga, Arión, and a number of additional aristocrats 
who hoped to organize a night of music and lyricism at the hotel. This event was meant to 
be a farewell for the pianist Terán, the violinist Costa,17 and Federico García Sanchiz, 
himself, all of whom were planning to leave for the Americas to give similar joint 
performances abroad (Ravignac 2). The centerpiece of the soirée was to be the momentos 
líricos in the form of a combination of music by Costa and Terán accompanied by the 
impressionistic oratory of Sanchiz. The event drew a crowd of notable individuals like 
the Marquis of Valdeiglesias, certain “altas damas,” foreign diplomats, musicians, poets, 
                                                 
 
17 I have been unable to locate a single review of the momentos líricos that mentions the full names of the 
musicians Costa and Terán; however, Francisco Costa, a violinist, and pianist Tomás Terán are mentioned 
together in Revista musicál hispano-americana (Feb. 1916, p. 11) as having been well established in the 
Madrid music scene, leading me to believe that these are likely to be the two figures who participated with 








artists like Sorolla, and even infanta doña Isabel. The aristocratic patronage, the venue, 
and the distinguished guests all contributed to making the momentos líricos a high profile 
occurrence certain to make waves throughout Madrid. 
 However, not all was high profile and aristocratic. Initiatives to formally educate 
women in Spain and Latin America after the turn of the 20th century, increased 
participation of lower and middle-class women in the workforce, and the investment of 
time, money, and other resources at the hands of a select few aristocratic women of 
influence resulted in the establishment of a demographic that was deeply relevant, both 
socially and economically, to the legitimization of the practice of lecturing outside of the 
Ateneos, aristocratic salons, and other traditional centers of discourse. In each of the five 
cases mentioned in this section, lecturers would head to the Americas to discover the 
enthusiastic audiences that had evaded them back home. In the press, these audiences 
were often characterized as being comprised of a larger number of women than expected. 
This enthusiasm for new ways of lecturing would provide all of these lecturers with the 
legitimacy needed to redefine their public personas and finally enjoy success back home. 
Though these audiences were indeed made up of middle-class women in search of 
intellectual stimulation, they were usually made possible by members of the upper 
middle-class and aristocracy seeking to bring intellectual discourse into new public 
arenas, on the one hand, and to legitimize the rising bourgeoisie by treating the lecture as 
a “luxury event,” on the other. Lecturers like Sanchiz and Lorca appear to have directed 








larger theater venues and ballrooms at upscale hotels patronized largely by those 
interested in spectacle over intellectual content. Second, there is Lorca who tended to 
participate in initiatives sponsored by learning institutions like the Residencia de 
Estudiantes, the Residencia de Señoritas, the Ateneos, and the AAA.  
Although these audiences shared a similar socioeconomic background in many 
instances, it is likely that they differed as much in terms of political belief as in their 
approaches to aesthetics and the arts. In Sanchiz’s case, it is worth not being overly 
prescriptive as any member of his audience could have been sympathetic to any number 
of political causes and not necessarily the most socially conservative ones; however, the 
price of Sanchiz’s charlas, his salary, the fancy venues for his performances, his 
insistence on wearing a tuxedo during his talks (ironic, given the causal feeling of the 
word “charla”), and his closeness with aristocrats and despots alike, paints a clear picture 
of both charlista and audience. 
 Beyond the political, the differences between these two audiences are centered on 
both the goal of the lecturer and the expectations of the audience. For Lorca, the goal 
would have been educating his audience on the newest currents of poetry. For Sanchiz, 
the goal would have been to entertain the audience with his impressionistic word 
paintings that might have been difficult to follow given the density of descriptive words 
being used and the fast pace at which he spoke. In other words, the more descriptive 
charlas were meant to be consumed and not dissected. Though we have no way of 








charlista throughout the 40s and 50s heavily points toward the existence of large 











Chapter 3: “Líricamente charlando”: The charlas líricas of Federico García Sanchiz 
 
 
3.1 Baroja in Valencia: The Early Lectures of Federico García Sanchiz 
 
 
Even Federico García Sanchiz, the “divo de la palabra” as he was known at the 
height of his fame, began his lecturing career with a far more conventional approach to 
the genre. “Pío Baroja” (1904), Sanchiz’s first major lecture for the Ateneo de Valencia, 
is equal parts literary analysis and propaganda for the generation of ‘98, the author’s 
work having become familiar to Sanchiz thanks to time he spent in the literary circles in 
Madrid. Upon first glance, this lecture has the trappings of an academic analysis of a 
number of Baroja’s works including Vidas sombrías, La casa de Aizgorri, and Aventuras, 
inventos y mixtificaciones de Silvestre Paradox. Based on the text, it is clear that Sanchiz 
spoke with a sense of authority and confidence that would be expected of any literary 
critic presenting work at the Ateneo de Valencia; however, upon closer inspection of the 
lecture text, it becomes clear that he gives Baroja’s texts a superficial reading at best.  
Even in this early lecture Sanchiz is more interested in the performative nature of 
the genre than he is in analyzing Baroja’s work, which is perhaps fitting given his 
eventual shift toward the stage and general predilection for spoken-word performance. 
“Pío Baroja” is rife with summarization, with Sanchiz frequently resorting to directly 
citing long commentaries about Baroja from other critics and even reading large portions 








opinions might be common practice for an academic lecture, only occasionally does 
Sanchiz contest these viewpoints or add his own voice to the debate. For example, where 
critics had claimed that Vidas sombrías is an expression of Baroja’s emotional malaise, 
Sanchiz counters with a claim that the novel’s moments of genuine happiness contradict 
the critical consensus (14). However accurate this observation may be, Sanchiz does not 
go further than this critique, offering neither his own reading of the novel nor a new 
theory about Baroja’s state of mind at the time of its composition. That Sanchiz’s debut 
lecture is weakly argued and generally lacking in deeper critical analysis is consistent 
with his later charlas líricas, the praises of which will be sung in the press not due to 
their profound insights into art and culture, but rather for the beauty of their prose and 
ability to evoke certain visual scenes, emotions, or impressions. Even from his earliest 
lectures it is clear that Sanchiz was focused on performance and aesthetics over logical 
argumentation, but lacked the vehicle—namely the charla—with which to do so.  
Sanchiz’s decision to deemphasize literary analysis in “Pío Baroja” amply 
demonstrates his talents as a propagandist and advertiser. More than literary analysis, 
“Pío Baroja” is Sanchiz’s attempt to advertise the novels of Baroja—and of the rest of the 
generation of ‘98 by proxy—to a Valencian audience disconnected from the literary 
movements in Madrid. This propagandistic style is evident in the opening of the lecture 
in which Sanchiz addresses the Valencian youth directly: 
Unos por grosera ignorancia, los demás por pueril temor a sus burlas, consideráis  








música, de pintura…, y, en fin, de cuentas no hacéis nada en pro de nada, y el 
tiempo se os va lastimosamente en sátiras y en suspirillos de impotencia…Yo os 
ruego, artistas jóvenes y jóvenes intelectuales, que cambiéis de rumbo…Yo 
quisiera aficionaros a cuanto existe de bueno y de hermoso…Un día, a vosotros 
mismos que me escucháis, os abandoné…y me fui a Madrid, famélico de 
literaturas; al regresar ahora a Valencia, y al verme de nuevo a vuestro lado, 
quisiera inclinaros hacia cuanto encontré allá de bondad y de hermosura 
indudables, y que desdichadamente aun es aquí desconocido… o apenas 
conocido… (“Pío Baroja” 10). 
Here it is evident that Sanchiz has returned to Valencia after a stint in Madrid with a great 
deal of self-congratulatory cultural wisdom and an urge to evangelize on behalf of the 
literary giants of the generation of ‘98. This argument from authority serves both to indict 
Valencia’s so-called intellectuals for their lack of culture and summon the wide-eyed 
youth still trapped behind the wall of their own provincialism to literary action. 
Importantly, this section of “Pío Baroja” is an early prototype for a technique that 
Sanchiz will employ while developing his charlas, namely the use of the stage as a 
platform for promoting his particular vision of the world. In later lectures, this technique 
would help Sanchiz promote Valencia as a uniquely autonomous region within Spain, 
even going so far as to link Valencia to unexpected countries such as Japan (on the basis 
of fan making) (Champagne 167). Furthermore, “Pío Baroja” is representative of 








allegiance to his native Valencia. This too will be repeated throughout Sanchiz’s career 
when he turns toward Madrid and later Paris for his literary and cultural cues. Sanchiz’s 
cosmopolitanism and his evident alignment with Paris as the cultural capital of Europe 
help in part to explain his bleak vision of the Canary Islands in Nuevo descubrimiento 
and his eventual project to promote Spain as an epicenter of learning, culture, prosperity, 
and good taste, like its northern neighbor.  
 Although “Pío Baroja” was given at the Ateneo de Valencia, Sanchiz’s 
participation in the intellectual pursuits of the Ateneos would eventually taper off in 
tandem with a growing interest in French trends in architecture, fashion, and the practice 
of “causerie” with its related move from the typical salón de conferencias to the theater 
stage. Although it is unclear when Sanchiz first came to the Ateneo de Madrid (he was 
certainly a member of the Ateneo de Valencia by at least 1904), there are records of his 
lectures there going back to the 5th of December, 1910.18 During the period of 1910-1919 
Sanchiz lectured mostly at institutions like the Ateneo and the Círculo de Bellas Artes 
that were more receptive to academic discussions than to performance and spectacle. As 
was the case with “Pío Baroja,” Sanchiz’s early lectures were a mix of superficial literary 
analysis, observations about society, and homages to important figures of the literature 
and arts scenes in Madrid. To give a sense of the flavor of Sanchiz’s earliest lectures, the 
following is a small selection of the titles of these works along with the years in which 
                                                 
 








they were debuted (lectures without explicit titles have been listed without quotation 
marks): “Los tres viejos grises” (1910); “Julio Romero de Torres en Madrid” (1910); 
“Bajo la lluvia, en Córdoba” (1911); Lecture on guitar for soirée in memory of Francisco 
Tárrega (1911); “Las industrias artísticas de Valencia” (1912); “Crónica de la botadura 
del acorazado ‘España’” (1912); “Vicente W. Querol” (1912); Lecture on the painter 
Ignacio Pinazo Camarlench (1912); “Misión del Sur en el renacimiento artístico” (1913); 
Discourse on the guitar (1915); Lecture given as a prologue to performance by Amparo 
Iturbi (1917); “Responso á Ignacio Pinazo” (1918); “La obesidad en la historia de 
España” (1918). These titles suggest that prior to 1919, Sanchiz still largely viewed the 
lecture as a semi-scholarly genre, but was nevertheless beginning to experiment with 
other possibilities. That being said, even at this early moment in his career these more 
traditionally academic lectures were beginning to be shaped by Sanchiz’s growing 




3.2 Traveling Disappointments: Federico García Sanchiz and the Travel Memoir 
 
 
 Given that the Western travel memoir has an extremely long history dating back 
to antiquity, it is critical to specify that García Sanchiz was particularly drawn to the 
travel writings of European authors of the early to mid-1800s, such as Washington Irving 








younger generations of writers who began to publish their first works after the turn of the 
century. For example, both Federico García Sanchiz and Federico García Lorca published 
travel memoirs during the early years of their careers as writers, with Sanchiz releasing 
Nuevo descubrimiento de Canarias in 1910 and Lorca Impresiones y paisajes eight years 
later in 1918. It may be helpful to make a distinction between a travel memoir, which is a 
published work on travel usually written in the first person, and a travelogue, a spoken 
monologue describing travels, since the terms are frequently conflated, or the distinction 
ignored entirely in criticism of the genre of travel writing.19 The Oxford English 
Dictionary clarifies that the word “travelogue” is a portmanteau combining “travel” with 
“monologue,” thus classifying the travelogue specifically as an oral art form. 
Furthermore, the travelogue is defined as “An (illustrated) lecture about places and 
experiences encountered in the course of travel,” which is consistent with some of the 
earliest travelogues of E. Burton Holmes and other well-known 19th and 20th-century 
travelers who began the tradition of accompanying descriptive narratives of their travels 
with projected slides.  
This distinction is important insofar as it alludes to an evolution from the travel 
memoir into the travelogue that roughly coincides with the popularization of new mediatc 
forms such as photography and film, the availability of which likely led to a growing 
public interest in lectures that centered on the description of projected images from 
                                                 
 
19 For example, see Fernández-Cifuentes, Luis. “Travel writing,” A comparative history of literatures in the 








faraway lands. By nature of the audiovisual elements present, these travelogue lectures 
placed less of a burden on the speaker to rely on oral descriptions of what had been 
witnessed abroad and would have provided the audience with stunning images of exotic 
locales which few would have been able to travel to see on their own.20  
 Given that Nuevo descubrimiento de Canarias and Impresiones y paisajes were 
published well into the 20th century, it is difficult to place these works within a particular 
tradition; Spanish travel memoirs were relatively rare during these years as they had not 
been the preferred genre of either the generation of ‘98 or the generation of ‘14, save for 
Azorín’s trip to La Mancha to retrace the steps of Don Quijote, Unamuno’s “reflective, 
idealizing manner” of memoir, and Ortega’s Notas de andar y ver, all of which Luis 
Fernández-Cifuentes sees as an extension of nineteenth-century excursionismo (203). For 
this reason, it is more useful to analyze the stylistic choices of Sanchiz in relation to other 
travel memoirs. Given both his indebtedness to the travel memoir and its influence on his 
writing and lecturing styles throughout his entire career. It is worth focusing for a 
moment on the travel memoirs of García Sanchiz as they pertain to his eventual creation 
of the charlas líricas.21 
                                                 
 
20 The genre influenced even scientific presentations, such as some of the lectures Lorca might have heard 
from the “viajeros por el conocimiento” 
(http://www residencia.csic.es/viajeros/img/pdf/viajeros alumno.pdf) at the Residencia de Estudiantes: 
Howard Carter, for instance, on the discovery of  King Tut’s tomb, or Lorca’s friend the aviator Francisco 
Iglesias on his flights to Latin America  
21 The same is difficult to argue with respect to Federico García Lorca. Although Lorca would go on to 
great success as a poet, playwright, and lecturer, there is little evidence that the travel memoir continued to 








At first glance, Sanchiz’s style in Nuevo descubrimiento de Canarias appears to 
share much with a particular way of stereotyping the South of Spain as essentially an 
extension of northern Africa—established by Washington Irving and embraced by 
Gautier and others inspired by the Romantic tradition (Fernández-Cifuentes 201). Upon 
closer inspection, however, it becomes clear that the feeling of disenchantment with the 
progress toward modernity and the desire to escape the comforts of the metropolis in 
Sanchiz’s text is a ruse designed to subvert the reader’s expectations. Take, for example, 
the following passage in which Sanchiz stokes the reader’s expectations for a Romantic 
visit to the Canary Islands: 
Las Canarias, ¡ah! Las libras esterlinas rebotando con su tintineo alegre y lleno de 
virtudes de hada. El romanticismo, la moda, la literatura y la tisis, arrastrando 
ingleses á las islas. Desparramadas diez ó veinte ruletas que originan un ambiente 
de placer, fastuosidades y grandezas. Una perenne y elegante existencia de 
estación invernal, propicia á la aventura venturosa. El indiano que vuelve con su 
jipi, su negro Domingo, su loro, y un cheque contra Europa: el infeliz muy 
nostálgico, muy sentimental… Y á lo mejor una famosa é ilustre caravana de 
cómicos que interrumpe por algún tiempo su viaje á las Américas, y el 
archipiélago entonces resplandece como una resurrección de la corte del rey 
Sol… (Nuevo descubrimiento 27) 
The description, which is passed along to Sanchiz through the mouths of those present in 








adventure, and all the trappings of travel writings of the Romantic period whose writers 
searched for excitement to pull them out of the boredom of modern living. Sanchiz finds 
himself seduced by this depiction of the Islands and decides to seek adventure in the 
opulent “Islas Afortunadas” as a salve to the “dulce ponzoña del confort” (26) of the 
modern urban lifestyle. Shortly thereafter he heads for the Canaries where he is met not 
with beauty and adventure, but rather poverty, sickness, and extreme boredom. When 
Sanchiz first catches a glimpse of the archipelago from his ship, the “innumerables 
alabanzas y galanuras” that were promised to him in the Salón de Conferencias are 
replaced with “muelles, sin alamedas ni edificios; al fondo unas colinas ásperas, calvas, 
de sombría tonalidad,” the stark vision causing him to lament that “Las tierras de sol nos 
recibían en un crepúsculo gris, sin paleta, forastero y norteño artificio de difuminos y 
lápices…” (40-41). Even upon disembarking and traveling around the islands, Sanchiz is 
haunted by continuous disappointments, from the skeletal, starving camels (49-52) to the 
large population suffering from tuberculosis (54-55). Yet, no affliction bothers Sanchiz 
more than the very boredom he sought to escape with this trip to the Canaries: “La 
tristeza y el tedio. Un cruel spleen os devora como el buitre de Prometeo. Si no leéis, 
beberéis alcohol, si no dormiréis… ¿Qué hacer? He aquí la pregunta de cada día, de cada 
hora, de cada minuto. ¿Qué hacer?” (61).  
The main conflicts of Sanchiz’s memoir are consistent with similar moments of 
disappointment in the memoirs of Gautier and the other Romantic travelers, the 








most of his Romantic forebears. Sanchiz’s text appears to doubt the notion that such 
romanticized travels are possible within Spain in the 20th century. He seems hesitant to let 
a Spaniard fall for the same trap that the Romantics fell for in “othering” Spain as non-
European and essentially an extension of the African continent. Regardless, the Canaries 
are for Sanchiz marginally Spanish in comparison to the life of comfort he had so readily 
fled from in the capital.  
We can see the precedent for Sanchiz’s approach to the travel memoir in the 
chapter “Travels in Spain” from The Travels of Théophile Gautier. Gautier appears 
incapable of understanding Spain through any lens beyond the literary and Romantic. The 
inn he stays at when he first enters Spanish territory and heads to Irún reminds him of the 
“picturesque” and “lively” descriptions he read in Don Quijote and the Lazarillo de 
Tormes (22). When he finally reaches La Mancha, he imagines that “the brigands who 
cruise about La Mancha must often be satisfied to sup on a handful of the sweet acorns 
which Sancho Panza delighted in” (208). Gautier’s Spain, and by extension his idealized 
vision of the Alhambra—the spiritual destination of his voyage—is colored by the 
exaggerated, romanticized tales told about the Moors. For this reason, Gautier’s constant 
disappointment upon his arrival in Andalucía is palpable. True, there are moments in 
which he marvels at the beauty of the Sierra Nevada at sunset, whose “pearly gray tones, 
ruby gleams, veins of agate and aventurine would challenge the fairy gems of the 








every lyrical meditation on beauty there can be found in “Travels in Spain” a quiet 
moment of reflection about the reality that threatens Gautier’s romanticized expectations: 
The general appearance of Granada falls short of the idea which one has usually  
formed of it. In spite of having suffered many a disappointment, you cannot bring 
yourself to remember that three or four hundred years and innumerable 
commonplace people have passed over the scene of so many romantic and 
chivalrous actions; you think of a semi-Moorish, semi-Gothic city, in which 
traceried spires mingle with minarets, and cupolas alternate with terraced roofs; 
you expect to see carved, ornamented houses, with coats of arms and heroic 
mottoes; quaint buildings, with stories projecting one above the other, with 
protruding beams and windows adorned with Persian carpets and blue and white 
pots,— in a word, an opera scene realized and representing some marvelous 
prospect of the Middle Ages. (225) 
Gautier’s preconceived notions of Granada appear to have been steeped in the history and 
lore of the medieval period. He laments the fact that life has indeed continued in the city 
of Granada instead of remaining static like a museum exhibit. Even the Alhambra itself, 
the focal point of Gautier’s belief in a still-living medieval history in Granada, is a 
disappointment to the traveler, despite the fact that he has been allowed to reside within 
the walls of the fortress for days on end—a privilege that would be unthinkable today. 
After treating his readers to a delightful description of the lace-like ornamented walls of 








“Having completed this description, we have to destroy another illusion: all of this 
magnificence is neither marble, alabaster, nor stone, but simply plaster” (251). Just as the 
section on Granada sets the reader up for an escape from the arid, dangerous plains of La 
Mancha to the ruby reds of Moorish Granada with the majestic Alhambra at its center, 
Gautier’s narrative subverts this expectation with a chain of disappointments and 
reckonings with reality. In many ways, Gautier’s narrative of his trip to Granada is a 
chronicle of the limits of Romanticism and, as such, serves as a potential source of 
inspiration for travel writers like Sanchiz to draw from for their own disappointment 
about aspects of Spanish culture.  
Despite their similarities, in contrast to Sanchiz, Gautier cannot fully commit to 
breaking away from his romanticized perception of Granada, and instead applies colorful 
descriptions to what he sees as a way of bringing magic back to Granada through the 
transformative power of literature. Throughout the side avenues of the Alameda de 
Granada run “enclosed in coloured-pebble beds, brooklets of crystal transparency” (231) 
and at the center of one of the ponds of the Patio de los Arrayanes blooms a rose-laurel 
that Gautier describes as “an explosion of flowers, like a bouquet of vegetable 
fireworks,” the leaves of which “sparkled like emeralds in the sunshine” (262-63). These 
colors and lights lend the text a fairytale-like aesthetic, which is effectively projected 
onto what Gautier describes. In this way, Gautier is making up for his ruined expectations 
by reestablishing Andalucía and the Alhambra as spaces of magic and myth through the 








but printed versions enhance the descriptions with engravings.) Importantly, this 
transformation, takes place at the nexus of Gautier’s personal perceptions of the world 
around him, especially the natural world, which is itself colored by his emotional state.22 
Thus, the use of color terms, lengthy description, and other related techniques is not 
superfluous; rather, these techniques serve a specific narrative purpose, one that 
demonstrates Gautier’s attempts to recreate the Granada he was promised by Irving and 
others within the text of his memoir. These are the word paintings for which Gautier was 
known and to which García Sanchiz will turn for inspiration as his travel memoirs 
transform from disappointed realism, to stylized Romantic landscapes, and, finally, to 
impressionistic travelogues in the genre he called the charla lírica. 
 
 




The second major influence on the early writing career of García Sanchiz—and 
his development as lecturer—is the prose of the Spanish modernista Salvador Rueda, 
who was known for his vibrant, descriptive word paintings. One of Salvador Rueda’s best 
known experiments with the technique of word painting may be found in Granada y 
Sevilla. Bajo-relieves a la pluma (1890), which chronicles the lyrical impressions of his 
visit to the two Andalusian towns. Unlike the aforementioned travel memoirs, Granada y 
                                                 
 
22 An excellent example of this phenomenon is Gautier’s lengthy and pained description of a dying horse 








Sevilla was created primarily as an artistic experiment with colorismo, recorded here in 
the foreword to the text: 
El libro que le ofrezco es una excepción entre los míos, un capricho, con el cual  
sólo me propuse ver hasta qué punto podía pintar con nuestro idioma, y producir  
brillantez y colorido. (Rueda 9) 
Ana Rodriguez-Fischer has noted that the structure of this volume of prose in particular 
owes a large debt to the “color notes” written by traveling painters as a means of 
recording an impression or the feeling of a location, landscape, or city (“El colorista 
malagüeño,” n.p). Appropriately, Rueda’s subtitle makes reference to bas reliefs (“bajo-
relieves”), further linking his project with the visual arts despite his choice of writing as 
the medium for his representation of Granada and Sevilla.23 The volume appears to have 
originated  as several newspaper chronicles, which helps explain the brevity of several of 
the sections. 
The first section of Granada y Sevilla takes place on a train ride to Granada 
during the night of San Juan. In this way, Rueda’s innovative use of the train as both a 
vantage point and a narrative impetus helps establish a space in which the narrator can 
offer up short visions of the countryside that correspond with the train ride into the city. 
The train ride in this first section of the book gives narrative form to the “color notes” at 
                                                 
 
23 Although Rodríguez-Fischer suggests that the subtitle would have been “estudios de viaje,” I have been 
unable to find proof of this subtitle in the Fuentes y Capdeville edition (1890). It is possible that this 
alternative subtitle was utilized for the original chronicles that Rueda wrote for various newspapers and 








the center of the narrator’s descriptions, thus justifying their proximity to one another in 
the orer of the text despite any obvious narrative link. The Sevilla section further loosens 
up the tenuous narrative links between the color notes by only devoting six of its twelve 
chapters to a cohesive narrative—the events of Semana Santa in Sevilla—with the final 
six chapters dedicated to descriptions of local games, traditions, and important cultural 
objects. The result of this arrangement is a collection of short narratives and 
“costumbrist” impressions that are joined together through the broad theme of Sevillian 
cultural practices. Take, for example, the opening paragraph of “La noche de San Juan” 
from Granada y Sevilla: 
La noche de San Juan, tantas veces pasada en derredor de la fuente del  
pueblo a cuyo rumor toman acción y vida las viejas tradiciones y el horóscopo 
señala la suerte venidera de los enamorados; tantas veces presenciada desde la 
casa de campo donde se hace arder en resplandeciente pira la mole de los trastos 
rotos, mientras en los lagares vecinos flamea también la llama surgida de las 
bruscas gavillas de sarmientos; tantas veces presidida por alegre coro de mozas y 
mozos que sueñan con la alborada para ver en el plato de agua el huevo 
convertido en barco caprichoso, el espino quemado en la hoguera lleno de nuevas 
y amarillas flores, y la hoja del árbol hendida, sana y sin vestigio alguno de 
cortadura; la noche de San Juan… (Rueda 13) 
Rueda employs a number of visual and auditory effects here in order to produce music 








like “La noche de San Juan” and “tantas veces” provides the paragraph with a rhythmic 
architecture that fills the role of the missing narrative by moving the “plot” forward 
through description. Additionally, the long lists of descriptions assist in establishing a 
kaleidoscope of images being perceived by the narrator simultaneously, thus evoking a 
complex, moving, and colorful scene centered on the night of San Juan. Finally, Rueda’s 
use of syllabication, alliteration and sibilance in this passage helps establish that what is 
being described is deeply musical. Rueda often strings together similarly syllabicated 
words in order to produce a constant rhythm, as is the case with “tantas veces presidida 
por alegre coro de mozas y mozos que sueñan con la alborada.” In this example, the 
words “coro,” “mozas,” “mozos,” and “sueñan” are all accented on the first syllable, 
further echoing the rhythm of “tantas veces,” which itself is an echo of the same phrase 
stated earlier in the paragraph. Sibilance further completes the musical picture of “La 
noche de San Juan” by producing sounds that evoke the fountain in the first sentence of 
the paragraph, as is the case with “tantas veces presenciada desde la casa de campo donde 
se hace arder en resplandeciente pira la mole de los trastos rotos.”24 These attributes of 
sound, rhythm, and music along with shorter passages and a commitment to an 
aesthetically pleasing form of travel writing are the hallmarks of Salvador Rueda’s 
“colorismo.”  
                                                 
 








Many of these same elements are present in both Sanchiz’s earlier lectures and the 
majority of his travel novels (even the later publications), suggesting that he was 
experimenting with both the Romantic travel memoir and the aesthetic of colorismo in 
two different literary mediums simultaneously. For example, Sanchiz’s 1911 lecture 
“Bajo la lluvia en Córdoba” reads like a love letter to Rueda’s style. Unfortunately, not 
all of the lecture has been preserved in print; however, from the portions of “Bajo la 
lluvia” that were printed in newspapers following the success of the lecture, it is possible 
to get a sense of Sanchiz’s style of lyrical travel writing and its relation to colorismo: 
Yo no podría descubrir con una prolija minuciosidad cada uno de los detalles que 
me admiraron en la sierra, en los poblados, en un rasillo, en un olivar. Pero a 
través del paisaje se iniciaba y persistía una sutil idea de finura y de elegancia que 
daban los peñascos con romeros y fontanas, tórtolas y ruiseñores; los olivos con 
sus hojas que parecen medallas de plata; los viñedos, guirnalda del campo; el 
verde suave y desvaído de las praderas; el sueño mágico del río; aquellas 
yeguadas en que el caballo desnudo y con la cola larga evoca los mármoles 
escultóricos; los cortijos blancos, con su collar de geráneos y pasionarias…(“El 
rasgo de Córdoba” 1) 
The above description continues for five or six more lines, repeating the same technique 
of listing the visual elements surrounding the narrator as he observes the countryside of 
Córdoba. This technique hearkens back to the narrator of Rueda’s Granada y Sevilla 








quotation from Sanchiz’s lecture reveals just to what degree Sanchiz diverged from the 
Rueda’s style of colorismo in the composition of both his lectures and his memoirs. 
Where Rueda pays close attention to syllabification and sibilance in order to imbue his 
writing with music and sound evocative of a babbling fountain, Sanchiz opts for an 
overabundance of images with little to no consistent rhythm and musicality.  
Sanchiz’s use of “vignettes” in his charlas líricas instead of the essay format 
typically associated with lectures is also strongly related to Rueda’s techniques. An 
excellent example comes from one of Sanchiz’s lectures from 1932, which suggests that 
even two decades into his lecturing career he was still utilizing techniques learned from 
writers like Gautier and Rueda. In one press review of Sanchiz’s charla lírica (left 
without a title in the article), we can see that, instead of summarizing the content of his 
lectures, the journalist resorted to reproducing a long inventory of topics covered by 
Sanchiz during the event: 
 Juglar.—La caja de sándalo.—En un hotel cosmopolita.—Un vals hablado.—El  
minué y su tiempo.—Siglo XIX.—Las amarguras del joven Werther.—Tanda de 
valses.—Segundo Imperio.—Mademoiselle Montijo.—Andalucía, novia del 
mundo.—Bodas imperiales.—Aparece el modisto Worth.—Consideraciones 
sobre la moda.—RUE DE LA PAIX.—Museo sentimental.—El señor Vals con 
peluca.—El que se tiñe de rubio.—Aquellos valses con ojeras…—Reflejos en el 








Chopin.—Una sílfide.—La luna baila y baila.—Llanto de la condesa Potoka.—
Muerte del vals.—Epitafio. (“Federico García Sanchíz [sic], el gran charlista” 1) 
This large and varied list of topics represents just one half of the charla Sanchiz would 
give at the Teatro Bretón in Salamanca. The second half pertains generally to topics of 
the 20th century—New York City, Wall Street, and Tango—but jumps from topic to topic 
just as much as the previous half. Curiously, whether due to a misprint in the press or an 
error on Sanchiz’s part, “La caja de sándalo” is listed in both sections, perhaps 
underlining the difficulty of keeping track of the forty some odd topics bundled together 
in the charla. The description provided in El Adelanto is not much help either in 
dissecting the logic connecting these topics: “Su tema: ‘Salón’. El enunciado de la 
conferencia, sus diversos aspectos dirán más al lector que todos nuestros interesados 
elogios” (ibid). It is unlikely that the authors of this entry in El Adelanto intended any 
humor when writing up the description of Sanchiz’s charla, but one cannot help but 
chuckle at the image of a journalist struggling to report on the actual content of the 
lecture. As another reporter put it years before, the “vuelo mariposeante del causeur,” was 
so erratic that even a stenographer would have found it difficult to follow him (“El Sr. 
García Sanchiz, en la Escuela Superior del Magisterio” 6). These lyrical moments strung 
together on the lecture stage hearken back to Rueda’s estampas as Sanchiz would 














As mentioned in Chapter 2, the creation of the charlas líricas, can be traced back 
to a joint performance by Sanchiz and two musicians—Costa and Terán—at the Hotel 
Ritz in Madrid in 1919. This performance, then described as a momento lírico, saw 
Sanchiz for the first time orally describing music with his own impressionistic word 
paintings based in the tradition of colorismo, which, as we have discussed, was inspired 
in part by the travel memoirs of Théophile Gautier the verbal estampas of Salvador 
Rueda. It is no surprise that Sanchiz’s growing interest in this particular aesthetic 
corresponds with the publication of a travel memoir in the same year that he would debut 
his momentos líricos. Sanchiz’s appropriately named travel memoir, Color; sensaciones 
de Tánger y de Tetuán (1919), is in part composed of short vignettes, sometimes no more 
than a paragraph in length, which avoid first-person narration:  
Calleja húmeda y en cuesta, que forman unas tapias, que corona un arco 
abovedado y que desciende al mar. Silencio, y melancolía del sol de la tarde en un 
blanqueado muro, y éxtasis del azul, entre el rumor no apartado del oleaje y el 
zureo de unas invisibles palomas. Hay, sobre las piedras enfangadas y puercas de 
excremento de lo borriquillos, unas gotas de sangre todavía fresca y una rosa 








extranjeros, y como venganza ha dejado un rastro de dolor y de voluptuosidad, 
que envenena al intruso con la nostalgia del misterio… (Color 20).  
This passage is composed of strings of nominal clauses separated by commas, which 
often do away with active verbs. In the case of the second sentence, any verb that might 
have been present is replaced with a static noun that serves as only a hint of movement. 
The overall effect is one of superimposing sensations while ignoring the narrative flow of 
time and eliminating the first person narrator from the equation, perhaps as a means of 
placing the colorful imagery of the scene at the fore of the reader’s mind. Even toward 
the end of the passage when a subject is introduced (the “intruso”), verbs in third person 
maintain the distance between the sensations and a narrative voice. The “intruso” is filled 
with a sense of nostalgia for the mystery promised by Irving’s “oriental standard” just as 
the reader is lost in a mysterious whirlwind of sensations detached from explicit 
narrative. Where Gautier’s descriptions are tinted by his personal experiences, moments 
of pure description in Sanchiz are deliberately impersonal, almost as if the author were 
attempting to remove any objectivity from his writing in order to heighten the sensorial 
effect produced by this kind of language. Indeed, with Color Sanchiz aligns himself 
much more closely with Rueda’s estampas. 
While continuing to embrace these literary techniques in his writing, Sanchiz 
would give the first momento lírico to a crowd of haute-bourgeoisie, aristocrats, artists, 
and royalty in 1919 at the Ritz. The press took notice accordingly; the “momentos 








instruments with the spoken word. After a repeat performance of the momentos for the 
Círculo de Bellas Artes, the press had only glowing commentary for the trio of Costa, 
Terán, and Sanchiz: 
Federico García Sanchiz ha creado un nuevo género oratorio. Las sensaciones de  
paisaje y las emociones musicales, hasta ahora encomendadas sólo al pincel o al 
pentagrama, las expresa admirablemente con la palabra este artista valenciano, 
que aspiró en ocasiones a dar color al verbo, y ahora lo adapta a la armonía del 
sonido. (“Momentos líricos” 5) 
Sanchiz’s portion of the momentos was seen as a totally new genre of oratory capable of 
evoking the feeling of a landscape or the emotional range of music, both of which had 
previously been reserved for the “pincel” or the “pentagrama,” respectively. In these 
reviews, Sanchiz’s words are treated as different shades of paint capable of giving “color 
al verbo”—a characterization that would follow the Valencian orator throughout his 
career as time and again his style is obliquely compared to that of Rueda. It appears that 
this treatment of the spoken word as an expressive art form akin to painting and music 
was completely new to the press and many critics alike, despite evident parallels to the 
lectures of Valle-Inclán. 
Sanchiz himself believed that his mellifluous speech soothed the wounds of a 
Europe still reeling from the aftermath of the First World War. In this overly idealistic 
view, which is recorded in many of the press accounts of this evening at the Ritz, the 








ecuanimidad, libertándole de ciertos prejuicios reaccionarios” (“Momentos líricos” 5).  
Furthermore, “El arte y su cultura se manifestaban antes algo imperialista, y es menester 
redimirlos de ese grave defecto con un poco del sentido misericordioso wilsoniano” 
(ibid.) How exactly the “momentos líricos” would achieve the lofty goal of replacing 
imperialism with a Wilsonian liberal internationalism is not clear; however, there is some 
merit to the notion that by renovating language through art—especially an art form that 
expresses emotion so effectively—one might be capable of altering human interactions 
and, ultimately, change the course of human nature. Although the methods differ greatly, 
Sanchiz’s notion of post-war redemption through language is not far off from efforts 
from other (albeit more nihilistic) groups like Dada. 
Even well-known critics like J. Ortega Munilla felt compelled to weigh in on the 
debut of this new genre. Ortega Munilla—father of José Ortega y Gasset—was most 
taken by the musicality of Sanchiz’s portion of the event. In Ortega Munilla’s review, 
Sanchiz is an “ingeniosísimo literato y disertador insuperable,” whose skill with the 
spoken word the critic compares with the figure of the causeur, or a French professional 
conversationalist (“Sanchiz-Costa-Terán” 2). However, the inclusion of Sanchiz in this 
performance was not meant to serve as an academic explanation of the themes behind the 
music as one might expect from a lecturer; rather, Sanchiz’s contribution to the momentos 
was meant to provide verbal accompaniment for the pieces played at the Ritz, as if his 
voice were yet another instrument. Doing so allowed Sanchiz to help the audience recall 








again evoke scenery or a landscape through words as a painter might do through 
brushstrokes.  
In Ortega Munilla’s own words the spoken portion functioned so that “no se 
desvanezca la vaguedad estética del instante que sigue a la ejecución de las obras, sino 
por el contrario, que cristalice de un modo exacto…” (ibid.). Furthermore, through the 
use of impressionistic language, Sanchiz was able to give verbal form to the musical 
evocations of Costa and Terán without undermining them without falling into the trap of 
analytical explanation: 
 Cada nota encierra una palabra y aún mejor una frase, y mejor todavía un  
pensamiento. Sanchiz acierta con el resumen de estas misteriosas selvas  
espirituales. Él sabe fijar lo fugitivo, plasmar los efluvios, trazar el contorno de un 
dintorno movible, poner fronteras a lo inmaterial. Es un cazador de mariposas, un 
revelador de instantáneas, en las que no hay figuras, sino sueños (ibid). 
In short, for Ortega Munilla what Sanchiz achieves with the momentos is nothing short of 
bridging the gap between verbal and non-verbal expression, analysis and art. By affixing 
the ephemeral to the logical word of language, Sanchiz is, at least in the critic’s 
estimation, creating an entirely new form of artistic expression based on the synesthetic 
capacity of language to evoke imagery, music, or other non-verbal media. The only 
critique leveled against Sanchiz appears to have been that this exciting new art form was 
so oversaturated with imagery that the audience was unable to keep up with each new 








de las invenciones inesperadas, del profuso alarde de imaginación, que no había tiempo 
de fijarse en la última hermosura, porque otras hermosuras iguales seguían” (ibid). It is 
easy to understand how Ortega Munilla might have been swept up in the excitement of 
Sanchiz’s verbal flourishes, as nothing like the performance had been attempted (at least 
in the realm of the lecture) for such a high-profile audience. This one momento lírico in 
1919 would firmly reclassify Sanchiz not as a commonplace conferenciante, but rather as 
Spain’s premier causeur charmant, a term which Ortega Munilla appears to deliberately 
employ in his article. 
In order to fully understand the significance of Ortega Munilla’s use of the French 
word causeur to describe Sanchiz’s performance during the momentos líricos, it is 
necessary to embark on a brief digression to further investigate the origins and meanings 
of this profession which will become the foundation for Sanchiz’s transformation from a 
mere lecturer to a charlista—the term he will use his entire career in place of the French 
term suggested first by Ortega Munilla. Specifically, the characterization of Sanchiz as a 
causeur is a telling addition to the earlier suggestion that the shift from the academic 
lecture to the charla was in part inspired by ongoing trends in Paris as there are direct 
correlations between these two oral arts traditions that bear mentioning.  
One method of revealing the connections between the Sanchiz’s momentos líricos 
and the French practice of causerie is to interrogate the meaning of the word as it is 








Causeries d’un Curieux, a certain A. Hayward, Esq. muses about the impossibility of 
translating the French concept of “causerie” into English: 
The title of this book is untranslatable. There is no English equivalent of causerie, 
which is something less formal, continuous, and pretentious than ‘conversation,’ 
something more intellectual, refined, and cultivated than ‘talk.’ An earnest 
preoccupied man may converse: an over-excited or coarse-minded man may talk; 
but neither the one nor the other can causer in the precise French acceptation of 
the word. (Hayward 1) 
Hayward eventually concludes that the term causerie should be used exclusively to 
describe books of “table talk,” which trace their origins as far back as Athenaeus of 
Naucratis and the other deipnosophists, but were made most famous during the modern 
era by figures like Samuel Taylor Coleridge and Johann Wolfgang von Goethe.25 
Nevertheless, his rationale in the above quotation provides us with a small indication of 
the complicated nature of this particular genre of oral art. Causerie is not as formal as a 
lecture or an academic conversation, nor is as casually pedestrian as mere “talk.” Instead, 
it appears that causerie exists somewhere between rehearsed text and what Erving 
Goffman describes as “fresh talk,” or genuine, off-the-cuff improvised spoken word that 
presents itself as spontaneous creation despite being a performance of sorts (“The 
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Lecture” 171). This unique definition highlights a masking technique in causerie that will 
reappear with the charlas líricas and other oral art forms built on the pretense of genuine 
improvisation. That is to say that causerie is a form of oral enunciation that proves its 
intelligence—its status as an art form—by feigning casual, improvised chatter. This mask 
of informality, or casualness, is precisely what allows causerie to straddle the line 
between prose and chatter, formality and familiarity, the esoteric and the vernacular. 
 The French term causerie long predates A. Hayward’s attempts to parse the word, 
however. The word causerie, or causeur as it typically appears in dictionaries, dates to 
around 1694 with the publication of the first edition of the Dictionnaire de l’Académie 
Française. This edition provides us with several early definitions of the word that paint a 
negative picture of this kind of speaker as a sort of gossip or fast talker. A causeur or 
causeuse is described as a “Grand parleur, babillard,” as well as “Un homme qui parle 
indiscretement, qui ne garde point le secret,” or a big talker who speaks indiscreetly and 
cannot keep a secret. Furthermore, “Il se prend encore, pour Un hableur, pour un homme 
qui en fait accroire.” In this final definition, the causeur is transformed into a con artist of 
sorts, someone who ought not be trusted due to the false, yet convincing nature of what 
he says. In these earlier definitions there is no indication of the glamorous causeur figure 
that will come to be associated with eloquence and live performances at sold-out theaters. 
 It is only in 1740 with the publication of the third edition of the Dictionnaire that 
the term causeur begins to take on a more positive connotation: 








encore plus causeurs que des femmes. La joie est causeuse, est une passion  
causeuse. Il est d’humeur causeuse. 
New to this definition is the idea that someone who speaks at length is a causeur. In the 
examples we find not only an interesting commentary on gender perceptions in 1740s 
France—that is, men who talk more than women being labelled causeurs—we also find 
the first indication that causerie might be associated with positive emotions and 
recreation. As the definition states, “joy” is a talkative or chatty passion, and someone 
“d’humeur causeuse” might feel this way as a byproduct of a happy or joyful mood. It 
seems to be no coincidence that the verb causer is also updated for this edition: 
On dit dans le style familier, Causer de choses & autres, pour dire, S’entretenir 
familiérment de diverses choses de peu d’importance. Et ce n’est qu’en cette 
phrase, que Causer se dit avec un régime. 
This definition describes a particular colloquial usage of the verb causer used in the 
phrase “Causer de choses & autres,” or to talk about people and things. As the definition 
states, this form of talking is casual and the topics treated are seen as unimportant. It is 
possible that this definition hints at a rise in the prevalence of this particular social 
phenomenon or even of a related rise in leisure time. Whether related to any material 
changes to French society between 1694 and 1740 or not, the addition of more causal and 
leisure-time meanings to causer and causeur hint at a shift in the perception of both the 








 Later editions of the Dictionnaire would witness further transformations to these 
two words, as well as the introduction of the noun causerie. For example, the fifth edition 
of the Dictionnaire, published in 1798, suggests that a causeur or causeuse is not only 
someone who talks a lot, but also potentially an “Insupportable causeur.” Further entries 
for this definition clarify the superficiality of the causeur, suggesting that this figure is 
someone who “parle superficielment des choses, qui ne les traite pas à fond.” It is clear 
that by 1798 the causeur has begun to be associated with meaningless chatter and 
superficial treatment of subject matter, a definition that prevailed straight through to the 
genesis of the charlas líricas. In fact, unlike causer, the definition for causerie would 
remain static throughout subsequent editions of the Dictionnaire. In this same edition, 
however, a subtle change is made to one of the definitions for the verb causer. Where 
before the verb meant “S’entretenir familiérment de diverses choses de peu 
d’importance,” by the fifth edition this definition has been altered slightly, but 
significantly to “S’entretenir familiérment de diverses choses sans contention d’esprit” 
(emphasis is mine). This small change adds a flavor to the action of chatting as it 
suggests that to causer may also mean to speak of many things without restraint (or more 
literally, without restraining the wit or the mind). This definition suggests that chatting 
may have contained an element of improvisation in order to allow for the free flow of 
ideas and concepts. The genre of “chatting” or “table talk” appears to be characterized by 
a deliberate dissolution of the scaffolding of logical argumentation as a means of 








genuine nature. Finally, the inclusion of the noun causerie for the first time in the fourth 
edition (1762) and its subsequent appearance in all editions published after that date 
further completes the image of the causeur that would have been present in the French 
lexicon prior to the adoption of the term in Spain in the 20th century. In the fourth edition, 
causerie is described as “Babil, action de causer” and provides an example describing it 
as a type of perpetual talking. This final piece of the puzzle allows for a better understand 
the causeur as someone who speaks well, if only on superficial subject matter, and whose 
allure rests in both his familiarity with his interlocutors and the unceasing flow of ideas 
emanating from his mouth. How French causerie crossed over into Spanish high society 
is a question that merits further study.  
It is tempting to assume that Sanchiz was the source for the popularization of this 
French term and speech act as he was Spain’s foremost causeur and had spent much time 
absorbing French culture in Paris in the 1900s and 1910s. However, the notion that 
Sanchiz imported this oral arts genre to Spain is unlikely. The first known reference I 
have found to Sanchiz as a “causseur”—erroneously spelled with the double “s”—is in a 
review of his joint lecture with critic José Francés, “Responso a Ignacio Pinazo” (El 
Pueblo: diario republicano de Valencia, 4 Feb. 1918, p. 2). Indeed, Sanchiz may not 
even be able to stake a claim as the inventor of the charlas líricas as he was so fond of 
doing throughout his career. Vicente Blasco Ibañez and Anatole France, both known for 
their oratorical skills, could easily be cited as precursors of Sanchiz (La Libertad, 27 Jan. 








criminologists, such as Enrique Ferri (a disciple of Cesare Lombroso), Guglielmo Ferrero 
(husband of one of Lombroso’s daughters), and Eduardo Barriobero often anticipated 
Sanchiz’s fusion of music and lyricism in the lecture by many years. Barriobero must 
have been one of the first in Spain to give a talk similar to the “momentos líricos” when 
he collaborated with Lucrecia Arana, the famous zarzuela singer who retired from the 
stage in 1908, a full decade before Sanchiz’s prototype charlas, the momentos líricos, 
debuted at the Ritz Hotel. Additional sources maintain that the composer Amadeo Vives 
(1871-1932) was responsible for the popularization of the practice, which he had dubbed 
with the name causerie, clearly influenced by the French practice (“Información musical” 
9-10). The existence of French traveling lecturers like Paul Morand and those who 
preceded him hint at a much longer French tradition. Needless to say, more research in 
the area will have to be carried out in order to bridge the gap between the histories of 
French and Spanish lecturing. 
In any event, as Sanchiz’s career as both a novelist and causeur continued into the 
1920s, so too did his experiments with word painting and his growing interest in both 
travel literature and exaggerated colorismo, both of which are represented in Cosmopolita 
(1921). This semi-fictional travel book chronicles various moments from Sanchiz’s time 
in New York, Paris, Tangier, and Cuba. Similar to Rueda’s Granada y Sevilla, Sanchiz’s 








vignettes filled with instances of adiectio26 and colorful imagery. An example from the 
New York section illustrates Sanchiz’s exploration of the colorist aesthetic in the context 
of modernity:  
…y sobre el ágora babélica, el silencio que gritaba desaforadamente, la epilepsia  
lumínica de los reclamos, encendiéndose y apagándose en las paredes, surgiendo 
por encima de las techumbres, improvisando croquis mefistofélicos en rojo, 
amarillo, verde, azul, o ilusorias llamaradas, o retablos soberbios que 
proclamaban las excelencias de una máquina de coser, de un neumático, de una 
goma para mascar. Semejaba que el mundo se agrietase, transparentando la 
apoteosis con bengalas de una gloria de opereta… A lo largo de la ociosa pero 
apremiante ruta, muchas orquestitas tziganescas nos solicitaron en la penumbra de 
los comedores íntimos y teatrales, y por fin, un poco atontados por el boxeo de las 
sensaciones que acabo de indicar, cedimos a la seducción de los violines y del 
olor a parrilla tradicional. (Cosmopolita 15) 
If in “Bajo la lluvia, en Córdoba” (1911) Sanchiz only utilized a handful of the narrative 
and descriptive techniques associated with colorismo, in Cosmopolita he has become 
much more concerned with the rhythm of the text as well as the evocative nature of 
longer “esdrújulas” like “enciéndose,” “apagándose,” and the still more exotic sounding 
“tziganescas” and “mefistofélicos.” As can be observed in a satirical letter from the editor 
                                                 
 









of the humorous publication Gutiérrez to Sanchiz parodying his way of speaking, people 
associated Sanchiz with this form of overly descriptive language, suggesting that, once 
more, his writerly experiments were being directly translated into the composition of his 
charlas líricas:  
  Excmo. Sr: 
 Plugo al Sumo Hacedor, cuando derramó sus mercedes sobre los infelices 
mortales, que V.E. recogiese uno de los dones más preciados: el don de la 
oratoria. 
No puede olvidar nunca el humilde Jefe que suscribe la espontánea y 
magnífica oración con que se sirvió presentarlo desde el escenario del teatro 
Apolo, de Valencia, aquella memorable noche en que las huestes del ilustre 
maestro Serrano rindieron al firmante un cariñoso e inmerecido homenaje. 
Desde entonces, excelentísimo señor, no hay charla lírica que no acuse la 
sonora galena de mis oíos. 
[…] 
Hoy que la atención de este Madrid de mis amores está justamente 
concentrada en V.E., una vez más quiero pulir mis palabras, el mísero caudal de 









Ayer, con éxito satisfactorio, pedí al camarero, en lugar de una caña, un 
‘cáliz del áureo néctar’ y una ración de ‘tubérculos feculentos’. Fui muy 
aplaudido. 
(Gutiérrez, 9 Jun. 1928, p. 4) 
The risible image of the satirist ordering a “caña” and portion of “patatas bravas” at a bar 
with the stylized and euphemistic colorismo of García Sanchiz highlights the absurdity of 
the charlista’s chosen style of writing and oratory. While descriptions from Cosmopolita 
were certainly meant by Sanchiz to evoke the vertiginous bustle and elegance of New 
York City, their ubiquity in his writing must have rapidly worn thin with certain readers 
and critics, especially as he would adapt this style to his charlas líricas and build a career 
around the same stylized lyrical prose for which he came to be panned in the press.  
In the end, Sanchiz’s contribution to the lecture was not the creation of a new 
genre so much as it was the repurposing of casual, conversational table-talk, the energetic 
chatter of a French causeur, the episodic structure of a travel memoir, and the lyrical 
prose style of colorismo for a new iteration of the lyrical chat directed toward the Spanish 
haute bourgeoisie and aristocracy. In short, the charlas would draw on very specific 
modes of oratory from the past and eventually combine them with the staging and 
aesthetic of the travel memoir to create a lyrical travelogue of sensations unique among 
the oral arts. 
Within the broader question of what the literary lecture consisted of from 1900 to 








been mostly left out of historical accounts of this time period. Influenced by aesthetics 
from a bygone era, the charlas nonetheless enjoyed far greater success than the lectures 
of most of the avant-garde figures covered so far. It seems evident that the explanation 
for this “other current” in the practice of lecturing in these years is in part a product of the 
simultaneous growth of bourgeois influence in various artistic realms normally reserved 
for the intellectual elite and the transformation of the austere academic lecture into a 
flashy, opulent celebration of excess, international affinity with France, and a love for the 
sensorial over the intellectual. Indeed, Sanchiz demonstrated business savvy in 
anticipating the shift in middle and upper class tastes toward the audio, visual, and the 
spectacle in years when film was beginning to emerge as a cultural juggernaut on the 









Chapter 4: A Tale of Two Lectures: Federico García Lorca Steps Onstage. 
 
4.1 All Roads Lead to Granada: 1922 and the Beginnings of a Lecture Career 
 
In a strange case of happenstance, in June 1922, in Granada, Ramón Gómez de la 
Serna, Federico García Lorca, and Federico García Sanchiz would find themselves 
together in Granada, each involved with Spain’s first festival of flamenco, the Concurso 
de cante jondo, in different capacities: Ramón as a guest speaker, Lorca as a lecturer and 
organizer, and García Sanchiz as a journalist. And although he was not there in person, 
Ortega y Gasset was present in spirit in the lead-up to the event. On the 20th of February, 
1922 from Granada Lorca writes the following to his friend Antonio García Solalinde: 
Querido amigo Solalinde: He tardado en enviarle el artículo porque he estado  
entretenidísimo preparando una conferencia sobre el cante jondo que di anoche en 
el Centro Artístico con un éxito estupendo. Como yo soy en Graná una especie de 
Ortega y Gasset hoy empiezan los periódicos de ésta a [publicarla en forma] de 
folletón. ¡Es graciosísimo! (Obras completas 3: 734)27 
Lorca’s facetious comparison to José Ortega y Gasset nevertheless reveals two important 
details about both of these individuals and their reputations as lecturers in 1922. First, 
even though Lorca most likely mentions Ortega’s name jokingly, the comparison 
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suggests that Ortega would have been well enough known as a lecturer in 1922 to serve 
as shorthand for this kind of remark. Second, Lorca’s self-confidence after giving the first 
lecture of his career, “Importancia histórica y artística del primitivo canto andaluz 
llamado ‘cante jondo’,” at the Centro Artístico de Granada several months before the 
Concurso is palpable. The young poet must have discovered something about himself as 
a lecturer after his debut on stage. 
During the actual Concurso Ramón, who on the first day of the event “pronunció 
como preámbulo un discurso explicando el sentido e importancia del cante jondo” (“Las 
fiestas del Corpus en Granada” 1), found himself clearly aligned with the likes of Manuel 
de Falla and Lorca who saw the musical celebration as an affirmation of the glorious 
tradition of cante jondo. Beyond presenting the historical background of cante jondo, 
Ramón’s discourse apparently focused on pushing back against critics of the festival: 
“esta fiesta constituye un mentís rotundo para los que creían que el ‘cante jondo’ estaba 
muerto” (“Celebración de la fiesta” 36). Lorca’s role in the Concurso, which will be 
discussed in depth in this chapter, largely took place prior to the event, with his 
aforementioned February 19th lecture at the Centro Artístico of Granada serving as both a 
primer on the history and lyricism of cante jondo (at least as Lorca and Falla understood 
them) and as an impassioned plea to his audience to preserve the integrity of amateur 
cante jondo in the face of the ever growing popularity of a commercially-oriented, 
professional  flamenco that, according to Lorca, had debased the ancient art of 








Not all members of this trio were in agreement about the cultural legitimacy of the 
Concurso, however. In his reporting on the event for Nuevo Mundo magazine Sanchiz is 
largely unimpressed by its participants and skeptical about their amateur status: 
El Concurso, en definitiva, se redujo a oír a los profesionales, que cualquiera 
encuentra en los camarotes de un colmado, y a que las faraónicas del Albaicín 
repitiesen una vez más las caravanerías que suelen servir al turista en el teatrito de 
este Palace Alhambra Hotel. (“Granada.—El Concurso de ‘cante jondo’” 18)  
Sanchiz’s cynicism, from the rooms of Granada’s luxury hotel (El Hotel Alhambra 
Palace), is palpable, yet perplexing. What of the amateur cantaores who participated in 
the Concurso? Was Sanchiz truly under the impression that the majority of participants 
were professionals who were simply playing at “una gitanería adulterada y 
cromolitográfica,” as he puts it later in the same article? Regardless of the reason behind 
Sanchiz’s critique of the Concurso, his stark difference of opinion about cante jondo is 
yet another reminder of the ideological divides separating the lecturers studied in this 
dissertation despite the aesthetic concerns they share and the manners in which they 
innovate in the lecture genre. Why Lorca was aligned with the ideology of Falla and 
others in support of cante jondo as amateur song rooted in an oral tradition will be further 
explored in this chapter and will help orient us toward the historical context within which 
Lorca’s first lecture—the application of the lecturer’s “oral” art to an artform Lorca chose 








4.2 Front to Back: Elements of the Lecture Genre in the “saludos” of Federico García 
Lorca 
 
It will be best to take a moment to explain the methodology that we will be using 
to analyze two of Federico García Lorca’s lectures in the subsequent pages. Lorca’s first 
lecture in particular, with its amateurish composition and frequent references to outside 
authority, invites us to dissect, for a moment, one small part of the anatomy of the 
lecture: the opening statement. The opening statement and the closing statement 
(“saludo” and “despedida,” respectively) represent the moments in a lecture where 
metacritical discourse, literary self-fashioning, and social ritual come together in a 
manner unique to this literary genre. Indeed, the saludo alone may be interpreted as 
serving three distinct purposes, one sociological and two of a more literary nature. It may 
be studied, first, as a component of the social ritual known as “lecturing” and all of the 
expectations that are placed on both the lecturer and the audience during the ritual. For 
example, the lecturer is expected at a bare minimum to open his or her discourse with 
introductory remarks that attempt to contextualize the occurrence within the time and 
place of the lecture, the people organizing the event, or even the audience in attendance. 
At the very least, audience members expect their own presence at the venue to be 
acknowledged by the lecturer during introductory remarks. Given this ritual expectation, 
the saludo cannot be written off as solely a literary device. Instead, it works 
simultaneously within three semiotic systems: one related to the written textual content, 








still another related to the social ritual of lecturing. Of course, there is plenty of room for 
play between these levels. In fact, it could be argued that the liminal status of the saludo 
as literary and sociological and the play of semiotic registers is precisely what allows 
lecturers like Valle-Inclán and Gómez de la Serna to represent themselves fictionally 
through a “pose” that, nevertheless, manifests itself to the audience as the real, 
unadulterated version of the writer. Second, the saludos form part of the literary text 
being presented in performance by the author. The saludos provide the speaker with a 
way of orienting his or her audience toward an understanding of the body of the text or, it 
could be argued, toward an understanding of the lecture as a literary happening. Third, 
the saludos can be studied in their capacity as fictional representations of the author 
(pose) and audience.  
 As introductory texts that, along with the despedida, bracket what is understood 
by the physical audience to be the actual content of the lecture, the saludos enjoy a 
unique status as allegedly genuine displays of the “real” personality of the speaker, less 
susceptible to being interpreted as fiction than the part of the lecture perceived by the 
audience as “content.” Both the saludo and the despedida form part of a textual region 
that is neither inside nor outside of the main body of the lecture, instead straddling the 
written and the spoken, the literary and the real.28 In both of the lectures we are 
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studying—on the oral art of cante jondo and the thoroughly written one of Góngora—
Lorca changes the saludo in versions given in different cities (e.g. Granada and La 
Habana) and different times (1922 or 1926 and 1930), reflecting not only geographical 
locale but his own shifting self-image, poetics, and attitude toward the body of his own 
text. The saludos find themselves in between what Erving Goffman describes as “Front,” 
or frontstage, and “Back,” or backstage. Front is the “part of the individual’s performance 
which regularly functions in a general and fixed fashion to define the situation for those 
who observe the performance.” It encompasses “the expressive equipment of a standard 
kind intentionally or unwittingly employed by the individual during his performance” 
(The Presentation of Self 22). In other words, Front has two definitions depending on the 
frame in which it is studied. First, when considering the relationship between the 
performer and the audience, Front describes the way in which an individual carries 
himself or herself in public based on variable sets of social norms that constantly shift 
depending on context, audience, and the relation of the individual performer to the 
audience. Second, when centering the frame solely on the performer, Front can be 
defined as a toolkit which is at the performer’s disposal for social interactions. Although 
Goffman does not feel the need to reconcile these two definitions, it will be necessary to 
do so for the present study in order to better understand the social dynamics at play on 
both an individual level—that of literary lecturers and their particular toolkits—and at the 
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relational level between speaker and audience. For example, in the case of García Lorca’s 
lectures, Front might include both the social performance of the lecture—a specialist 
sharing knowledge with an interested gathering of attendees—and the “pose” that he has 
chosen to perform for a particular audience at a particular venue, which constitutes his 
Front.  
If Front is the impression deployed by the performer before a given audience, then 
Back includes all that which “might discredit the fostered impression” (111). Back is 
made up of the “unaccentuated” facts that run counter to the “accentuated” facts of the 
Front performance. In the case of Lorca’s lectures, Back would refer to information that 
contradicts his “pose” when he steps on stage and addresses the audience; information 
that runs counter to the confidence he expressed to Solalinde when declaring himself to 
be “una especie de Ortega y Gasset.” It is precisely the escape and relief from a tension 
between Lorca’s ideal Front and a Back which had been imposed on him by intellectual 
circles in Spain, the press (i.e. the notion that he was a “gypsy poet”), by his family, or 
friends at the Residencia de Estudiantes that helps explain his sudden success in the 
Americas from 1929-1930 where the attenuation of such a Back would have cleared the 
way for the creation of an ideal “pose” that would free him from this prescriptive 
characterization.  
 By overcoming a limiting Back, Lorca is able to more thoroughly control his 
poses and offer a convincing Front. Goffman ascribes a ritual value to the phenomenon of 








I have suggested ways in which the performance of an individual accentuates  
certain matters and conceals others. If we see perception as a form of contact and 
communion, then control over what is perceived is control over contact that is 
made, and the limitation and regulation of what is shown is a limitation and 
regulation of contact. There is a relation here between informational terms and 
ritual ones. Failure to regulate the information acquired by the audience involves 
possible disruption of the projected definition of the situation; failure to regulate 
contact involves possible ritual contamination of the performer. 
It is a widely held notion that restrictions placed upon contact, the 
maintenance of social distance, provide a way in which awe can be generated and 
sustained in the audience—a way, as Kenneth Burke has said, in which the 
audience can be held in a state of mystification in regard to the performer. (67) 
Just as failure to control the information the audience may learn about the performer’s 
backstage information can result in an instance of “seeing behind the curtain,” as it were, 
a successful obfuscation of Back information can mystify the audience. This mechanic 
seems to be at play in displays of glamor, which typically cover up the messy details 
surrounding the production of fame, beauty, or wealth. It is for this reason that a Federico 
García Sanchiz, for example, might leave behind any notes about his lecture, or set a 
chair turned away from him at just the right angle to suggest that he will not be using it as 
a crutch despite his charlas lasting several hours (He dicho 89-90). In any case, the 








“maintenance of social distance” (The Presentation of Self 67). The quintessential 
example of mystification would be a priest or shaman who refuses to be seen by the 
audience on religious grounds and in so doing establishes a ritual distance between the 
public and his or her performance.  
 Notions of Front, Back, and “mystification” will help us to successfully interpret 
subtle changes in Lorca’s approach to lecturing between 1922 and 1926, especially as 
they pertain to the relationship between speaker and audience and his first forays into 
creating a public “pose” for his lectures—a practice that will become a hallmark of his 
later career. 
 
4.3 The Artistic Crusader: Lorca Becomes a Lecturer with “Importancia histórica y 
artística del primitvo canto andaluz llamado ‘cante jondo’” (1922). 
 
 
It is time to bring Lorca onstage. As one of the era’s most famous lecturers—to 
this day, due to their inherent theatricality, Lorca’s lectures are still lovingly adapted into 
“scenes” and staged29—the manner in which Lorca developed as a lecturer from 1922 to 
1926 (the dates of his first two lectures) will serve as a reference point for how shifts in 
the artistic expression of this genre were being assimilated by the next generation of 
artists and, ultimately, by the public who consumed them. Lorca’s development as a 
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lecturer begins with “Importancia histórica y artística del primitvo canto andaluz llamado 
‘cante jondo’,” given at the Centro Artístico de Granada in early 1922. This lecture is 
unique on account of the notable presence of the “voices” of the many scholars and artists 
who directly influenced its composition. Figures like Manuel de Falla and philologist 
Ramón Menendez Pidal loom large at first, but about halfway through the lecture, just as 
Lorca begins to explore the lyrics of Spanish traditional deep song, or cante jondo, his 
own voice suddenly emerges and the text becomes populated with the poetic images for 
which the poet would become widely celebrated.  
We will also see Lorca’s growing confidence as a lecturer reflected in his second 
lecture “La imagen poética de don Luis de Góngora” given in 1926. As in the lecture on 
cante jondo, he will utilize the analysis of lyrical poetry as a platform for oblique 
reference to his own poetics. Ultimately, witnessing how Lorca begins to position himself 
as a lecturer and poet in relation to his audience will be fundamental to understanding not 
only his eventual maturation as a lecturer and public figure, but also how younger 
Spanish writers embraced the lecture genre, continuing a redefining of the practice put in 
motion by Valle-Inclán, Gómez de la Serna, and the others to whom I have already 
referred. 
Prior to his 1922 lecture “Importancia histórica,” Lorca’s work shows traces of a 
modernismo that was derived from the poetry of Rubén Darío and others. In the years 
leading up to his involvement in the I Concurso de cante jondo, the poet would discover 








Adriano del Valle is particularly illustrative of the journey of self-discovery Lorca would 
undergo, between 1918 and 1922, as both a gay man and a poet. The letter, replete with 
flower metaphors, is a declaration of both Lorca’s sexuality and his newfound vocation as 
a lyrical poet. His references to Verlaine and the evocative image of an inner “azucena 
imposible de regar” that must be hidden from the public eye which saw, instead, “una 
rosa muy encarnada con el matiz sexual de peonía abrileña” (Epistolario completo 47) 
clearly point to these aspects of Lorca’s identity. Given that questions of sexual discovery 
are so frequently tied to major aesthetic developments in Lorca’s life (for example, his 
relative freedom to express his sexuality in Cuba in 1930 which coincided with the 
writing of El público, arguably his most revolutionary work of theater, also coincided 
with his growing fame as poet and lecturer of merit), it is no surprise to discover these 
two threads of identity intertwined in the letter. The greater surprise in this letter is 
Lorca’s declaration that he has transitioned from feeling a passion for music into a nearly 
religious devotion to lyric poetry. The shift from music to poetry will be just one of many 
major aesthetic changes—along with a renewed emphasis on folk poetry—Lorca will 
undergo before his debut as a lecturer in 1922. 
In the letter to Adriano del Valle, Lorca details his journey from “la religión única 
de la Música” to “el reino de la Poesía” (48-49). For him, it seems, poetry was not merely 
another art form, but rather an organic part of his aesthetic development, as can be noted 
in the religious imagery of the letter which emphasizes this aesthetic migration. Although 








become a true acolyte of poetry after discovering the joys of music, metaphorically 
dressing himself like a priest “con los mantos de pasión que [la Música] presta a los que 
la aman” and anointing himself with “amor hacia todas las cosas” (49). In this passage, 
Lorca adopts the pose of the sensitive, wounded Romantic poet also present in his earliest 
poetry. This pose is also fundamentally pacifist in nature, perhaps as a response to the 
sustained misery still plaguing Europe in the final year of the First World War, which had 
yet to abate by the time of the composition of this letter. Indeed, Lorca bemoans “una 
época odiosa y despreciable de Káiseres y de Las Ciervas (¡que se mueran!),” declaring 
himself to be “un gran romántico...[e]n un siglo de zepelines y de muertes estúpidas” 
while weeping “ante mi piano soñando en la bruma haendeliana” and writing “versos 
muy míos cantando lo mismo a Cristo que a Buda, que a Mahoma y que a Pan” (50). 
Here, Lorca attempts to reconcile the highly personal lyrical poetry growing inside of him 
with the harsh truths of a Europe still tearing itself asunder in the midst of the “Great 
War.” Despite references to his interior turmoil, his call for humanity is inherently global. 
As if channeling Walt Whitman, he sings his universal verses the same to Christ as to 
Buddha, Mohammad, or Pan. The balm for woes born out of senseless warfare, he would 
seem to say in this letter, is a return to the interior of the self. In closing this line of 
thought, Lorca suggests that humanity must “amar a la luna sobre el lago de nuestra alma 
y hacer nuestras meditaciones religiosas sobre el abismo magnífico de los crepúsculos 
abiertos” (51). The “pose” present in this letter suggests a Lorca who is struggling to 








forward but who is constrained by the limits of the poetic traditions that preceded him,. 
This pose is also markedly different than that which is present in his 1922 lecture, 
begging the question of how and why the poet’s voice would change so drastically from 
one of international pacifism steeped in modernism to one expressed through the fiery 
tone of Andalusian patriotism and a passion for cante jondo. 
By Lorca’s own estimation in 1922, “Importancia histórica” is a “pobre y mal 
construida lectura” (Obras completas 3: 1302). Structurally speaking it is one of Lorca’s 
least cohesive lectures, which is understandable given that it was his first one under the 
public eye. The lecture is bracketed by a saludo (p. 1281) and an elegiac, memorializing 
despedida in which the poet remembers “los maravillosos cantaores merced a los cuales 
se debe que el cante jondo haya llegado hasta nuestros días” (1302) and calls for 
meditation about the “trascendencia patriótica” of cante jondo (1303). The lecture is a 
true amalgam of history and lyricism (interspersed with musical examples from guitarist 
Manuel Jofré). The saludo and despedida adopt a tone that is at times pleading, at times 
vehemently sincere (“…mi humilde, pero sincera palabra”) which he would like to be 
“luminosa y profunda,” at times urgent (“los viejos se llevan al sepulcro” the treasure of 
cante jondo), and at others bellicose. Importantly, this tone is not carried over into the 
body of the lecture text except within the occasional parenthetical or aside, or when 
Lorca begins to draw parallels between the poetry of cante jondo and his own writing, 
suggesting that he was utilizing these unique features of the lecture genre to engage in 








To employ Goffman’s theories for a moment, the “Front” expressed in the saludo, 
despedida, parentheticals, and asides of this lecture is one in which Lorca is self-
consciously distancing himself from the lyricism he saw in his own poetry in the letter to 
Adriano del Valle four-years prior in order to publicly realign his poetics. Far removed 
from the Romantic melodrama of this letter (“yo sollozo ante mi piano soñando en la 
bruma haendeliana”), in 1922 Lorca now presents himself as a gardener pruning the 
excess branches and foliage of Spanish lyric poetry, which has led him to the verse of 
cante jondo: 
Una de las maravillas del cante jondo, aparte de la escencia melódica, 
consiste en los poemas. 
Todos los poetas que actualmente nos ocupamos, en más o menos escala, 
en la poda y cuidado del demasiado frondoso árbol lírico que nos dejaron los 
románticos y los post-románticos, quedamos asombrados ante dichos versos.  
(Obras completas 3: 1290-91) 
Lorca is leaving behind the lyrical excesses of his poetic forebears in favor of the 
concision and expressive purity of cante jondo in which “[l]as más infinitas gradaciones 
del Dolor y Pena, puestas al servicio de la expresión más pura y exacta, laten en los 
tercetos y cuartetos de la siguiriya y sus derivados” (1291). Lorca’s defense of cante 








the value of this Andalusian artistic patrimony, but also his desire to show the public how 
his poetic values have been realigned from where they were in 1918.   
However, this confident, highly public realignment of values is undercut by the 
Back of “Importancia histórica” constituted by both Lorca’s inexperience as a lecturer 
and his constant deference to Manuel de Falla and others. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the 
aforementioned historical study of cante jondo, which is replete with direct quotations 
from Falla and the paraphrasing of other thinkers, is the clearest example of Lorca’s lack 
of confidence in the entire lecture. The second segment of the historical portion also 
includes a description of the features of what Lorca and Falla believe to be “authentic” in 
cante jondo, as well as theories about its affinity with the sounds of nature, and a lengthy 
section on the influence of cante jondo on modernist music in Spain and Russia. Lorca 
completes this section by bringing his analysis up to the current day, with special focus 
on young contemporary composers including, of course, Manuel de Falla.   
This largely superficial survey of the elements of cante jondo is characterized by 
a number of rhetorical elements that confirm—if confirmation were needed—that Lorca 
did not compose this portion of the lecture without the input of Falla or others involved in 
the Concurso, further explaining the uncertain Back that threatens the Front put forth by 








words—“performance additions”30— like “pues” that hint at pauses, loose structure, and 
Lorca’s discomfort with the historical content of the lecture. For example, “Ha llegado, 
pues, la hora…” is followed shortly after by “Unir, pues, a la idea…” (1282). Because the 
manuscript has been lost and the lecture was first published in installments by a Granada 
newspaper, it is impossible to say whether the repetition of “pues” is present in the 
original or is a stenographic transcription by a journalist of Lorca’s actual speech. 
Regardless, its frequency within the historical narrative heavily suggests Lorca’s 
discomfort with this portion of the lecture. This observation is reinforced by Lorca’s 
tendency to introduce direct quotations of Falla: 
El gran maestro Manuel de Falla, auténtica gloria de España y alma de este 
concurso, cree que la caña y la playera, hoy desaparecidas por completo, tienen en 
su primitivo estilo la misma composición que la siguiriya y sus gemelas, y cree 
que dichas canciones fueron, en tiempo no lejano, simples variantes de la citada 
canción. (1282). 
Instead of giving his own view on the connections between la caña, la playera, and la 
siguiriya, Lorca directly credits Falla in order to lend authority to his romp through 
Andalusian musical history. He also tends to repeat structures throughout this section, 
deploying neither the lyrical fluidity, nor the poetic imagery for which he would 
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eventually be known, and even going so far as to recite lists of important information 
about cante jondo: “Las coincidencias que el gran maestro nota entre los elementos 
esenciales del cante jondo y los que aún acusan algunos cantos de la India son:…” or 
“Falla completa lo dicho por su viejo maestro [Felipe Pedrell], determinando los 
elementos del canto litúrgico bizantino que se revelan en la siguiriya, que son:…” (1285-
86). In these enumerations, Lorca appears more comfortable enumerating facts provided 
by Falla than working them organically into the text of the lecture. Finally, the historical 
section is replete with discursive connectors that, in a spoken piece, are not entirely 
necessary and which can, when used in excess, detract from the flow of speech. 
Examples include, “Antes de pasar adelante hay que hacer una distinción esencial entre 
cante jondo y cante flamenco…” (1282), the exhortatory “Vean ustedes, señores, la 
trascendencia que tiene el cante jondo y qué acierto tan grande el que tuvo nuestro pueblo 
al llamarlo así” (1290), “Es, pues, señores, el cante jondo…” (1302), and, perhaps the 
self-reflective: “Se trata, pues, de un caso estupendo de adivinación artística, un caso de 
intuición genial, que hago resaltar en elogio del gran músico y para honra de nuestra 
población” (1290). These elements come together to reveal a Lorca who appears to be 
uncomfortable and self-effacing in reading material that has been provided by an outside 
source. In other words, each of these elements is a different manifestation of the Back 
that Lorca likely would have wanted to conceal with his self-assured, fiery Front, but 
which, owing to his inexperience as a lecturer, escape uncontrollably onto stage, 








references to Falla undercut any apparent confidence present in these moments in the 
text. 
Even the combative tone and surprising patriotism present in Lorca’s saludo and 
despedida—that which ostensibly constitutes Lorca’s Front—are echoes of Manuel de 
Falla’s sustained engagement with several polemics surrounding the Concurso. Jorge de 
Persia, in an introduction to his study of I Concurso de cante jondo sets the stage for both 
Manuel de Falla’s anonymous pamphlet on the musical origins of “deep song” and 
Lorca’s February 19th lecture on “Importancia histórica” by characterizing the era into 
which the Concurso was born as a time of confrontation and conflict. According to 
Persia, 
En aquellos tiempos se construía un mapa del mundo basado en la confrontación; 
guerras y violencia eran los argumentos contundentes que determinaban e 
imponían el cambio, y sobre esta situación se desarrolló la historia de este siglo. 
Guerras coloniales en África, revoluciones sangrientas en Rusia (con más 
rectificaciones del mismo calibre), guerras y exterminios para el nuevo mapa 
europeo, guerra en España... (22). 
It is no surprise, then, that in an era marked by extreme violence and never-ending 
confrontation a competition to celebrate Andalusian folk music would also be caught up 
in larger issues of Spanish identity; that its detractors would argue that it was a budget-
busting presentation of a stereotyped vision of Spain; and that it would be saturated in 








expressing such distaste with the state of Europe in his letter to Adriano del Valle in 
1918, would be drawn to these polemics, especially as they concerned folk music. Persia 
provides his readers with evidence both textual and anecdotal of several of the important 
polemics that arose in the local and national press in relation to the Concurso. These 
polemics are by now well known among critics of the Concurso and include: 1) the 
decision to exclude professional flamenco artists from the Concurso and the clear 
division between Flamenco and cante jondo; 2) the accusation by some that the Concurso 
was motivated by an elitist desire to dissect and academically scrutinize cante jondo; and 
3) the tension caused by many members of the press who feared that to champion cante 
jondo would be tantamount to celebrating “una españolada” or a stereotypical version of 
flamenco meant to appeal solely to foreigners (30-33). The existence of these polemics 
helps in part to explain the sometimes bellicose tone Lorca employs in “Importancia 
histórica” as a means of rescuing cante jondo from “cosas inmorales” or “la taberna, la 
juerga, el tablado del café, el ridículo jipío, ¡la españolada, en suma!” (Obras completas 
3: 1281). The lecture issues a call to arms to artists in love with traditional art, and not to 
those insensitive to it, those who dwell in the world not of orally transmitted lyrics but in 
the realm of writing, with “el ritmo seguro y feo del hombre que sabe gramáticas” (1294). 
As Lorca puts it in his saludo, “Ha llegado, pues, la hora en que las voces de músicos, 
poetas y artistas españoles, se unan, por instinto de conservación, para definir y exaltar 
las claras bellezas y sugestiones de estos cantos” (1282). Lorca is yet another (albeit 








de arte” (45, cfr. Noticiero Granadino, 19 May 1922) and as a defender of a stubbornly 
unwritten oral art that cannot be captured on the musical stave.  
Although Manuel de Falla’s presence in the cante jondo lecture is well 
recognized, scholars have paid less attention to the influence Menéndez Pidal’s 
contribution to this discourse surrounding cante jondo may have had on Lorca in the 
lead-up to 1922. This despite similarities between the titles of Menéndez Pidal’s 
“Discurso acerca de la primitiva poesía lírica española” (1919) and Lorca’s “Importancia 
histórica y artística del primitivo canto andaluz llamado ‘cante jondo’” (1922). Much like 
the efforts of Falla and others to protect Andalusian cante jondo, Menéndez Pidal’s 
research into the origins of Castilian lyrical poetry was a major contributor to the growing 
appreciation of folk music on the Iberian Peninsula. The study of “popular” (traditional) 
art, which was spread across multiple disciplines like philology, musicology, and art 
history, appeared to be coming of age from 1918 to the early 1920s, and was partly the 
fruit of research carried out by Marcelino Menéndez Pelayo (mentor to Menéndez Pidal), 
and the musicologists Felipe Pedrell, and Louis Lucas among others. Thanks to their 
efforts and to those of Menéndez Pidal, critical theories of the folk tradition in Spain were 
being updated for the modern era and utilized as a means of not only justifying the active 
study of the traces of “primitive” folk songs and ballads preserved by a living oral 
tradition, but also of promoting a renewed sense of national identity on the basis of the 








Pidal and Lorca share a similar vocabulary with the writings of Falla and others who 
were concerned with the preservation of traditional folk song.  
 One example of this shared vocabulary is the use of the adjective “primitivo” to 
describe a wide range of traditional music and lyric poetry encompassing a number of 
forms and genres from the cantigas of northern Spain to Andalusian cante jondo. 
Appearing in Menéndez Pidal’s “Discurso acerca de la primitiva poesía lírica española” 
(1919), Lorca’s “Importancia histórica y artística del primitivo canto andaluz llamado 
‘cante jondo’,” and Manuel de Falla’s anonymous pamphlet “El ‘cante jondo’ (canto 
primitivo andaluz)”, the term “primitivo” is as much a reference to the origins of popular 
Spanish folk song as it is a declaration of a methodology. Indeed, in all three of these 
texts, the “primitive” form of traditional folk song is uncovered by analyzing existing 
folk music and reasoning ex ungue leonem back to a theorized primordial origin.   
For Menéndez Pidal, this methodology results in the discovery of a “primitive” 
lyrical poetry that relocates the genesis of Spanish lyrical poetry from non-Castilian 
traditions to a definitively Castilian one, effectively repatriating, or castellanizando 
Spanish poetic history (Menéndez Pidal 9-11). Ramón Menéndez Pidal read his eighty-
five page long “Discurso acerca de la primitiva poesía lírica española” at the inauguration 
of the 1919-1920 course at the Ateneo de Madrid on November 29, 1919. During the 








of Menéndez Pidal31 may have lasted nearly two hours, the philologist walks his audience 
though a meticulous study of the traces of popular (i.e. “traditional”) lyrical poetry found 
in the cancioneros and other collections compiled by members of the court and other 
learned writers. The aim of this lecture is to search for the origins of Spanish lyrical 
poetry “en sus fundamentos y raíces más indígenas o nacionales” (Menéndez Pidal 7). 
Notably, Menéndez Pidal focuses on the nationalistic repercussions of his discovery of a 
truly Castilian “primitive” lyrical tradition which importantly refocuses scholarly 
discussion of the authorship of lyrical poetry from learned writers to an anonymous 
“public.” 
In his lecture, Menéndez Pidal argues that no history of lyrical poetry in Spain 
may be considered complete until it includes a serious study of the influence of “popular” 
poetry on this tradition (Menéndez Pidal 7). According to Menéndez Pidal, all literary 
traditions find their origins in the popular. These popular (in the sense of traditional, 
orally-transmitted) creations are then adapted by poets who refine them into learned 
poetry, or poesía culta (8). Menéndez Pidal’s methodical textual analysis of the cantigas 
de amor, cantigas de amigo, and cantigas de escarnio y de maldecir is a fascinating 
                                                 
 
31 I calculated the approximate length of “Discurso acerca de la primitiva poesía española” by first 
calculating the words-per-minute rate of Menéndez Pidal using the first minute of “Porvenir de la lengua 
española: parte I,” recorded and preserved in the Archivo de la palabra at the Biblioteca Nacional de 
España. Based on this recording, I calculated that Menéndez Pidal speaks at a rate of roughly 160 words 
per minute. Applying this figure to the present text, which contains on average 215 words per page, I 
calculated that at 85 pages, the lecture would have lasted anywhere between 1 hour 33 minutes to 1 hour 47 
minutes without pauses. With pauses, asides, and breaks for transitions between subject matter the lecture 








recalibration of critical understandings of popular poetry that champions the song and 
lyricism of an undefined and anonymous “pueblo.” Three key points of contact between 
Menéndez Pidal’s writing and Lorca are: 1) the esteem for orally-transmitted art; 2) the 
shared and egalitarian protagonism of both music and poetry in the establishment of a 
national tradition of popular poetry, and 3) the role of the poet in unearthing said tradition 
and giving it new life through adaptation. After all, Menéndez Pidal closes his lecture 
with a call to action specifically aimed at contemporary Spanish poets: 
 ¿Y quién sabe si el estudio de esta poesía, tantas veces sentida en común, podría  
hacer que entre nuestros eximios poetas españoles, más que ningunos 
encastillados en su magnífica morada interior, surgiese la meditación fecunda que 
lanzase alguna vez su inspiración a guiar los sentimientos colectivos, con audacia 
renovadora de lo viejo? (85) 
Menéndez Pidal makes a sarcastic critique of contemporary poets living in their ivory 
towers suggesting, instead, that they engage with the lyrical poetry of the “pueblo.” The 
modern poet, he hopes, will draw inspiration from this deep well of traditional poetry 
and, in so doing, will not only inspire the general public to appreciate it, but also guide 
the collective emotions of a nation. One cannot help but compare Menéndez Pidal’s 
hopes here to a similar moment in Lorca’s saludo to “Importancia histórica” in which he 
too calls on poets and other artists to fight for an “authentic” poetic form (Obras 








Though it is possible to write off Lorca’s inclusion of the descriptor “primitivo” 
as a product of his familiarity with Falla’s research, which in turn had been influenced by 
Louis Lucas’ writings and Pedrell’s tutelage, and though the term would also acquire 
additional dimensions of meaning in Lorca’s growing awareness of the avant-garde (the 
“primitive” art admired, for example, by Picasso or Falla’s friend Igor Stravinsky), it is 
impossible to discount the influence of Menéndez Pidal’s 1919 lecture on Lorca’s early 
thought. Lorca’s interest in Menéndez Pidal’s theories of folk song will serve as a basis 
for his own casting of ancient Andalusian lyricism as the true origin of Spanish poetry—
as well as his role as its newest champion. 
It is curious that Menéndez Pidal’s early contribution to the study of folk tradition 
and Lorca’s proximity to the philologist both in Madrid and Granada leading up to the 
Concurso have not been thoroughly studied. To my knowledge, no critic has referred to 
the parallels between Pidal’s 1919 lecture and “Importancia histórcia.” Gibson at least 
does give credit to Pidal for playing a major role in fomenting Lorca’s interest in 
traditional folk song and lyrics: 
If Manuel de Falla was fascinated by this music, then still rejected by the cultural  
establishment, the great philologist Ramón Menéndez Pidal was concerning 
himself, at the time the composer settled in Granada, with the transcription of the 
words of popular ballads still surviving in the oral tradition. In 1920 Pidal had 
visited Granada and was accompanied by Lorca in his investigations among the 








the poet had shown himself deeply interested in the subject. From one of the 
García Lorcas’ servants Pidal copied down several ballads, and Federico sent him 
others. It seems fair to assume that the learned philologist’s stay in Granada, 
added to the fact of Falla’s presence, reinforced Lorca’s interest both in folk 
music in general and in that of the local Gypsies in particular. (106-7) 
Menéndez Pidal’s visit to Granada appears to have cemented Lorca’s already budding 
interest in folk song. Within a year the poet would begin to compose Poema del cante 
jondo. Yet, there is little mention of the specific work Pidal had been engaged in prior to 
coming to Granada: namely his 1919 lecture at the Ateneo de Madrid. Persia 
acknowledges that Menéndez Pidal’s “La primitiva poesía lírica española” coincided with 
a larger movement interested in popular music, but he does not go into further detail (35).  
It is certainly possible that Lorca came into contact with Menéndez Pidal’s 
theories prior to the philologist’s visit to Granada in 1920. Lorca was involved in the 
Ateneo beginning with his arrival in Madrid in the spring of 1919 (Epistolario completo 
59) and was in Madrid when Menéndez Pidal gave his lecture, so it is possible that Lorca 
could have attended this talk or at least been aware of it. Menéndez Pidal’s occupation of 
the presidency of the Ateneo de Madrid coupled with the fact that the November 29th 
lecture was meant to be an inaugural speech for the 1919-1920 course (an event which 
would have likely drawn large numbers of attendees) hint at the likelihood that even if 








introduced him at the Ateneo32 were likely to have spoken to him about the event at some 
juncture. Additionally, a copy of this specific lecture has been found in Lorca’s personal 
library, but not of Pidal’s 1922 lecture, “Poesía popular y poesía tradicional,” which 
slightly revises many of the ideas put forth in the 1919 text (Catálogo general). Lorca 
could have certainly obtained a copy of “La primitiva poesía lírica española” at a later 
date, perhaps even upon Menéndez Pidal’s visit to Granada in 1920. We know that he 
had read the lecture, for he quotes from it directly in “La imagen poética de don Luis de 
Góngora” (1926), which he read four years after the cante jondo lecture.  
Lorca’s copy of “Discurso acerca de la primitiva poesía lírica española” bears 
pencil markings on pages 78 and 79 of the text. While this fact alone is by no means 
definitive proof that Lorca had read the lecture in depth back in 1921-1922, one cannot 
help but wonder if something in these two pages may have resonated with him. There is 
no way of knowing when exactly Lorca acquired a printed copy of this lecture, whether 
the markups belong to him, or even at what date he may have read the text, but if the 
markings predate both Poema del cante jondo and “Importancia histórica” their presence 
could reveal new information linking the influence of Menéndez Pidal to the composition 
of these two early works.  
As mentioned earlier, Lorca quotes directly from the Menéndez Pidal lecture in 
his 1926 lecture on Góngora. Another passage which may have interested him as he 
                                                 
 








wrote “Importancia histórica” is Pidal’s discussion of poet Juan del Encina, whose work 
Lorca would stage years later when directing the traveling theater troupe La Barraca. 
While discussing the presence of “tonos populares” in the late 16th century Cancionero 
Musical del Palacio de Madrid, Menéndez Pidal describes Encina—in terms that would 
have appealed to the Lorca of 1922—as a “poeta que cuando se abandona con afectuosa 
complacencia al sentimiento popular, se eleva sobre las pesadísimas y trabajosas 
concepciones que le imponían otras veces sus doctrinas literarias: poeta y músico al 
mismo tiempo, como exige la verdadera poesía lírica, la primitiva, la única que cultiva el 
pueblo” (78). Could a statement like this have helped usher Lorca from his 1918 devotion 
to the lyricism of modernismo to a new “religion” of popular folk poetry by 1922? 
For Menéndez Pidal, Juan del Encina is not merely a proponent of “el sentimiento 
popular,” he actually abandons himself to it with a nearly religious devotion. It is no 
stretch of the imagination to see how Lorca may have been drawn to this description of 
Encina as a mystic of the pueblo and how he may have seen himself in figures like 
Encina who simultaneously embodied the “poeta y músico” in service to “la verdadera 
poesía lírica, la primitiva, la única que cultiva el pueblo.” The parallels between lyrical 
poetry and music in the history of the cancioneros likely would have caught Lorca’s 
attention, too, as he continued to nurture his two major artistic impulses: poetry and 
music. What Menéndez Pidal notes in Encina is the ideal model for the poet who engages 
with popular song and poetry, both elevating the popular voice and pushing 








all, according to Menéndez Pidal, “primitive” poetry is the true lyrical poetry of Spain 
precisely because of this connection to the “pueblo.” 
 However influential Menéndez Pidal’s philological studies of Castilian oral 
tradition may have been on a young Lorca, the philologist’s observations on lyrical 
poetry are inherently exclusionary. An Andalusian by birth, Lorca certainly would have 
noticed the conspicuous lack of attention paid by Menéndez Pidal to the rich lyrical 
history of Andalucía, especially given the growing importance of Manuel de Falla’s 
aesthetics to Lorca’s own development as an artist. In this way, Lorca’s 1922 lecture may 
be interpreted as an Andalusian corrective to Menéndez Pidal’s Castilian-dominated 
theories on the origins of lyrical poetry. This corrective would not only challenge 
Menéndez Pidal’s Castilianism, but also demonstrate that the “true” history of poetry in 
Spain (at least in Lorca’s opinion) was much older than most scholars believed at the 
time. Indeed, Lorca, following Falla’s scholarship closely, traces the origins of Spanish 
poetry to an era predating the reign of the Moors on the Iberian Peninsula33, while 
simultaneously inflecting Menéndez Pidal’s theories with Andalusian history.  
                                                 
 
33 In addition, the use of the term “primitivo” in “Importancia histórica” appears to be Lorca’s attempt to 
establish the origins of Andalusian folk song in a time before the arrival of the Romani peoples to Spain, a 
time before the Saracen invasion, and potentially a time even before the dawn of human language. Indeed, 
the so-called “primitive” version of cante jondo Lorca describes here gives the impression of being “una 
prosa cantada” (Obras completas 3: 1285) which the poet likens to pre-historic sounds of nature, citing 
Louis Lucas and Hugo Riemann who theorized that the enharmonic tones of primitive human song were 
created as a means of imitating bird song and the cries of other animals in the wild (ibid). Lorca’s 
comments on primitive song, which lean heavily on quotations from Manuel de Falla, Lucas, and Riemann, 
try to establish the existence of “un canto puramente andaluz, que ya existía en germen en esta region antes 








Although Lorca’s reliance on Falla and Menéndez Pidal greatly undermines his 
attempts at generating a “Front” for his audience as a self-confident soldier for art in the 
first half of the lecture, his analysis of the poetry of cante jondo revitalizes the lecture 
with a feeling of authenticity that can only come from an artist with first-hand experience 
with the subject matter. Lorca’s reverence for the poetry of cante jondo centers around 
the idea that its lyricism evokes a sadness and emotional depth lacking in other sorts of 
poetry. Whereas the folk traditions of other regions of Spain might be adept at evoking 
the landscapes of their home regions, for Lorca cante jondo is uniquely capable of 
expressing a depth and intimacy that reveal the underlying “pena” (pain) of Andalucía 
(Obras completas 3: 1293).  Lorca is drawn to the poetry of cante jondo seemingly for its 
capacity to express “los más altos momentos sentimentales en la vida del hombre” (1291) 
in the brevity of its coplas. This poetry filled with “misterio sencillo y real, misterio 
limpio y sano, sin bosques sombríos ni barcos sin timón” expresses “el enigma siempre 
vivo de la muerte” in a manner that contrasts with the “demasiado frondoso árbol lírico 
que nos dejaron los románticos y los post-románticos” (1290-91) mentioned earlier. 
Lorca finds an exquisite simplicity in the poetry of cante jondo, and the poet who once 
posed—“Fronted”—as a sensitive Romantic in his letter to Adriano del Valle, now finds 
inspiration in a poetry rich in suggestion and mystery and short on description. In Lorca’s 
opinion, the metaphors of cante jondo—specifically in the siguiriya—express the 
                                                 
 









emotional extremes of the Andalusian peoples. He claims that Andalucía is “un pueblo 
triste, un pueblo extático” (1292) leaving little room for less extreme emotions: “Los 
andaluces rara vez nos damos cuenta del ‘medio tono’. El andaluz o grita a las estrellas o 
besa el polvo rojizo de sus caminos. El medio tono no existe para él” (ibid).  
The second half of the lecture is also characterized by fewer direct quotations to 
the work of other scholars as Lorca treats his audience to his own close reading of the 
poetry of cante jondo as it relates to his personal identity as an Andalusian poet. As a 
result, Lorca is able to maintain his Front now that he is speaking from personal 
experience as someone with a deep understanding of poetic imagery. That this Front 
becomes apparent during textual analysis is no coincidence. In fact, Lorca is playing on 
Andalusian patriotism in order to publicly establish an association between his new 
poetics and the revitalization of cante jondo. Then, almost as if to evoke the emotional 
extremes of cante jondo, himself, Lorca end his lecture with the same fiery energy with 
which he began: 
 Señoras y señores: 
A todos los que a través de su vida se han emocionado con la copla lejana 
que viene por el camino, a todos los que la paloma blanca del amor haya picado 
en su corazón maduro, a todos los amantes de la tradición engarzada con el 
porvenir, al que estudia en el libro como al que ara la tierra, les suplico 
respetuosamente que no dejen morir las inapreciables joyas vivas de la raza, el 








mediten bajo la noche de Granada la trascendencia patriótica del proyecto que 
unos artistas españoles presentamos. (1303) 
By the end of the lecture, Lorca has shed his deference to the authority of other thinkers 
and replaced it with his own passion for cante jondo, effectively reestablishing his Front 
and bringing the message of his lecture to a crescendo precisely during the last 
metatextual moment provided to him by the lecture genre. Finally, by aligning himself 
with this poetry of extreme contrasts, of concise, yet deeply complex metaphor, in this 
lecture Lorca is also anticipating his shift toward the poetics of Luis de Góngora with his 
metaphors like “equestrian jumps” of the imagination, and the eventual changes to his 
own poetics, years later in 1926.  
  
4.4 Difficult Poets: Lorca Explores His Affinity with Luis de Góngora 
 
On its surface, “La imagen poética de don Luis de Góngora” (given for the first 
time on February 13, 1926 at the inauguration of the newly created Ateneo Científico, 
Artístico y Literario de Granada) is an informal exploration of affinities Lorca has 
discovered between his poetic process and that of baroque Andalusian poet, Luis de 
Góngora. By this time, Lorca has already published Impresiones y paisajes (1918), 
suffered disappointment at the failure of his debut as a dramaturgist with El maleficio de 
la mariposa (1920), finally allowed his first book of poetry, Libro de poemas (1921), to 
be published, and completed much of what would become Poema del cante jondo and 








with the Romani peoples of southern Spain and the poetry of the anonymous “pueblo,” 
mentioned earlier. Lorca had given his first lecture at the Centro Artístico y Literario de 
Granada in 1922, but his lack of confidence, deference to authority figures like Falla, and 
sometimes fiery sometimes pleading rhetoric defending “authentic” cante jondo from 
being consigned to oblivion will all seemingly be refined, rethought, or eliminated 
entirely by the time of his second lecture in 1926. “La imagen poética de don Luis de 
Góngora” is the first step toward maturity in a lecture career that will carry Lorca 
overseas and back home again, adding incalculably to his renown as a literary figure. 
What is it, then, Lorca accomplishes in this lecture that sets it apart from his lecturing 
debut in 1922 and how might the landscape of lecturing as it stood in the mid-1920s in 
Spain have informed his transformation into a more confident, serious literary lecturer? 
In addition, what indications of Lorca’s experimentations with the lecture genre that were 
absent in 1922 are perceptible now in 1926?  
Differences from “Importancia histórica” are immediately apparent in the saludo 
to “Imagen poética de don Luis de Góngora,” where Lorca identifies with his young 
audience, lowers expectations (“mi modesto trabajo”), vows to make “aportaciones 
personales” that may not necessarily agree with the classes he—and the audience—have 
taken in “Preceptiva y Literatura” (1307), and defines a central term in his title (“imagen 
poética”) for fellow students who might have slept through that particular lesson, 
succumbing in school to the great enemy: Boredom. Unlike his 1922 lecture at the Centro 








despite including the miniature history lesson on the literary criticism of Góngora in the 
first pages of his lecture, his primary goal appears to be seeing if he can “entreteneros un 
rato con este juego encantador de la emoción poética” (ibid). Here Lorca’s Front is that of 
a friend who has come to speak on the topic of a poet with whom he has much in 
common, his informality an attempt to present non-academic discourse about Góngora’s 
poetry, which has been much maligned or misunderstood by the academic community. 
Furthermore, the purpose of self-referential moments throughout the lecture—his latest 
act of automitografía—is to demonstrate that he and Góngora share two characteristics, 
as evidenced by Lorca’s parenthetical, “lo sé por experiencia propia” (1319), when 
speaking on Góngora’s poetics.  
The first of these characteristics is the shared technique of hunting for poetic 
images, which Lorca describes as a “cacería nocturna” (ibid). The second is the implicit 
understanding that that they are both misunderstood, “difficult” poets who readers 
struggle to comprehend. Importantly, in 1926 Lorca still appears to believe in the 
possibility of explaining difficult poetry to his audience, whereas in later lectures his 
views on the audience, at least as they are expressed in the Front of his lectures, will vary 
from affected disinterest to feigned antipathy. 
A well-known letter to Lorca’s friend and fellow poet, Jorge Guillén, offers 
insight into Lorca’s optimism about his ability to make “difficult” poetry comprehensible 








fervor surrounding Lorca’s February 13th reading of the Góngora lecture had clearly yet 
to abate even several weeks later when he would write the following to Guillén: 
Mi conferencia de Góngora fue muy divertida para la gente porque yo me propuse 
explicar las Soledades para que las entendieran y no fueron brutos ¡y se 
enteraron! Al menos, eso dijeron. La he trabajado tres meses. Ya te haré una copia 
y la mandaré. Tú me dices como maestro los disparates críticos que tenga. Pero 
fue seria. Mi voz era otra. Era una voz serena y llena de años… ¡los que tengo! 
Me dio un poco de pena ver que soy capaz de dar una conferencia sin reírme del 
público. Ya me estoy poniendo serio. Paso muchos ratos de tristeza pura. A veces 
me sorprendo cuando veo que soy inteligente. ¡La vejez! (Obras completas 3: 
884). 
This segment of the letter stands out for several important reasons. First, of note is 
Lorca’s delight at discovering that his audience appeared to understand his explanation of 
Góngora’s Soledades despite their complexity and his admission that the lecture might 
contain certain “disparates críticos” that could have clouded his literary explorations. 
Clearly the poet had learned how to better engage his audience since his last lecture in 
1922. Second is Lorca’s surprise at his own growth as a lecturer. By his own account his 
voice has become “otra,” a voice filled with intelligence and wisdom that he was 
surprised to find he possessed. It is possible that Lorca’s surprise comes from the 
discovery of a new “lecturing voice” that is distinct from the artistic voices he was 








decision to forego the formal academic lecture format that would normally be expected at 
institutions like the Ateneo (though we must remember that the Ateneo Científico, 
Artístico y Literario de Granada was founded by a younger generation in part as a 
reaction against the conservatism of the other intellectual hub of Granada, the Centro 
Artístico), and instead present Luis de Góngora, one of the most complicated poets of the 
Spanish language, to his audience to “entreteneros un rato con este juego encantador de la 
emoción poética” with “varios puntos de vista, y desde luego, aportaciones personales” 
(1306). Just as freedom to diverge from lecturing norms had been made possible by other 
lecturers discussed in this dissertation, the success of “Imágen poética” may be attributed 
to Lorca’s desire from the start of the lecture to analyze literature from an informal 
position with relation to his audience and also incorporate confessions of his own 
development as a poet into his public discourse.  
 There are several noticeable stylistic differences between the 1922 and 1926 
lectures, as well. Gone is the unquestioning deference to outside authority, which is now 
overshadowed by Lorca’s analysis of Góngora’s poetry. When he does quote critics, it is 
sometimes to contradict them. Importantly, this analysis arises largely from Lorca’s 
personal reading of Góngora’s Soledades, a long lyrical poem frequently criticized for the 
difficult language employed by Góngora. That reading is developed into a broader 
discussion of Góngora’s methodology of creating poetic imagery, which the lecturer 
intersperses with autobiographical “notes” about his own process of poetic creation. 








poetic currents (cultismo and conceptismo) and challenging popular notions that 
Góngora’s work was obscure, Lorca evades traditional literary criticism surrounding the 
Soledades, replacing it instead with his firsthand experience as a poet. Who better to 
understand the genius of Córdoba-born Luis de Góngora than another Andalusian poet? 
 Lorca’s move toward a personalized, non-academic study of Luis de Góngora 
begins with the rejection of two major critical commonplaces about the poet and his 
Soledades. First, that Góngora must fit into the ongoing debate between “popular” poetry 
and learned poetry: poetry perceived as less Spanish and more Italianate and Latinate. 
Second, that Góngora’s poetry became more obscure partway through his life, creating 
the Soledades and other “difficult” works whose diversion from standard Castillian 
vocabulary and syntax puzzled and enraged his colleagues and critics. In the first case, 
Lorca explores the historical ebb and flow of interest in popular poetry, which he 
understands to be created and transmitted by an anonymous “pueblo” and distinct from 
the “learned” poetry produced by writers who have tapped into poetic currents outside of 
Spain. Or, as Lorca vividly puts it, “Gentes que hacen su poesía andando los caminos o 
gentes que hacen su poesía sentados en su mesa, viendo los caminos a través de los 
vidrios emplomados de la ventana” (Obras completas 3: 1307). It is not difficult to detect 
where Lorca’s sympathies lie. This simplified dichotomy, first established in the earlier 
lecture, becomes the basis for a brief exploration of how these two currents manifested 
themselves in literary debates throughout various epochs—the Middle Ages and the 








perceiving it at best to inadequately address the history of Spanish lyrical poetry and at 
worst to lead to the mischaracterization of poets like Góngora who, in Lorca’s opinion, 
transcend this classification altogether: 
Pero quiero hacer constar que no creo en la eficacia de esta lucha, ni creo en lo de 
poeta italianizante y poeta castellano. En todos ellos hay, a mi modo de ver, un 
profundo sentimiento nacional. La indudable influencia extranjera no pesa sobre 
sus espíritus. El clasificarlos depende de una cuestión de enfoque histórico 
(1309). 
It is curious to observe Lorca returning to concepts of Spanish nationalism in poetry once 
more, as he did in “Importancia histórica”; however, on this occasion, he advocates for a 
reading of these poets that accepts both the popular and the learned as valid expressions 
of Spanish lyricism. For Lorca, to be sufficiently Spanish appears to signify an 
engagement with some form of invention related to poetic language. That is to say that 
“tan nacional es Castillejo como Garcilaso… Garcilaso, renacentista, desentierra a orillas 
del Tajo viejas mitologías equivocadas por el tiempo, con una galantería genuinamente 
nacional descubierta entonces y un verbo de eternidad española” (1309). Lorca insists on 
making this point in order to defend a particular quality in Góngora’s poetry that has led 
critics to call him a difficult and obscure poet: his incorporation of syntax and vocabulary 









Indeed, Lorca’s historical preamble to “La imagen poética de don Luis de 
Góngora” serves as a defense of poetry that marries Greek and Latin elements with 
“popular” poetry in much the same way that Lorca’s own poetic work will combine 
classical sources with the popular poetry and myths of Andalucía and avant-garde 
aesthetics. A defense of Góngora, whom Lorca might have analogized as a seventeenth-
century “avant-garde” poet, becomes an implicit defense of Lorca’s own poetic style. It is 
also an important example of what we have been referring to, after Jordi Gracia, as 
automitografía. In some subtle way, Lorca’s sympathy for Góngora has an identitarian 
significance. Not only would it forge his identification with the group known as the 
Generation of 1927, it would place his own poetics—and his own artistic struggle—in 
comparison with those of an undisputed classic. 
 Lorca has one additional grievance to air before delving into his analysis of the 
Soledades. Specifically, he pokes holes in the popular notion of the obscurity of 
Góngora’s poetry, inverting this argument and casting aspersions on Góngora’s critics: 
Es un problema de comprensión. A Góngora no hay que leerlo, sino estudiarlo. 
Góngora no viene a buscarnos como otros poetas para ponernos melancólicos, 
sino que hay que perseguirlo razonablemente. A Góngora no se le puede entender 
de ninguna manera en la primera lectura. Una obra filosófica puede ser entendida 
por unos pocos nada más y, sin embargo, nadie tacha de oscuro al autor. Pero no; 








With this, Lorca is indeed placing Góngora “en su aristocrática soledad” (1310). By 
holding the Baroque poet up as a misunderstood literary genius, Lorca manages to 
emphasize the role of the reader in understanding a difficult poet—an anticipation of 
future struggles with readers of his own most “difficult” poetry. As he explains, the 
faithful reader of Góngora must actively pursue an understanding of his most complicated 
verses. Just as mastering a philosopher’s thought is a project of many years (perhaps even 
a lifetime), understanding complex, metaphorically dense poetry ought to be the work of 
dedicated readers.  
In this way, Lorca not only places the onus of understanding Góngora on readers, 
he also raises Góngora’s poetry to the level of philosophy in terms of the intellectual 
rigor required to understand it:  
Y ahora vamos con la oscuridad de Góngora. ¿Qué es eso de oscuridad? Yo creo 
que peca de luminoso. Pero para llegar a él hay que estar iniciado en la Poesía y 
tener una sensibilidad preparada por lecturas y experiencias. Una persona fuera de 
su mundo no puede paladearlo, como tampoco paladea un cuadro aunque vea lo 
que hay pintado, ni una composición musical. A Góngora no hay que leerlo: hay 
que amarlo. (1322) 
For Lorca, proper readers of Góngora must be prepared for an experience with the poetry 
they are reading, ultimately requiring a deep kind of love and admiration to be present in 
order for poetic communication to occur. Knowing that Lorca will eventually write Poeta 








his career, and in the saludo to his famous lecture-recital “Un poeta en Nueva York” 
(1932) reject the audience’s right to demand comprehensible poetry by declaring, “Yo no 
vengo hoy para entretener a ustedes. Ni quiero, ni me importa, ni me da la gana. Más bien 
he venido a luchar” (Obras completas 3: 163), it is curious to observe him both defending 
“difficult” poetry and the possibility of communication with the audience here. It is likely 
that the 1926 Góngora lecture, with its evident connection to Lorca’s own struggles as a 
poet, is in reality an apologia for the style of poetry Lorca is beginning to write in these 
years. Reframing this lecture as an apologia helps reveal that, despite the confidence 
expressed in his letter to Guillén, Lorca is once more struggling to prevent issues of self-
confidence and a belief in his own authority as a poet—the Back of this lecture—from 
subverting the public pose he appears to want to present in this lecture. 
This struggle is made all the more evident when we analyze the changes this 
particular lecture would undergo in subsequent years as Lorca began to distance himself 
from the poetics of Luis de Góngora. Once again, we can turn to the saludo, despedida, 
and other elements unique to the lecture as a means of identifying these changes to 
Lorca’s public persona as a lecturer from 1926 to 1930. Take, for example, the saludo to 
the 1930 version of “La imagen poética de don Luis de Góngora,” which Lorca delivered 
in Cuba in the spring of 1930. In this opener, Lorca distances himself from Góngora 
despite his mandate to the audience that “No crean los catedráticos y críticos de la 








54). Instead of attempting to draw parallels between himself and Góngora, Lorca casts 
the poet as a relic of the past, locked away in a dark museum: 
Yo cojo mi linterna eléctrica, y, seguido de ustedes, ilumino esa gran estatua de 
mármol que es don Luis, esa estatua impecable de belleza a quien las Academias 
no han podido quebrar ni un dedo, pero a quien la luna surrealista ha roto la punta 
hebraica de su nariz. Después del gran esfuerzo que para levantar a esta gloria de 
nuestra lengua hemos hecho los poetas y críticos españoles e hispanoamericanos, 
los obreros se retiran a los puestos avanzados para seguir la lucha ardiente, cielo y 
vocablo, mientras Góngora se queda en la gran plaza abstracta que pintó antes de 
él Boticelli y después de él Giorgio Chirico, con el equilibrio y el laurel de Sofía 
para curar poetas heridos o poetas demasiado nebulosos. (53) 
Just four years after his initial lecture on Góngora, the poet has become for Lorca a 
marble statue hidden in the dark recesses of a museum which must be illuminated by a 
modern device: a flashlight. In addition, the secrets of Góngora’s poetry, never before 
penetrated by the prying eyes of academics, have now been “cracked” by the surrealist 
movement, thus diminishing them. Yet, by 1930 even this movement has begun to 
wander away from Góngora toward their “puestos avanzados” to create art that is 
relevant to the current historical moment and not lost in reveries of the past.  
Christopher Maurer offers a thorough study of the aforementioned differences 
between the 1926 lecture and the version Lorca revises in early 1930 in preparation for 








Luis de Góngora” are related to Lorca’s rejection of the central role of metaphor and 
logic in poetry. Maurer’s analysis supports the notion of an aesthetic movement in Lorca 
first toward Góngora in 1926, then gradually away from him as the poet begins to define 
his own poetics (Conferencias I 22-30). In dialogue with Maurer, I believe that Lorca’s 
intellectual proximity to Góngora not only serves as a barometer for his changing poetics 
from 1926-1930, but also his experiments with automitografía on the lecture stage and 
the way in which he presents his relationship with the audience to the public. Just as from 
1922 to 1926 Lorca develops a new poetic sensibility linking cante jondo to Góngora’s 
poetry that occurs simultaneously with his rejection of the formalities of the academic 
lecture, from 1926 to 1930, employing the pose of a literary museum curator as his Front 
for his lecture, he returns from the “front lines” of the avant-garde to publicly distance 
himself from the poetics of 1926, Romancero gitano (1928), and the accusations of 
provincialism levelled against him by Salvador Dalí and Luis Buñuel in these years.  
If this is truly the case, then we might expect to find fewer moments of self-
reference and self-identification with Góngora in the 1930 text than its 1926 counterpart. 
It is certainly true that Lorca altered his lectures even years after their original debut, as 
evidenced from a letter to his family requesting that they send him a portion of his 1926 
Góngora lecture, which he was then revising for a series of lectures he would be giving in 
Cuba in 1930: 
Por eso os ruego que hagáis el favor de enviarme las cinco últimas hojas, que no 








parte de la muerte de Góngora, que es a propósito para la gente sentimental de 
Cuba. Claro es que mis conferencias son fuertes y no doy gusto al público, pero es 
que esta página es bonita y como son varias las conferencias, pues quiero ser 
variado. (Epistolario 678) 
Here, Lorca requests the final pages of the Góngora lecture because he wants to give his 
audience a sense of the range of expression he is capable of in his lectures. It is also 
worth noting that Lorca is asking his family specifically for the text of his narrative 
despedida to which he ascribes an emotional quality in this lecture. He has selected this 
despedida specifically for how he believes it will resonate with the Cuban people, 
understanding that the power of the lecture often lies outside of the main body of the text. 
Other changes to the lecture text appear to support the theory that Lorca eliminated or 
replaced certain moments of self-reference in the 1926 version for his presentation in 
Cuba. Compare, for example, nearly identical passages from these two lectures. For 
instance, the parenthetical in the phrase, “El poeta que va a hacer un poema (lo sé por 
experiencia propia) tiene la sensación vaga de que va a una cacería nocturna en un 
bosque lejanísimo” (Obras completas 3: 1319; 65), present in the 1926 version, has been 
eliminated in the 1930 text, suggesting that Lorca deliberately removed this moment of 
self-reference from the lecture. What might we make of another deletion in which Lorca 
eliminates a key phrase during a section on the “oscuridad de Góngora”? In the original, 
Lorca declares that to in order to understand Góngora’s poetry, “A Góngora no hay que 








(68). These changes along with the new saludo, demonstrate Lorca’s understanding of the 
importance of these elements of the lecture genre in creating a Front for his lectures.  
If in 1926 Lorca was relying on Góngora to express and to justify his own 
understanding of the mechanics of poetry and his changing relationship to the audience, 
by 1930 he speaks now with a stronger sense of authority, perhaps stemming from 
growing success as playwright and poet. Could he also have felt empowered to speak 
more candidly to his audience after hearing Valle-Inclán speak in public years before? 
Would he have been aware of Gómez de la Serna’s questioning of the authority system in 
his spectacle-like lectures? Could news of Ortega y Gasset’s growing familiarity with his 
audiences have inspired this transformation in Lorca’s lecturing style? And what of 
García Sanchiz’s sonorous charlas líricas? From an interview with Luis Bagaría, one of 
the last interviews of his life, we at least know that Lorca did not think highly of García 
Sanchiz’s method of lecturing: 
“Nunca te habrán preguntado, porque ya no es moda, cuál es tu flor preferida,” 
Lorca begins.  
--Como yo ahora he estudiado el lenguaje de las flores34 te pregunto: ¿Cuál es la 
flor que prefieres? ¿Te la has puesto alguna vez en la solapa? 
-- Querido amigo, ¿es que piensas dar conferencias como García Sanchiz para 
preguntar esas cosas? 
                                                 
 








-- ¡¡Dios me libre!! No aspiro a tocar mal el violoncelo. (Palabra de Lorca 469) 
In this interview we see Lorca humorously recoiling from the suggestion that he would 
attempt to deliver a lecture like García Sanchiz, catering to a supposedly female interest 
in flowers, and given in the mellow tone of a violoncello. Putting aside the question of 
what, if any, direct influence these lecturers might have had on Lorca, it is most likely is 
that Lorca was just as attuned to the shifting sands of the once formalized, once academic 
lecture as were the four of them. To be sure, Lorca’s response to what we might call 
“genre drift” in the lecture—that is, the blurring of the lines between lecture, charla, 
theater, and poetry—is aligned with other major figures of the literary avant-garde of 
these years. Indeed, it is not long after 1926—the end date of our survey—that Lorca, as 
a lecturer, begins to experiment more dramatically with his own form of myth making. 
Whether invoking the duende35 before a poetry reading,  describing it at length in a full-
blown “Juego y teoría…”, poking fun at academic institutions, or railing against the 
apathy of his audience, Lorca, thanks to his innate sense of dramatism and staging, will 
collaborate with his audiences to create a myth of his public figure that changes from 
lecture to lecture. Fictionalizing both himself and his audience, Lorca will be able to 
generate the discourse around his poetry that best fits the moment and which will cast 
him in one way or another as defender and redeemer of “difficult” poetry.  
  
                                                 
 
35 More recent work on duende has been carried out by José Javier León, including his critical edition of 








Chapter 5: From Stage to Page: The Editorial Treatment of the Lectures in Lorca’s 
Obras completas, 1938-2020. 
 
 This study of the literary lecture has brought out two practical issues. First, by 
nature of its status as both written text and oral performance simultaneously, the lecture 
constantly negotiates the space between the written and the spoken, the composed and the 
improvised. Furthermore, with lecturers like Federico García Lorca, who was known for 
the way in which he performed his lecture texts, his lectures are lacking an essential 
dimension of performative content that cannot be reconstituted without significant 
guesswork. A such, these texts and others like it are doomed to eternal incompleteness. 
How might we treat these texts knowing that these performative “inflections” are 
missing? Second, perhaps given the “incomplete” nature of the written or recorded text of 
any lecture, they have often been grouped together, languishing in volumes of assorted 
prose works with very different types of prose—for example, the novel, the short story—
that have enjoyed overwhelming critical attention. As a way of exploring these issues, 
this final chapter will be dedicated to a case study that typifies the editorial complications 
caused by the liminality of the lecture genre. Specifically, we will look at how editors and 
compilers have attempted to compensate for the difficulties associated with translating 









The publication history of Lorca’s lectures, separately and in the context of the 
Lorca’s complete works (Obras completas), reveals much about not only the place the 
lectures have come to occupy in his own work—at first ancillary and now fundamental— 
but also about the difficulties involved in characterizing the genre of the lecture itself and 
the complexity of capturing accurate versions of texts that were delivered orally on 
different occasions and in different cities. That history—the story of the editorial lens 
through which Lorca’s lectures have been read— has not been studied before in any 
detail, and will provide the groundwork for future analysis. 
The publication history of Lorca’s lectures is broadly characterized by four 
overlapping moments: 1) the Losada editions (1938-1946); 2) the Aguilar editions (1954-
1986); 3) the shift toward philology and the discovery of manuscripts and printed 
materials as exemplified by the Obras edited by Mario Hernández and by the scholarship 
of Marie Laffranque, among others; and 4) the four-volume edition of Miguel García-
Posada. Recently, a final phase has begun with the release of Lorca’s works into the 
public domain (at least in Spain) in 2017. Although these moments appear to follow each 
other chronologically, presenting them in this light runs the risk of obscuring the 
networks of relationships, scholarship, and correspondence that tie these moments 
together and render them inseparable from one another. In reality, they overlap and 
emerge out of the intellectual efforts of multiple generations of lorquistas and other 
scholars. Rather than conceptualize the periods as time-bound, it is perhaps wiser to 








particular cultural context (such as Francoist censorship or the return to democracy in 
Spain), and as expanding access to, and providing a frame for, Lorca’s texts. 
The Losada Obras completas—the first attempt at a complete works—were 
compiled and edited by Guillermo de Torre and published by Gonzalo Losada in 1938. 
They were initially published in six volumes in Argentina just two years after the 
shocking assassination of Lorca at the hands of the nascent fascist uprising in Spain. By 
1964, the Losada Obras had gone through ten editions, some of which were mere 
reprintings, since no truly new volume would be released after 1946. Censorship and 
restrictions on book importations into Spain during the dictatorship as well as the desire 
to update the Losada editions in light of better access to Lorca’s manuscripts would 
eventually create serious interest in the publication of a new edition of the Obras 
completas. This new edition, planned by the publisher Manuel Aguilar and Arturo del 
Hoyo, an editor employed by Aguilar S.A. de Ediciones (Madrid), would take into 
account more of the literary manuscripts, letters, interviews, and other miscellaneous 
texts that had surfaced since Lorca’s death, while also putting into place better informed 
editing practices, a thoroughly researched chronology of Lorca’s life, and extensive 
textual notes. Thus, the second moment would be dominated by the Aguilar editions and 
the official repatriation of Lorca’s Obras to Spain—a not insignificant achievement in 
light of efforts by Franco’s regime, in the aftermath of the Civil War, to relegate Lorca’s 








The era of the Aguilar Obras completas also marked an explosion in international 
Lorca scholarship, which would ultimately lead to the publication of the special edition of 
the journal Trece de Nieve dedicated to Lorca and organized and edited by scholars Mario 
Hernández and Marie Laffranque. Eventually, Hernández would release his own multi-
volume and open-ended edition of the Obras which, while providing newly updated 
versions of texts based on his own recent discoveries, used the lectures, in several of his 
volumes, to provide context for theatrical works or books of poetry. Instead of presenting 
Lorca’s writings chronologically as had been the norm in previous editions, the works 
were presented in no discernible order. It is likely for this reason that Miguel García-
Posada’s four-volume edition with Galaxia Gutenberg (1996-1997) would become the 
most convenient edition of Lorca’s Obras completas to date for those interested in a 
carefully edited, chronologically organized, and complete version of the Obras. The 
deployment of texts in chronological order within three genre-based volumes, Prosa, 
Poesía, and Teatro, plus a volume of Primeros escritos, was more convenient for 
scholars of Lorca than previous editions of the Obras.  
Finally, with Lorca’s works entering the public domain in 2017 we are now 
experiencing a new moment in Lorca scholarship. With unprecedented free access to 
Lorca’s works online, it is now possible to create a digital Obras completas that could be 
updated and published in time with current research. In addition, the ease with which 
multimedia elements like photos, drawings, and music can be incorporated into digital 








highlight the oral dimension of his many lectures, speeches, and talks in a way that print 
editions have been unable to. 
 
5.1 The First Moment: Losada (1938-1946) 
 
 
 The history of the Obras completas of Federico García Lorca, and the editorial 
history of his lectures, begins with the editions compiled and edited by Guillermo de 
Torre and published by Gonzalo Losada in 1938 during the inaugural year of Editorial 
Losada. The Losada Obras came about in the turbulent years following Lorca’s 
assassination, their creation a direct response to the damage done to both the poet’s work 
and his legacy by the same fascist forces that had wrested control from the Second 
Republic and whose censorship was beginning to be felt across the Atlantic in the 
publishing houses managed by the Spanish publisher Espasa-Calpe. Gonzalo Losada’s 
resignation from the directorship of Espasa-Calpe in Argentina would result in the 
creation of his own publishing company which could freely publish authors like Lorca 
whose work was actively being censored in Spain (Mora, “La histórica editorial argentina 
Losada”). Working with Editorial Losada after his own exile from Spain, Guillermo de 
Torre explains in his introduction to Lorca’s Obras completas that the Losada edition 
had, above all else, “un carácter de homenaje literario” (“Síntesis de su vida y obra” 9);36 
                                                 
 








however, as he clarifies years later, “that hasty edition [by Losada]… had not only the 
character of a homage, but also of a vindication, of satisfaction for injuries suffered” 
(“Federico García Lorca” 8).37 Thus, in the hands of Editorial Losada, the Obras served 
the dual purpose of honoring Lorca and fortifying a legacy threatened by Spanish 
fascism.  
Torre’s edition with Losada was also a counterbalance to the apocryphal versions 
of Lorca’s works that had been circulating throughout Latin America since his death. 
Torre mentions this shortly after the publication of the Aguilar Obras in 1954, which 
would essentially replace the edition he compiled with Losada: 
 In Buenos Aires, without access to sources, I had to do the whole job with what  
materials were at hand and with the utmost speed. There was no time to lose. 
Lorca’s work was in danger of being lost or for all time corrupted. Not only were 
various fraudulent versions of the Romancero gitano (Gypsy Ballads) already 
being circulated; there were also in existence apocryphal versions of other works. 
(7) 
Of the “apocryphal” texts, Torre mentions in particular are illicit versions of Yerma that 
had been copied by ear during performances of the play in Buenos Aires put on by actress 
Margarita Xirgu’s troupe. These bootlegged texts were then “hawked for 30 centavos in 
the main streets of a certain large South American city,” (7) which Torre does not 
                                                 
 
37 Torre penned this article for Ibérica in 1956; however, there is no editorial comment regarding whether 








identify, though he could be referring to any of the wildly inaccurate editions of this and 
other Lorca works published in Santiago de Chile, Buenos Aires, and Lima.  
 Here, Torre is likely understating the impact the lack of access to materials had on 
the Losada Obras completas. As he details in a response to Jorge Guillén on the subject 
of the poem “La sirena y el carabinero,” which, incidentally, Lorca had dedicated to 
Torre: “como yo no tuve a la vista la colección de La Gaceta Literaria cuando preparé la 
primera edición de sus tomos de Obras completas, olvidé hasta que existía” (García 432). 
Many of the materials from which Torre would have drawn when compiling the Losada 
Obras were sequestered in the personal library he had left behind in Madrid upon fleeing 
the country in 1936. In his correspondence with Juan Guerrero Ruiz, Torre mentions the 
barriers to having his library shipped from Spain to Argentina. It is only in 1947, and 
thanks to the assistance of Manuel Aguilar, that Torre is able to recuperate the majority of 
his books, papers, articles, and photos, among which were numerous Lorca texts and 
letters (414-15).38 Furthermore, according to Torre, the compilation of the Losada Obras 
was hindered by the struggle to gain access to manuscripts believed to be in the 
possession of friends and family of the poet39—as was the case with El maleficio de la 
mariposa—or those which had been designated for other publishing projects, like the 
                                                 
 
38 A detailed accounting of this episode in Torre’s life may be found in the cited text by Carlos García, 
from whom I have drawn all information regarding Torre’s library.  








manuscripts of Poeta en Nueva York destined to be published by José Bergamín for 
Séneca in Mexico.   
In the end, due to the aforementioned issues regarding access to manuscripts, the 
Losada editions were presented not as a truly “complete works,” but rather as a step 
toward an exhaustive compendium of Lorca works and lorquiana. In his prologue to the 
Obras, Torre represents that he is open to appending future editions with a more 
comprehensive analysis of Lorca’s work should the missing manuscripts make their way 
into his hands. Indeed, what Torre really sought to create with the Losada Obras was “un 
espicilegio de los numerosos poemas y artículos críticos que ya se han dedicado a García 
Lorca” (“Síntesis de su vida y obra” 20). Had his vision been realized, the Losada 
editions would have become a “spicilegium,” a selection of Lorca’s work with 
accompanying critical analyses. The addition of criticism in a collection of Obras 
completas would certainly have been unusual at the time, especially for a recently 
deceased member of the generation of ‘27 and it would have raised Lorca to the status of 
a classic like Góngora or Garcilaso, whose works were published in heavily annotated 
editions. The proposed inclusion of critical commentary in future editions can be 
explained as a product of Torre’s desire to maintain a lively critical discourse centered on 
Lorca as yet another means of preserving his legacy. Indeed, Torre expresses some 
discomfort at the idea that the later Aguilar editions (or any future editions) should tout 








complicated by Lorca’s tendency in interviews to exaggerate the completeness of 
manuscripts he was working on: 
 Returning to the new edition of the Complete Works of Federico García Lorca: is  
the title really deserved? Doubtless it is more complete than the earlier edition 
published by Losada and compiled by myself. Similarly, the next edition which 
may appear will be more complete than this one which was prepared with love 
and patience by Arturo del Hoyo. (“Federico García Lorca” 6-7)  
Torre continues his exploration of the use of the term Obras completas by asking the 
following question: “Why—it may be asked—should it be so difficult to find and 
assemble all of Lorca’s manuscripts if his work is not unusually extensive?” (7). One 
possible answer appears to have been that Lorca frequently gave autographed 
manuscripts to friends and confidants who served as their wardens with varying degrees 
of dedication and success. Also to blame for the uncertainty surrounding Lorca’s oeuvre 
is what Torre describes as Lorca’s “propensity to ‘invention’,” (7) namely the practice of 
representing his works-in-progress as already complete. 
One of the secondary purposes of the Losada Obras completas—the 
delegitimization of unlicensed editions of Lorca’s works—is worth studying for what it 
reveals about the canonization of certain works in the poet’s oeuvre. Torre explains in 
1938 that the Losada Obras, in addition to being a literary homage to Lorca, are intended 









Aludimos al decir esto último a la multiplicidad de impresiones 
desautorizadas que seudoeditores inescrupulosos, aprovechándose de la 
popularidad lorquiana, a raíz de su muerte trágica, y creyéndose en la impunidad 
más absoluta, han lanzado a los arrabales del mercado librero en Buenos Aires, 
Uruguay y Chile. Ninguna de ellas –es sabido pero conviene recalcarlo—, 
ninguna de las ediciones hechas hasta hoy en América, después de la muerte de 
García Lorca, merece el menor crédito. Cuando no están mutiladas 
desaprensivamente contienen los más groseros errores o son falsas en sus tres 
cuartas partes, como acontece con las incalificables impresiones de Yerma. Estos 
atentados –reprobables cuando afectan a autores vivos, más que irrespetuosos 
cuando se ensañan con muertos— debían terminar. De hecho, quedarán 
suprimidas con la presente edición; legalmente la Editorial Losada, S. A., en 
posesión del correspondiente contrato, se reserva la facultad de perseguirlas. 
(“Síntesis de su vida y obra” 19).  
As previously mentioned, these “incalificables impresiones” were sometimes based on a 
text copied down by ear during performances of Lorca’s plays and issued by several 
publishers in Latin America. The first to appear on the scene, as it were, was Yerma. 
Poema trágico en 3 actos en prosa y en verso y Llanto por Ignacio Sánchez Mejías, 








(Santiago, Chile)40 and Ediciones Anaconda (Buenos Aires) would appear in 1937 and 
are likely to be the texts alluded to in Torre’s introduction. The prologue to the Anaconda 
edition confirms that Torre’s frustration with the illegal versions was entirely justified. It 
reads, “La presente edición de YERMA, ha sido cuidadosamente cotejada con la versión 
teatral. Sus diálogos, y especialmente sus versos, se ajustan en un todo a la pieza que el 
público conoce a través de la representación escénica” (Liacho n.p). Indeed, the 
Argentine poet Lázaro Liacho, editor of the pirated version of Yerma, legitimizes this 
edition by packaging it as a genuine reproduction of the play as it was performed live—a 
reproduction that Liacho implies even supersedes Lorca’s original manuscript given that 
it (supposedly) captures the play as it was performed.  
Backed up by the Losada publishing company, Torre’s strong statement of protest 
against illicit copies of Lorca’s works is an interesting study in the legal aftermath of a 
writer’s death. More than a mere homage to Lorca, Torre’s edition is an unflinching 
defense of the legacy of his friend. With the backing of a legal contract with the Lorca 
family, the Losada Obras were meant to begin the process of bringing order to the chaos 
surrounding Lorca’s works in these early posthumous years. In a sense, by publishing an 
“authorized” set of texts, Torre and Losada were the first to delineate what might or 
                                                 
 
40 The question of whether or not the Latina, Moderna, and Anaconda editions are reprintings of the same 
text or entirely different pirated versions unfortunately remains outside of the scope of the present study. 
Other pirated works published by Editorial Moderna include Mariana Pineda (Romance popular en tres 
estampas) (1935), Romancero gitano, 1924-1927 (1937), Bodas de sangre (Tragedia en tres actos y siete 








might not have been considered the Lorca canon. As such, it is essential to analyze how 
the structure and content of this and other early editions of the Losada Obras may have 
contributed to critical understandings of both the oral works and the figure of Lorca 
immediately following his death.  
 As can be expected with any posthumous complete works, the more time that 
passes between the author’s death and the publication of his or her body of work the more 
likely it is that the manuscripts of poems, scripts, letters, lectures, speeches, and other 
texts will have not only resurfaced, but also undergone several editions. For this reason, 
the 1938 Losada edition of the Obras completas, the first official collection of Lorca’s 
works, is missing several now canonical texts such as La casa de Bernarda Alba, Diván 
del Tamarit, and Poeta en Nueva York, all of which would be recuperated in volumes VI-
VIII published from 1940-1946. In the final volume of the 1938 edition, Torre 
specifically comments on the absence of these texts: 
Terminamos –por ahora– con este volumen sexto las Obras Completas de 
Federico García Lorca. “Por ahora” quiere decir en tanto no lleguen a nuestro 
poder los originales de las obras inéditas terminadas o en composición que dejó el 
autor. (“Advertencias del recopilador” 11)  
The manuscript of La casa de Bernarda Alba, which Torre heard Lorca read in Madrid in 
June of 1936 just weeks before the poet’s fateful return to Granada (“Síntesis de su vida y 
obra” 17), had reportedly been found by the time of the publication of the sixth volume of 








the Losada edition until 1946. Diván del Tamarit was in the process of being edited at the 
Universidad de Granada when the fascist golpe de estado began and was therefore only 
published in 1940 by the Hispanic Institute in the United States (New York). Though 
volume VI of the first Losada edition does include Diván, the book is incomplete; only 
eight of the twelve gacelas and nine casidas that constitute the full work are present in 
the 1938 Losada edition. Finally, the Losada edition of Poet in New York was grievously 
incomplete. Torre provides the following explanation for the absence of the entire work: 
Federico García Lorca, de acuerdo con sus normas, venía reelaborando y 
depurando [Poeta en Nueva York], sin resolverse a hacerla editar, hasta que –
también en vísperas de la guerra—, entregó una copia del original a cierto amigo 
de Madrid, con cuya cooperación en este trance todos los demás amigos del poeta 
hubiéramos creído lógico contar… Siéndonos inalcanzables –por ahora y por 
razones obvias— los dos primeros libros [La casa de Bernarda Alba and Diván 
del Tamarit], parecería natural que ninguna dificultad se hubiera opuesto a la 
inclusión del tercero en estas Obras Completas. Sin  embargo, un extraño 
concepto de la amistad por parte del depositario aludido nos impide  
insertar aquí Poeta en Nueva York completo... (11-12) 
This “cierto amigo de Madrid,” could have been none other than José Bergamín who was 








Torre’s inability to include the entirety of PNY in his edition of the Obras.41 Beyond 
Poeta en Nueva York, the most significant omissions from the Losada Obras are El 
público42 and Impresiones y paisajes, the latter of which Torre excludes from the Obras 
“porque conocemos la opinión del autor sobre esa obra tierna, ocasional y él tampoco la 
hubiera incluído” (“Síntesis de su vida y obra” 11). Of course, not all omitted texts 
remained missing. A copy of the manuscript of Lorca’s lecture “Juego y teoría del 
duende” sent to Torre by Juan Guerrero Ruiz in April of 1942, would be incorporated 
into later Losada editions (García 408). 
 What of the lectures? While preparing the first edition of Losada’s Obras, Torre is 
apparently only aware of “two or three” conferencias that would have been worth 
including had their manuscripts been available. According to Torre, “De toda la obra 
                                                 
 
41 A letter from Torre to Federico’s brother, Francisco García Lorca, sheds further light on negotiations 
with Bergamín over the manuscript of Poeta en Nueva York: “En lo que respecta a Poeta en Nueva York: 
verás las poesías que logré encontrar e incluir de ese libro. Bergamín, el poseedor del manuscrito completo 
[,] se ha portado, francamente, de una manera inexcusable e inconcebible. A mi reclamación amistosa y 
reiterada de que me remitiese el original completo contestó, hace meses, desde París, de un modo grosero y 
negativo. Le advertí que no se trataba de un capricho particular ni de una ingerencia [sic] mía puesto que 
disponíamos de tu autorización para publicar todos los originales de Federico. Le aclaré que el hecho de 
publicar nosotros aquí la edición de ese libro no era obstáculo [p]ara que él, por su parte, hiciese 
independientemente otra edición en París o en España, antes de terminar la guerra. Pero no se avino a 
razones a [pe]sar de que le advertí el perjuicio que con esa negativa irrogaba a todos, dando margen a que, 
en el caso de haber publicado él anticipadamente una edición de Poeta en Nueva York, lo viesen 
reproducido en estos países clandestinamente. Considero, pues, necesario que tú le reclames en forma 
amistosa y conminativa, s[i]multáneamente, una copia del original completo y que nos lo transmitas acto 
seguido. Tengo entendido que Bergamín se halla en México y puedes dirigirte a él, a la siguiente dirección: 
Casa de España en México - Avda. Madero, 32- México D. F.” (“Carta de Guillermo de Torre a Francisco 
García Lorca,” 1 Sept. 1939, qtd. in Eisenberg, Daniel. “Nuevos documentos relativos a la edición de 
‘Poeta en Nueva York’ y otras obras de García Lorca,” n.p.)  
42 Rafael Martínez Nadal published the first facsimile of the play in 1976. See, García Lorca, Federico. 
Autógrafos, transcription and notes by Rafael Martínez Nadal, vol. 2 (El público), Oxford Dolphin Book, 








conocida de Federico García Lorca sólo hay aquí una omisión importante: dos o tres 
conferencias –Genio y teoría del duende, Lo que canta una ciudad…— cuyos textos 
nunca publicó, ignorándose su paradero actual” (“Síntesis de su vida y obra” 13). It is 
probable that Torre is working from memory when recalling which lectures are missing 
from the Obras—especially given his misremembering of the title of “Juego y teoría del 
duende”—while also solely focusing on the lectures Lorca gave in Buenos Aires in 1933, 
ignoring completely the poet’s career as a lecturer both before and after this date. 
Curiously, although “Cómo canta una ciudad de noviembre a noviembre” is mentioned 
here as one of the key missing texts in the Losada edition, the text of this lecture will not 
appear in any Obras completas until 1965 with the publication of the eighth edition of the 
Aguilar Obras completas and even then only in the form of fragments rescued from 
newspaper clippings and classified as “Varia” alongside what Torre terms “Homenajes”: 
the lecture on Poeta en Nueva York, and Lorca’s other poetry readings.43 Because of the 
limited availability of Lorca’s manuscripts, the Losada Obras completas heavily 
emphasize works published during the poet’s lifetime, placing the focus on his mature 
career while inevitably passing over early works like Impresiones y paisajes that might 
have enlightened readers on Lorca’s artistic formation. Selections from Impresiones y 
paisajes would be added, “a guisa de simples muestras” (Impresiones y paisajes 42) to 
volume VII in the second (1942) edition. 
                                                 
 
43 The complete version of “Cómo canta…” was published by Mario Hernández as an appendix to his 








That 1942 second edition finally witnessed the inclusion of the lectures in a 
seventh and supposedly final volume (an eighth would be added in 1946, as has been 
previously mentioned). Placed between Poeta en Nueva York—at last published in full in 
volume VII—and “Prosas póstumas,” the conferencias included were limited to the 
following (I have indicated errors in the 1942 titles in bold in order to give a sense of how 
drastically they have changed since then): “La imagen poética en Don Luis de 
Góngora,”44 “Las ‘Nanas’ infantiles,” and “Teoría y juego del duende.” Torre clarifies 
the origins of these lectures in his “Indicación de fuentes,” which may be of particular 
interest to the present study considering the commentary he provides on Lorca’s delivery 
of texts. “La imagen poética en Don Luis de Góngora” is mentioned—inaccurately—as 
having been written and read in Granada in 1927 for the tricentennial celebration of 
Góngora’s passing; surprisingly, the same text was supposedly “oralmente reproducido” 
by Lorca at the Residencia de Estudiantes, suggesting that he may have at times recited 
his lectures from memory. If this were true (and it is not), it would directly contradict 
Sáenz de la Calzada, who points out that Lorca always read from a written script (165). 
“Las nanas infantiles,” “Aventura y creación poéticas,”45 “Teoría y juego del duende,” 
“Soto de Rojas,” and “Lo que canta una ciudad…” pertain, Torre writes, to the series of 
“cuatro o cinco conferencias […] que Federico García Lorca compuso y pronunció 
                                                 
 
44 For an illuminating note on the variations in preposition usage in the title of this lecture, see García 217, 
note 169.   








durante su permanencia en La Habana, al regreso de Norteamérica,” (“Indicación de 
fuentes” 229) which is only partially true,46 however, they are only mentioned by Torre 
and are not included in any form in the 1942 Obras.  About “Las nanas infantiles” Torre 
writes: 
 Hasta ahora, pese a nuestras buscas e indagaciones, sólo hemos encontrado dos  
textos. Félix Lázaro, desde Cuba, nos ha facilitado una copia de Las nanas  
infantiles hecha sobre las cuartillas originales. Se trata, como advertirá el lector, 
no de un texto acabado, en vista de la impresión, sino más bien de una suerte de 
borrador. A ello deberán atribuirse ciertas repeticiones o desaliños que, sin 
embargo, hemos querido respetar escrupulosamente, a fin de no restar a esta 
conferencia su valor de cosa viva y flúida, pensada para ser dicha antes que 
impresa. (230) 
Several items stand out in this note. First, the dispersal of Lorca’s manuscripts in the 
years following his death prevented not only the compilation of all of his lectures, but 
also the publication the complete texts, some of which, like “Imaginación, inspiración, 
evasión,” were only able to be partially reconstituted from fragments recorded in the 
press and rediscovered by Lorca scholars, especially Marie Laffranque (who published 
them in Bulletin Hispanique between 1953 and 1958). This reality no doubt played an 
ongoing role in the struggle to categorize the lectures by genre within the Obras. Second, 
                                                 
 
46 See Maurer, Conferencias I and Conferencias II (1984) for pertinent dates of composition, publication, 








Torre makes a point of signaling his interest in preserving the repetitions and general 
scruffiness of the “borrador” as textual traces of the orality of Lorca’s lectures. In this 
brief note, Torre provides readers with an understanding of Lorca’s lectures that is not at 
all consistent with what we have come to understand about the poet’s approach to 
composing and performing his conferencias. Indeed, Torre’s view of the lectures is in 
line with the myth of the “oral” poet or “juglar” begun during Lorca’s lifetime, which 
Torre himself promotes in his prologue to the Losada editions and is perhaps most 
famously expanded on years later in José Mora Guarnido’s chapter “El ‘juglar’” from 
Federico García Lorca y su mundo (1958). No doubt, Torre’s introduction reinforced this 
oft-repeated myth in Lorca criticism; however, his edition is also the first to emphasize 
the undeniable importance of orality in many of Lorca’s works—a fact that will not be 
revisited in an Obras completas perhaps until the Hernández or García-Posada editions. 
The rest of Lorca’s prose is brought together in the miscellaneous section “Prosas 
póstumas,” which includes “Santa Lucía y San Lázaro,” “Degollación del Bautista,” 
“Granada (Paraíso cerrado para muchos)” (a brief homage to Soto de Rojas), “Semana 
Santa en Granada” (“Leído por su autor ante el micrófono de Unión Radio, Madrid”), and 
the “Charla sobre teatro”, read in 1935 at the Teatro Español, Madrid. Selections from 
Impresiones y paisajes are included in an appendix, closing out, for the moment, the 
series of Obras. The 1942 Losada is effectively a snapshot of ongoing efforts to locate 
and exhume Lorca’s manuscripts, letters, drawings, and music during the years directly 








reader with an early sense about which texts ought to be classified as conferencias and 
which should be relegated to the section of “Prosas póstumas.” Why works composed 
and performed by the poet in his lifetime, like the radio address “Semana Santa en 
Granada,” the speech “Charla sobre teatro,” and other prose works are included in his 
“posthumous” works is unfortunately never explained by Torre. It is left to the reader to 
surmise the ontological borders between these categories.  
The final new volume in the 1942 Losada edition added newly available texts, 
most notably La casa de Bernarda Alba. In spite of these changes to the organization of 
Lorca’s works, the lectures are notably left unchanged after 1942; that is, until the arrival 
of the Aguilar Obras, which would take the next step toward unifying and reclassifying 
Lorca’s oral works after more than thirty years of uncertainty.47   
Based on their presentation in the Losada editions, what was the status of the 
lectures, speeches, homages, and other oral works from 1938 to 1954 (the date of the 
publication of the Aguilar Obras)? As discussed previously, lack of access to or 
knowledge of the whereabouts of many of Lorca’s prose texts led to the lectures being 
entirely absent from the first edition of the Losada Obras completas. Their inclusion in 
1942 (volume VII) represents the first time that any of Lorca’s prose is categorized 
specifically as “conferencias” and differentiated from both other prose works and his 
poetic and theatrical writings. Torre’s classification of the prose is refreshingly simple 
                                                 
 
47 For the sake of simplicity, throughout this chapter I will be utilizing the term “oral works” to signify all 








given the explosion of terminology used to describe the prose in future Obras completas 
from other publishers, but this simplicity is more the result of the lack of available texts 
than it is an editorial choice by Torre. The Losada volumes were compiled and published 
in step with the recovery of Lorca’s texts, and Torre was unable to organize his edition 
strictly according to genre (prose, poetry, theater), as did Arturo del Hoyo’s editions of 
the Obras completas published by Aguilar in Spain. 
 
 
5.2 The Second Moment: Aguilar (1954-1986) 
 
  
The first Aguilar edition of the Obras completas (1954) played a critical role in 
counteracting the fascist suppression of Lorca’s writings that Torre worries over in his 
introduction to the Losada editions; after all, the only copies of Lorca’s complete works 
to officially enter fascist Spain were the five-hundred copies of each of the seven 
volumes of Losada Obras, for which Juan Guerrero Ruiz had been required to petition 
Franco’s government directly in 1945 (“Petición”). As a result, upon its publication in 
1954 the Aguilar Obras effectively repatriated Lorca’s works by publishing them on the 
Peninsula, while also significantly expanding access to their content both within Spain 
and abroad. 
According to del Hoyo, the Aguilar edition was also intended to update the 
previous Losada publication by way of correcting major errors in the texts and adding 








edition, del Hoyo explains that, “se hacía urgente repasar los textos a la vista de las 
ediciones y manuscritos originales, así como completar en lo posible, con la adición de 
los hallazgos últimamente realizados, el conjunto de la producción del gran poeta 
español” (“Nota editorial” vii). Given that the Aguilar editions were the first authorized 
Obras completas published in Spain since the poet’s death, del Hoyo had access to 
documents unavailable to Torre during the early years of Franco’s dictatorship. 
Additionally, the return of Lorca’s mother, doña Vicenta, and his sisters, Concha and 
Isabel, to Madrid in 1951 eased negotiations between the family and José Aguilar, with 
Isabel and José eventually agreeing on the publication Lorca’s Obras completas within 
Aguilar’s prestigious collection of “Obras Eternas,” among which were included a 
number of iconic Western writers (“Isabel García Lorca” 73-74).  The bringing together 
all of Lorca’s work into one volume in the first edition of the Aguilar Obras would have 
assisted readers in linking together texts that, in Losada, had been divided into eight 
separate volumes. The additional texts added to the Aguilar Obras represented a 
significant expansion of the Lorca canon, which now included his music, drawings, and 
photographs as well as a chronology of the poet’s life and an impressive bibliography, 
which had not been part of the Losada editions. 
Beyond giving broad access to Lorca’s works in Spain and inspiring an 
international community of lorquistas to collaborate on more accurate editions of his 
writings, the Aguilar Obras made Lorca a classic both at home and abroad. The Obras 








Hoyo explains, “el hecho de que apareciera en esa colección, acompañando a 
Shakespeare, a Goethe, a Calderón y a Lope de Vega, fue poner física y literalmente a 
Federico García Lorca en un escalafón que algunos todavía pretendían negarle” (75). The 
apparent prestige surrounding the Aguilar Obras is evident not only in the association of 
Lorca with Shakespeare, Goethe, Calderón, and Lope de Vega, but also in the single 
volume’s price. Perhaps an even greater indication that Lorca’s oeuvre did indeed 
deserve the designation of an “eternal work” is that the impressive, leather-bound Aguilar 
collections, carefully printed on bible paper, were seen as status symbols and as gifts 
instead of objects of study: 
 Los autores clásicos han invadido así los despachos de médicos, notarios,  
propietarios y deportistas por la magia de una simple encuadernación en piel, de 
la misma manera que Shakespeare o los autos sacramentales han llegado a las 
masas de nuestro tiempo por una escenografía deslumbrante y efectista. Goethe o 
Galdós no son ya patrimonio exclusivo de los hombres de letras: los novios se 
regalan entre si ediciones de Bécquer o Rubén, y, todos los años, los estudiantes 
de cada curso rifan, inevitablemente, las obras completas de Valle-Inclán para 
allegar fondos para un viaje de estudios o recreo. (5) 
At 250 pesetas, the edition would have been a substantial purchase for most middle-class 
families in Spain who likely would have opted for the instalment payment plan when 
acquiring the book (“¡Oferta especial!”, Fig. 2). The existence of the payment plan 







































afford the full 250 peseta price, but also for a middle-class that was once again 
expanding. Indeed, this edition, “la primera y única edición, en un solo tomo, de las 
Obras completas,” (Del Hoyo, “Nota editorial” vii) would forever impact Lorca’s status 
as a literary figure worldwide by quite literally canonizing him into the Western literary 
pantheon. The Aguilar edition represented “el primer salto de un escritor de la generación 
de 1920” to such a position in Western literature (Gallego Morell 5). The Aguilar 
edition’s most lasting legacy is likely to be that it put into motion Lorca’s re-
incorporation into Spanish middle-class culture and his consecration as an international 
author of great merit. The fact that Lorca’s works were being translated into French and 
published by Gallimard in seven volumes between 1953 and 1960 would also have added 
to his international renown. 
Arturo del Hoyo, compiler and editor of the Aguilar Obras, is clear about the 
profound effect the preparations for this edition had on Lorca scholarship, remembering, 
years later, that “En torno a nuestra edición comenzó a formarse una ‘internacional’ de 
lorquistas,” (“Isabel García Lorca” 74). The “‘internacional’ de lorquistas” to whom del 
Hoyo refers in this article, would grow to include scholars such as Marie Laffranque, 
André Belamich, and Eutimio Martín, among others, whose efforts to uncover, edit, and 
compile Lorca’s dispersed manuscripts would not only enrich successive Aguilar 









One such project undertaken by the “‘internacional’ de lorquistas” was a critical 
edition of Federico’s works based on materials held in the Lorca family’s archives and 
friends of the poet. This project, “moderated” by Francisco García Lorca, Federico’s 
brother, and directed by Laffranque, was intended to “define the canon and establish the 
definitive texts, comparing mss. with the several editions and eliminating the many errors 
that have been perpetuated throug[h] edition after edition, and to determine the 
chronology of the work, no[t] established as yet, basing this principally on the study of 
the manuscripts and letters, many of which are dated” (“Letter from Francisco García 
Lorca to the Bollingen Foundation, requesting a grant”). Not only would Francisco’s 
edition “correct” many errors from previous Obras completas, specifically the Losada 
Obras, it would also update the chronology of his brother’s writings based on “all 
unpublished and unedited material which is, at present, in the posses[s]ion of the family” 
(“Carta de Guillermo de Torre a Francisco García Lorca,” 1 Sept. 1939, qtd. in 
Eisenberg). In addition to editing Lorca’s texts and including a number of drawings and 
letters, as he states in his grant proposal to the Bollingen Foundation in 1954, Francisco 
must have felt that neither the Losada nor the Aguilar Obras, the latter of which was 
published in the same year as this grant proposal, sufficiently emphasized the importance 
of Lorca’s “folk roots”—which had been amply revealed in several of the lectures—to 
understanding his body of work: 
I am particularly interested in bringing to light the folk roots of his art, and in 








addition, the edition would give special attention to the musical sources of many 
of the poems and songs. His drama is full of examples of a folk nature, 
unpublished for the most part. There are many instances where the text becomes 
almost meaningless without the music. A case in point is his lecture on ‘Spanish 
Cradle Songs’, which has never been published with the melodies which illustrate 
it. (Ibid, qtd. in Eisenberg) 
 Francisco’s project is curious insofar as it proposes a rigorously researched and edited 
textual Lorca, while at the same time, as seen in the above quotation, pushing for a 
renewed appreciation of his brother as a multi-faceted poet, musician, and lecturer. 
Francisco’s project was a difficult undertaking to be sure. In a letter from Robert 
M. McGregor, agent for the García Lorca Estate with New Directions Publishing Corp., 
to John Green, agent for the South African poet Roy Campbell, who wished to translate 
Lorca’s complete poems, it is clear that Francisco underestimated the scope of creating a 
critical edition of the Obras completas:  
One of the reasons Mr. [Francisco García] Lorca has gone to Europe is to make 
final arrangements for an edition of the complete works of his brother in Spanish, 
which he will edit. Since the existing Obras completas, published some years ago 
in Buenos Aires, is so inaccurate, and since particularly the poetry is not in 
versions which the poet himself evidently wished to have, their final form, Mr. 
Lorca feels that we should not consider further the idea of translating Lorca’s 








many mistakes have been compounded by translations into French and English 
and that this has done harm to his brother’s final reputation.  
 It may well be that Mr. Lorca will find that the undertaking of this new 
edition will be a job of many years’ work, in which case I think that he might be 
willing to reconsider this decision. But I do not think that we can hope to do 
anything further with our project until Mr. Lorca returns to this country in 
September.  (McGregor) 
Once again, inaccuracies in the Losada edition are cited as the impetus for Francisco’s 
critical edition, as are mistranslations into French and English. In this letter, McGregor 
appears concerned that creating a critical edition of the Obras will be such a large 
undertaking that it will stymie other translation projects that were already in the works, 
but pending the approval of the García Lorca family.  
Despite these hurdles, part of Francisco’s project would be realized, years after 
his death in 1976, in what would eventually become the three volumes of Poeta en Nueva 
York edited by Eutimio Martín (1981), Libro de poemas edited by Ian Gibson (1982), and 
Suites with André Belamich as editor (1983), all published by Ariel. After the Ariel 
publications, the “critical edition” project begun by Francisco García Lorca lived on in a 
series edited by Marie Laffranque in the Nuevos Clásicos Castellanos (Espasa-Calpe), 
which included Andrew A. Anderson’s Diván del Tamarit (1988) and Christian de 
Paepe’s Poema del cante jondo (1986) and Romancero gitano (1991), although by this 








series there have been numerous new attempts at an Obras completas, but never a critical 
edition like the one Francisco had hoped for.  
All twenty-three editions of the Aguilar Obras from 1954-1986 were compiled 
and annotated by Arturo del Hoyo with a prologue and an epilogue written by Jorge 
Guillén and Vicente Aleixandre, respectively, both of which were reprinted in each new 
edition.48 Unlike Guillén’s introduction, which had been partially censored by Franco’s 
regime and would have been new to readers, Aleixandre’s epilogue had already been 
published in 1937 in Hora de España (Valencia) and several other periodicals. 
 In its thirty-two years as the authoritative collection of Lorca’s “complete” 
works, the Aguilar Obras completas would change drastically, especially with regards to 
the classification of the so-called conferencias, alocuciones, homenajes, charlas, and 
other prose texts with an oral element. Many of these changes can be attributed to the 
gradual unearthing of previously lost works, while others evade such a simple 
explanation and require some analysis of del Hoyo’s approach to classifying and 
organizing the prose texts. The 1954 Aguilar edition was expanded from one volume to 
two in 1974 and to three volumes in 1986, by which time “Verso” is finally placed in the 
first volume, “Teatro, cine, música” in the second, and “Prosa - Dibujos” in a third.  
                                                 
 
48 There are no changes to either the prologue or the epilogue save for the restoration, in the twentieth 
edition in 1977, of material that had been censored in Guillén’s text. This was the result of the relaxation of 
censorship in the aftermath of Franco’s death and Spain’s transition to democracy. For the segments which 








In 1986, on the occasion of the 50th anniversary of Lorca’s death, the placement 
of the lectures in a volume dedicated to prose must have felt to many scholars like the 
end of a journey of epic proportions, which had been recorded in the notes to successive 
editions of the Obras in which del Hoyo pays tribute to the sustained efforts of mostly 
foreign scholars—“la ‘internacional’ de lorquistas.” Marie Laffranque’s protagonism 
throughout the run of the Aguilar editions is particularly noteworthy: she brought to light 
an astonishing number of the prose works and it is her work with Lorca’s lectures in 
particular that will give rise to the important December 1976 issue of Trece de Nieve, 
planned in collaboration with Mario Hernández, who would soon begin work on his own 
edition of the Obras for Alianza Editorial. Laffranque and Hernández elevated critical 
discourse around the lectures to a new level. This was the moment of Spain’s transition to 
democracy, and in the midst of the debate over the Pacto del Olvido and, later, memoria 
histórica49 the gathering together of Lorca’s “corpus” of work had renewed political 
relevance. 
The placement and identification of texts as “conferencias” varied in the 
successive Aguilar editions. In 1954, for example, del Hoyo specifically mentions the 
inclusion of “una breve conferencia—generalmente desconocida—que García Lorca 
pronunció en homenaje a Luis Cernuda, nunca publicada en libro antes de ahora” (“Nota 
                                                 
 
49 Although not within the scope of this dissertation, these debates are explored in relation to editing theory 
and Lorca’s literary corpus in Dinverno, Melissa. “Raising the Dead: García Lorca, Trauma and the 








editorial” vii).  Despite categorizing this text as a “conferencia” in his introduction to the 
first, by the second edition in 1955 it will be placed with “Homenajes,” a category that 
was entirely absent from previous editions. The lectures included in the “Conferencias” 
section of the Aguilar first edition are also expanded and reordered relative to the Losada 
editions. The new order is as follows, with titles as they appear in the edition: “Charlas 
[sic] sobre teatro,” “Teoría y juego del duende,” “Las nanas infantiles,” and “La imagen 
poética en don Luis de Góngora.”  
That the “Charla sobre teatro” is categorized along with these other lectures 
suggests an emphasis on the lectures as windows into Lorca’s aesthetics. The “Charlas 
sobre teatro” (the plural resulting from a misprint occasioned by the double “s”; an 
example of dittography) included in the collection of “conferencias” in 1954 will be 
recategorized by the 8th edition (1965) by being included in the section “Autocríticas, 
charlas, alocuciones, homenajes” along with “Charla Federico García Lorca – Pablo 
Neruda,” perhaps belying a new sensitivity toward the oral nature of these works. 
However, the mingling of the oral works with “Autocríticas,” of which del Hoyo includes 
only one, “Mariana Pineda,”50 suggests the opposite. These new categories appear in 
editions of the Aguilar Obras published after the release of volumes VI (Impressions et 
                                                 
 
50 This is a reference to a brief analysis of Mariana Pineda written by Federico and printed in ABC, 12 Oct. 
1927. In later Obras completas, such as the Galaxia Gutenberg edition (1996-97), the Autocríticas are 
reclassified under Entrevistas y Declaraciones. Given that there are several short statements made by the 
poet about this play, I have decided to reproduce the first line here for the sake of clarity: “De mi obra no 
tengo lo que se llama un juicio, aunque y va teniendo lejanía en mi producción” (quoted from García Lorca, 








paysages – Proses diverses) (1958) and VII (Conférences, interviews, correspondance) 
(1960) of the French Oeuvres complètes de Federico García Lorca, edited by André 
Belamich and Claude Couffon.51  The first edition of the Oeuvres was published in 1954, 
but the prose would not be included in the collection until the publication of these two 
aforementioned volumes. That both the 1958-60 Oeuvres and the 1965 Aguilar Obras 
categorize these non-lecture prose works under the combined title of “Interviews, 
Allocutions, Hommages” (Gallimard) and “Autocríticas, Charlas, Alocuciones, 
Homenajes” (Aguilar) without any in-text indications of which oral works belong under 
each category in either the French or Spanish editions suggests not only widespread 
editorial uncertainty about the classification of the prose works, but also likely 
demonstrates that the Gallimard Oeuvres, with their earlier publishing date, influenced 
del Hoyo’s own method of classifying the prose for Aguilar editions after 1960. 
The selection of terminology for the prose works, and especially the prose works 
with an oral element, is an important decision, for it generally determines how these 
                                                 
 
51 See, García Lorca, Federico. Oeuvres complètes de Federico García Lorca, edited by André Belamich, 
Gallimard, 4th ed., 1962, p. 450. The series has its origins in Belamich’s friendship with Albert Camus, a 
critic of Franco’s Spain, who was published by Gallimard. Belamich’s work on this early series of Lorca’s 
complete works culminated in his 3,682-page, two-volume translation into French of the Oeuvres 
complètes in Gallimard’s prestigious Bibliothèque de la Pléiade (Federico García Lorca. Oeuvres 
complètes), leading to international consecration even greater than that of Lorca’s publication in the “Obras 
eternas” series at Aguilar. Lorca was one of few 20th-century foreign authors published in La Pléiade. 
Volume I (édition établie par André Belamich. Textes traduits par André Belamich, Jacques Comincioli, 
Claude Couffon, Robert Marrast, Bernard Sesé, Jules Supervielle) was published in 1981 and Volume 2 in 
1990.  Belamich’s La Pléiade edition, which followed on the failed early attempts at a critical edition of the 
works in Spanish, in which Belamich himself was involved, seemed to belong to a new textual genre: a 
critical edition of the complete works in French, with textual variants (based on published versions and 








works will be perceived by readers. In English, an allocution is “a formal speech. 
Especially: an authoritative or hortatory address” (merriam-webster.com). Similarly, in 
Spanish “alocución” is defined as a “[d]iscurso o razonamiento breve por lo común y 
dirigido por un superior a sus inferiores, secuaces o súbditos” (rae.es). In French, an 
“allocution” is a “[d]iscours, en general de peu d’etendue, adressé par un supérieur à ceux 
qu’il commande ou qu’il dirige” (dictionnaire-academie.fr, 8th ed.). What is striking about 
these definitions is what they communicate about the power relationship between the 
speaker of an allocution and his or her audience. An allocution is no mere speech; rather, 
to give an allocution, one must be of a higher status than the audience—quite literally, if 
we are to take into account earlier French definitions which connected the “allocution” to 
speeches given by Roman generals and emperors to the troops (dictionnaire-academie.fr, 
4th ed). This runs counter to much of what has been surmised about Lorca’s relationship 
to the public. The appearance of the term “allocution” in the Gallimard Oeuvres poses the 
question of why Belamich and Couffon did not opt for “discours” (as Mario Hernández 
would do decades later), which means simply “[s]uite, assemblage de mots, de phrases 
qu’on emploie pour exprimer sa pensée, pour exposer ses idées […] Il se 
dit spécialement aussi d’une Harangue. Il a fait un beau discours sur cette matière. Écrire, 
composer un discours. Discours académique. Discours de réception. Prononcer, lire un 
discours. Écouter un discours. Recueil de discours. La Chambre vota l’impression du 
discours. Un discours improvisé. Discours d’ouverture, Leçon inaugurale d’un cours 








Indeed, Lorca’s “alocuciones” are informal speeches as opposed to allocutions in 
the formal sense. Even more than his lectures, they are spoken with the intention bridging 
the gap between poet and audience. Take, for example, the “alocución” “Al público de 
Buenos Aires,” meant to celebrate the solidarity between Lorca and his Argentine 
audience: 
El dirigir la palabra esta noche al público no tiene más objetivo que dar las 
gracias bajo el arco de la escena por el calor y la cordialidad y la simpatía con que 
me ha recibido este hermoso país, que abre sus praderas y sus ríos a todas las 
razas de la tierra. 
[…] 
 En los comienzos de mi vida de autor, yo considero como fuerte 
espaldarazo esta ayuda atenta de Buenos Aires, que correspondo buscando su 
perfil más agudo entre sus barcos, sus bandoneones, sus finos caballos tendidos al 
viento, la música dormida de su castellano suave y los hogares limpios del pueblo 
donde el tango abre en el crepúsculo sus mejores abanicos de lágrimas. (Obras 
completas 3: 225-26)  
Editors must also deal with texts that are neither speeches nor allocutions like “Discurso 
al alimón de Federico García Lorca y Pablo Neruda sobre Rubén Darío” which is an 
homage to the Nicaraguan poet in the form of a dialogue, or “Alocución al pueblo de 
Fuente Vaqueros,” which Lorca himself describes with the term “conferencia.” Lorca 








trabajo que hablar, pero al fin y al cabo, la expresión es mucho más duradera porque 
queda escrita y mucho más firme puesto que puede servir de enseñanza a las gentes que 
no oyen o no están presentes aquí” (201), perhaps suggesting that this “alocución” as it is 
still categorized today in some editions of the Obras completas ought to be added into the 
list of lectures. In the end, in the Gallimard and Aguilar editions the term 
allocution/alocución becomes a catch-all for a diverse set of texts, none of which, it could 
be argued, fits the requirements of an actual allocution, especially in light of what some 
like Marie Laffranque have described as Lorca’s radical insistence on “la union íntima, 
aunque pasajera, entre artísta y público” (“Una cadena” 139) 
The classificatory struggle is evident in all of the Aguilar editions in the second 
Aguilar edition (1955), for example, in addition to the “Conferencias” and “Homenajes,” 
del Hoyo recategorizes Lorca’s prose texts as either “Otras páginas” or “Varia,” with the 
former serving as a repository for Impresiones y paisajes and the latter joining together a 
number of disparate non-oral texts in prose including “Fantasía simbólica,” “Amantes 
asesinados por una perdiz,” and “La gallina.” The “Varia” is further divided into non-oral 
texts (“Impresiones” and “Narraciones”)  and oral ones: “Conferencias” together with 
fragments of eight lectures recovered from newspapers by Marie Laffranque and 
reproduced in her article “Textes en prose tirés de l’oubli” (1953), representing the first 
significant effort to demonstrate the trajectory of Lorca’s career as a lecturer.52 Other 
                                                 
 
52 I include the titles of these lectures as they appear in the notes to the 1955 Aguilar Obras: “El cante 








lectures, poetry recitals, and talks including “El poeta en Nueva York” (known today as 
“Un poeta en Nueva York”) and “Charla Federico García Lorca – Pablo Neruda” are 
grouped together in the final section of the “Varia” as “Entrevistas,” which causes one to 
wonder how much thought was given to the categorization of many of these oral works at 
the time of the second edition. What, for example, differentiates an “alocución” from a 
“conferencia”? And what to do with lectures like “Pequeña elegía a María Blanchard” 
that, as Jacques Comincioli has pointed out, are, within Lorca’s works, unique within 
their particular genre?53 
Overall, the Aguilar Obras were compiled under an entirely different philosophy 
than that of Losada. Whereas Torre curated a selection of texts believed to be essential 
for paying homage to the life and works of Lorca, del Hoyo sought to compile all of 
Lorca’s creative production. For this reason, the Aguilar editions bring together for the 
first time Lorca’s poetry, theater, lectures, drawings, letters, articles, musical scores, 
arrangements, interviews, and many other texts, getting closer to the dream of bringing 
together into one edition all of Lorca’s production including his works of an oral 
character. The interviews were another outstanding addition to this edition. As Rafael 
                                                 
 
“Imaginación, inspiración, evasión,” “Sketch de la pintura moderna,” “En el banquete de ‘gallo’,” 
“‘Mariana Pineda’ en Granada,” and “En Fuentevaqueros.”  Missing lectures and poetry readings – “Cómo 
canta una ciudad de noviembre a noviembre,” “Pequeña elegía a María Blanchard,” and the “Conferencia-
recital del ‘Romancero gitano’” – would only be published, either in part or in complete texts, in 1963, 
1969, and 1980, respectively. 
53 “Ce texte occupe une place à part dans l’ensemble des conférences que Federico a prononcée. Aucun 
propos didactique n’y fait irruption, aucun trait n’y sert de prétexte quelconque à l’esquisse d’une définition 









Inglada notes in his prologue to the poet’s collected interviews, Palabra de Lorca (2017), 
“[t]endríamos que esperar a los primeros e inspiradores trabajos de la lorquista Marie 
Laffranque en el Bulletin Hispanique de Burdeos para que se empezara a ver en las 
entrevistas concedidas por Lorca a lo largo de su vida ecos literarios” (xxi). Laffranque 
did indeed exhume and a great number of Lorca’s interviews in the fifties; however, 
Inglada is mistaken in his assertion that they only began to form part of the Obras 
completas “para Aguilar y del Hoyo…a partir de la cuarta edición, 1960” (xxi), as some 
of the interviews were present as early as 1955 with the publication of the second edition 
(called the “Segunda edición aumentada”). This date is important in demonstrating yet 
another aspect of the oral aspect of Lorca’s work, and another of the innovations present 
in the Aguilar editions, as interviews were not commonly included in the Obras 
completas of Spanish authors. For this reason, most of the Aguilar editions present at 
least the partial outlines of an “oral Lorca” that was not perceivable in the Losada 
editions.  
There are a few minor changes to the organization of the lectures in later Aguilar 
editions that alter perceptions of which prose texts are to be considered lectures. For 
example, as previously mentioned, in 1965 the speech “Charla sobre teatro” is 
reclassified in the subsection “Autocríticas, Charlas, Alocuciones, Homenajes,” while 
several of the lectures previously relegated to the “Varia” are finally moved up to their 
rightful place among the “Conferencias.” The list of lectures in the 1965 edition is:   








2) “Arquitectura del cante jondo” [newspaper summary] 
3) “La imagen poética de don Luis de Góngora” [finally with the correct title] 
4) “Imaginación, inspiración, evasión” [newspaper summary] 
5) “Las nanas infantiles”  
6) “Teoría y juego del duende” [still with the incorrect title] 
These additions not only represent a growing awareness of the importance of various 
manuscripts and typewritten versions of the lectures; they also represent a new editorial 
interest in categorizing the lectures on the basis of their dates of composition instead of 
their thematic similarities (with the exception of “Arquitectura”). “Sketch de la pintura 
moderna” remains among the “Autocríticas, charlas, alocuciones, homenajes” given that 
a complete text of this lecture will not appear until 1966 when it is published by Nelly 
Vivas.54 A similar situation occurs with “Charla Federico García Lorca – Pablo Neruda.” 
The “Homenaje a Soto de Rojas,” “El poeta en Nueva York…,” “Cómo canta una ciudad 
de noviembre a noviembre” (newspaper summary), and the “Conferencia-recital del 
‘Romancero gitano’” (newspaper summary)55 are included under “Entrevistas y 
declaraciones,” which is a slight improvement over the perplexing classification of these 
texts—some of which Lorca himself described as “conferencias”— simply as 
“Entrevistas” in the 1955 edition.  
                                                 
 
54 See, Vivas, Nelly. “Una tarde con el profesor García Lorca.” El Tiempo (Bogotá), 6 November 1966.  








A final piece of the lecture puzzle that is included in the “Addenda” to the eighth 
Aguilar edition (1965) is the saludo and the introduction to Lorca’s first lecture 
“Importancia histórica y artística del primitivo canto andaluz llamado ‘cante jondo’,” 
which was given at the Centro Artístico in Granada in February of 1922. That this saludo, 
which had recently been discovered by Falla biographer Manuel Orozco, is included in 
the eighth edition, complementing the section of the lecture retrieved earlier from the 
press by Marie Laffranque, would have provided readers with a clearer sense of the 
importance of Lorca’s introductory statements to the lecture texts as a whole. Like the 
core text of the 1922 lecture, which one might assume to be of greater value to scholars 
given that it contains the philosophical thrust of Lorca’s exploration of certain aesthetic 
concerns, there was now an opportunity to study the first of Lorca’s saludos and to see 
the lectures not only as expository texts, but also as the public “espectáculos” Guillén 
speaks of in his prologue. 
 After 1965 Aguilar and del Hoyo would continue to publish updated editions to 
keep pace with the discovery, editing, and publication of Lorca’s previously missing 
texts. Given the increased availability of Lorca’s manuscripts and printed sources in the 
years since the first edition, Aguilar was eventually forced to release the Obras in two 
volumes in 1974, the first tome consisting of poetry and prose, including the lectures, and 
the second of theater, interviews, declarations, and letters. By the 21st edition (1980), 
large numbers of letters, postcards, poems, and drawings had been finally included, as 








by Lorca’s friend Rafael Martinez Nadal, and Comedia sin título (Laffranque again). 
Also by 1980 Aguilar had included a number of interviews and three short speeches, 
classified as “Alocuciones,” that served as the introductions to audiences of La Barraca 
performances. These “Alocuciones” were made available thanks to Luis Sáenz de la 
Calzada, who had acted with the traveling theater troupe during Lorca’s tenure.   
These later editions make several significant changes to the organization of the 
oral works. Namely, the lectures are finally categorized with the poetry readings, 
effectively associating these spoken performances with each other as opposed to leaving 
the readings to languish in a subsection of “Varia.” The lectures and the readings are 
indeed categorized in separate subsections but they finally pertain to the same overall 
category. Some noteworthy changes, like the restoration of the saludo of Lorca’s 1922 
lecture on cante jondo to the main body of the lecture and the inclusion of the “Homenaje 
a Soto de Rojas,” “Elegía a María Blanchard,” and “Sketch de la pintura moderna” 
(whose corrected title is “‘Sketch’ de la nueva pintura”) in the lecture section suggest a 
growing awareness that the lectures were tied together as much for being performances as 
for the aesthetic concerns they share. That being said, in this edition it is clear that 
confusion still reigns with regard to the difference between a charla, an alocución, and an 
homenaje. In short, despite major strides by Arturo del Hoyo, by the late 1970s and early 










5.3 The Third Moment: Trece de Nieve and the Obras after Aguilar (1976-1997) 
 
 
The third moment in this history of the Obras completas of Federico García Lorca 
and the publication of his lectures occurred just over a decade before the last Aguilar 
editions were released, but is distinguished from the previous two periods by the 
prevalence of new approaches to editing and classifying Lorca’s works. Much of the shift 
in editing can be attributed to the recovery of previously “lost” texts, many of which 
pertained to Lorca’s oral works, including his interviews. In 1953 Marie Laffranque 
would publish the following eleven prose texts in Bulletin Hispanique: 
1. “Fantasía simbólica” 
2. “Sáinz de la Maza” 
3. “El cante jondo (primitivo canto andaluz)” 
4. “Arquitectura del cante jondo” 
5. “Homenaje a Soto de Rojas” [two newspaper summaries introducing the 
narrative of the lecture] 
6. “Imaginación, Inspiración, Evasión” [texts from El Defensor de Granada and 
El Sol, Madrid] 
7. “Alternativa de Manuel López Banús y Enrique Gómez Arboleya” [from 
gallo, no. 1]  









9. “Banquete de ‘Gallo’” 
10. “‘Mariana Pineda’ en Granada” 
11. “En Fuente Vaqueros”  
(“Textes en prose tirés de l’oubli” 296-348) 
Laffranque’s recuperation of “El cante jondo (primitivo canto andaluz),” a lecture known 
today as “Importancia histórica y artística del primitivo canto andaluz llamado ‘cante 
jondo’,” is perhaps the most significant given its important role as the first of Lorca’s 
lectures.  
The majority of these prose works were discovered in publications like El 
Defensor de Granada that had been previously forgotten, but which Laffranque had 
managed to consult in municipal archives. As Laffranque points out, “Les documents 
tirés aujourd’hui de l’oubli n’apportent donc pas seulement, croyons-nous, un 
complément ou une confirmation à ce qu’on pouvait savoir jusqu’ici des goûts de 
Federico García Lorca, de sa culture et de ses theories esthétiques” (297). Although this 
perhaps makes Laffranque the first scholar to underline the importance of the prose 
works to comprehending Lorca’s taste in art as well as his culture and his aesthetics, that 
emphasis would also set a precedent for underemphasizing the oral nature of many of 
these works—and their importance beyond merely serving as context for the poetry and 
theater.56 It is also Laffranque who first begins to focus on the relationship between Lorca 
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as lecturer and his audience in “Una cadena de solidaridad. Federico, conferenciante.” In 
this article Laffranque studies Lorca specifically as a lecturer by looking at his 
conferencias in chronological order, thus allowing her to demonstrate the consistency of 
his public exposition of his aesthetics, his dedication to the didactic lecture, and his 
ongoing relationship with the audience. 
The efforts of Laffranque, Mario Hernández, and other scholars to unearth and 
edit Lorca’s remaining manuscripts eventually coalesced in 1976 in a special edition of 
the poetry review Trece de Nieve, which was conceived as “un sencillo homenaje a 
Federico García Lorca,” (“Presentación” 7). In retrospect the issue can be regarded as 
anything but simple given that it contained previously unpublished letters between Lorca 
and acquaintances and friends like Adolfo Salazar; the “Canción del pastor bobo” from 
El público,  “Luz,” “Aire,” and several other unedited or completely forgotten works 
including two melodies for “Prendimiento de Antoñito el Camborio camino de Sevilla” 
and “Muerte de Antoñito el Camborio”; homenajes by friends and fellow writers such as 
Jorge Guillén, José Bergamín, Francisco Giner de los Ríos, and others; a number of 
literary studies that have become essential to understanding Lorca’s prose works, his 
relation to the audience, and his drawings; and, finally, a questionnaire about Lorca’s 
legacy in the years since his death. For the present study, the most significant offering 
from this issue of Trece de Nieve—beyond the previously unpublished texts—is the 
article mentioned above, Marie Laffranque’s “Una cadena de solidaridad. Federico 








Some of the answers to the questionnaire dwell on Lorca’s public persona and 
“despliegue oral”: 
La comunicación del poeta y el público fue, en todo momento, directa y buscada. 
Por varias razones. Una, temperamental, hija de la personalidad fascinadora del 
hombre Lorca. Otra, porque Lorca deliberadamente se lanzó a captar al público. 
No hay que olvidar su inmenso despliegue oral (recitales de su propia poesía, 
conferencias, improvisaciones orales y musicales). Logró el contacto con el 
público de un modo –como se ha dicho— ‘mágico’. No importaba que fuese 
selecto o extranjero. Por último, está la razón de su obra escrita: llena de novedad 
en su lengua poética, renovada de poema en poema. El teatro, además, le 
proporcionó la ‘comunicación teatral’ (sus mensajes dramáticos han probado su 
validez en las reposiciones hechas a los treinta y a los cuarenta años de los 
estrenos). En suma: el gran público le recibió en vida y tras de su muerte, sin 
importar ya, después de 1936, las fronteras lingüísticas, debido a sus valores 
universales. (“Preguntas sobre Federico García Lorca” 224) 
Here, the scholar Andrés Soria rightly underlines the magnetism of Lorca’s “personalidad 
fascinadora” and his “magical ability” to connect with audiences regardless of their 
demographics. Indeed, Soria is echoing what Laffranque identifies in “Una cadena de 
solidaridad” as the poet fighting to “encauzar la simpatía y el interés despertado hacia la 
comprensión clara y cordial de un artista” (“Una cadena de solidaridad” 133). For 








audience in the hopes of conveying both his poetry and his identity as a poet to them in a 
manner that, while defying the logic associated with the classical educational lecture 
format, nevertheless followed its own rules of poetic logic to which “al duende del artista 
ha de corresponder el de los destinatarios de su obra” (139). The quality of this “sencillo 
homenaje a Federico García Lorca” and the participation of scholars who would define 
the next several decades of both Lorca scholarship and the compilation of his Obras 
completas mark Trece de Nieve as the beginning of a new period in the consideration of 
Lorca’s oral compositions and the rest of his work. 
 The most significant effort at a “complete works” to emerge in the aftermath of 
the scholarly collaboration behind Trece de Nieve was the series of paperbacks edited by 
Mario Hernández for Alianza Editorial beginning in 1981, with revised editions of some 
volumes in 1998, and eventual regrouping of the volumes under the rubric “Biblioteca 
García Lorca,” which formed part of Alianza’s “El libro de bolsillo. Biblioteca de autor.” 
The Alianza series included a separate two-volume edition of the lectures—the first of its 
kind-- but also continued the tradition of using the lectures and other oral texts, in other 
volumes, to cast contextual light on Lorca’s poetry and theater. Hernández’s attempts to 
match Lorca’s oral texts with other non-oral writings highlight the aesthetic currents 
running through disparate works. For example, the second volume of the Alianza edition 
is primarily dedicated to the text of Yerma, but Hernández includes numerous additional 
speeches, interviews, and lectures relating to the play as a means of supplementing the 








below in Figure 3 (“Hacia una edición de Yerma” 7-8). It is interesting to see the oral 
works represented here as “Discursos y Declaraciones” instead of “Alocuciones,” as in 
the Aguilar Obras. 
As useful as Hernández’s open-ended organizational methodology is in linking 
together Lorca’s plays and poetry with related prose works and making them available in 
less expensive volumes, it is not without certain downsides. The individual volumes of 
the Alianza editions were published in no discernible order (see Fig. 4), thus making the 
task of tracing Lorca’s development as a writer more difficult in spite of the meticulous 
chronologies Hernández included in these volumes. The most important contribution to 
scholarly understandings of Lorca’s lectures in the Alianza edition comes from 
Conferencias I and II, edited by Christopher Maurer and published as volumes XI and  
XII in 1984. Though not a critical edition of the lectures, Conferencias I and II, would 
nonetheless establish how the lecture texts and their various manuscripts would be 
referred to by academics in the years to come. Conferencias is described by other 
scholars as an editio variorum (García-Posada, “Notas al texto” 1363), correcting errata 
and omissions, adding notes, and bringing together disparate newspaper quotations and 
manuscripts of the lectures, both hand-written and typed, into one collection with an 
introduction and a careful textual history of the composition and publication of each 
work, as was the norm in the Hernández Obras. 
Organizing the lectures thusly allowed readers for the first time to compare earlier 





































travelled to the Americas in 1929-30 and again in 1933-34. Also, the two volumes of 
Conferencias are accompanied by interviews pertaining to the lectures as well as a 
chronology that updated the one presented by Marie Laffranque in “Una cadena de 
solidaridad.” Maurer’s Conferencias (along with his Federico García Lorca y su 
‘Arquitectura del cante jondo’) finally revisited the issue of Lorca’s development as a 
lecturer that had been all but absent from the Losada and Aguilar Obras. It is likely for 
this reason that the lectures’ next editor, Miguel García-Posada consistently refers to 
Maurer’s work in his edition of the Obras published by Galaxia Gutenberg between 1996 
and 1997. 
García-Posada’s Galaxia Gutenberg edition of the Obras completas is a revised 
and more complete version of the six-volume Obras that he had published between 1980  
and 1994 in Akal Editor’s “Akal Bolsillo” series. For the Akal edition, the prose appears 
in volume VI as “Prosa, 1,” which is further divided into the following categories: 
Primeras Prosas, Conferencias, Conferencias-Recitales, Alocuciones, Homenajes, Varia, 
Vida, Poética, Antecríticas, Entrevistas y Declaraciones. Once García-Posada’s project is 
carried over to Galaxia Gutenberg, the arrangement of the prose is altered slightly. The 
lectures and lecture-recitals are combined into “Conferencias”; texts from the section 
“Vida, Poética, Antecríticas,” namely “Nota autobiográfica,” “Poética (De viva voz a 
G[erardo] D[iego]),” “‘Mariana Pineda’,” “El estreno de ‘La zapatera prodigiosa’…,” 








divvied up into “Varia,” “Otras prosas,” “Entrevistas y declaraciones,” or removed from 
the volume of prose altogether.57 Overall, García-Posada’s work with Galaxia Gutenberg 
improves the arrangement of Lorca’s prose despite the fact that it relies once more on the 
term “alocución” instead of “discurso” for the speeches. 
García-Posada, explains that the Galaxia Gutenberg/ Círculo de Lectores Obras 
completas, “aspira[n] a ofrecer, con las mayores garantías, la producción íntegra de 
Federico García Lorca según las más recientes investigaciones, que han obligado a 
revisar los criterios en que se basaron las beneméritas ediciones anteriores… de las 
editoriales Losada, de Buenos Aires…, y Aguilar, de Madrid…” (“Prólogo” 29). The 
Galaxia Gutenberg Obras completas are the best-known and oft referenced editions of the 
Obras precisely for the fact that they include, in four volumes, the most up-to-date 
collection of any and all known works by Lorca. Additionally, the extensive explanatory 
notes describing the history and provenance of each text all but confirm the coronation of 
the Galaxia Gutenberg editions as the most reliable and complete repertory of Lorca’s 
works to date. Moreover, following Maurer’s Conferencias,58 García-Posada includes the 
earliest versions of lectures like “Importancia histórica y artística del primitivo canto 
andaluz llamado ‘cante jondo’” (1922) and “La imagen poética de don Luis de Góngora”   
                                                 
 
57 Specifically, the “Nota autobiográfica” is moved to the “Varia,” “El estreno de ‘La zapatera 
prodigiosa’…” and “‘Mariana Pineda…’” to “Entrevistas y declaraciones,” and “Poética…” to the volume 
of poetry. 
58 In fact, most of the early versions of the lectures as well as information about their whereabouts and 




























(Figure 5: Table of Contents from the 2004 Galaxia Gutenberg Obras) 59 
  
                                                 
 
59 This poorly-centered, skewed image of the Table of Contents from the Galaxia Obras will have to suffice 
until such a time as this author is able to return in person to libraries which have been closed due to the 








(1926) in the spirit of allowing the reader to compare Lorca’s younger voice with that of 
his later years. It should be noted, however, that these primitive versions are only to be 
found in the Appendix to volume III of the Obras, which somewhat inhibits readers from 
tracing minute changes between Lorca’s first lecture in 1922 to his last reading in 1935. 
The reasoning behind the hierarchy of texts is as follows: 
Este tercer volumen quiere ofrecer el corpus canónico de la prosa del autor, esto 
es, los textos que contaron con su plena aprobación; a modo de complemento se 
recogen otras prosas menos elaboradas. Se ofrecen asimismo todas las entrevistas 
y declaraciones recogidas en la prensa de la época y en los archivos de la 
Fundación Federico García Lorca, así como toda la correspondencia hasta ahora 
conocida del autor […] Importa señalar el alto número de textos inéditos… o 
hasta ahora no recogidos en una obra de estas características que contiene nuestra 
edición. Son quince prosas, una entrevista, dos alocuciones, un homenaje y más 
de un centenar de cartas hasta hace poco desconocidas, e incluso algunas inéditas. 
(“Prólogo” 29) 
That is to say that the Galaxia Gutenberg Obras maintain the dialogue about the canon of 
lorquian texts begun by Torre in 1938 while still offering previously unpublished texts, 
early writings, and alternative versions of Lorca’s oeuvre that build on previous editions 
and bring renewed appreciation to the collection of Lorca’s oral works in particular. 
These Obras undoubtedly established the canonical list of lectures as they have been 








organizing, classifying, and presenting the lectures are the use of manuscripts of 
“Canciones de cuna españolas” acquired by the Biblioteca Nacional de España in 1988, 
the addition of the word “pequeña” to “Pequeña elegía a María Blanchard,” and the 
discovery of versions of “Los cuatro muleros” and the beginning of “Romance del Duque 
de Alba” that Lorca would have sung in “Cómo canta una ciudad de noviembre a 
noviembre” (the text of these songs is included in Poesía by García-Posada) (“Notas” 
1366). 
What purpose could new Obras completas possibly serve in a period that 
witnessed the discovery and canonization of what was likely to be all of Lorca’s known 
writing? Somewhat disappointingly, the answer appears to be that publishers take any 
number of liberties with which texts to include and which to exclude from editions which  
identify themselves as complete (instead of selected) works. These modern practices lead 
to the question of what the real next steps must be in the compiling of Lorca’s works 
when it appears highly unlikely that any major works by Lorca remain to be discovered. 
It has become necessary to rethink the practice entirely and open a new chapter in the 
presentation of Lorca to the world. 
 
5.4 New Perspectives: The Obras completas Today (1997-2020) 
 
 
 The Galaxia Gutenberg editions are not the end of the story of Lorca’s Obras 








of the oral Lorca, a new edition was released by yet another publisher. The collection of 
Lorca’s Obras completas I (Prosa y poesía)  (2019) edited by Andrés Soria Olmedo, 
published in the Biblioteca Castro by the Fundación José Antonio de Castro (Madrid) is a 
visually exquisite two-volume collection that nevertheless leaves out the vast majority of 
Lorca’s prose.60 In his prologue to the edition, Soria Olmedo explains that “en la 
disposición del texto se ha seguido la edición de Obras completas de Miguel García 
Posada (1996 y 1997), aunque colacionando los textos y enmendándoles en su caso a la 
luz de otras ediciones críticas de obras singulares” (“Nota a esta edición,” cxxx). He also 
adds an excellent introduction and includes several new editions of texts made available 
since 1997.61 
The introduction by Soria Olmedo provides a particularly compelling study of the 
lectures in particular given the editor’s choice to specifically emphasize their oral nature. 
He also offers a succinct, yet thorough history of the transformations many of the lecture 
texts went through during Lorca’s lifetime, providing the reader with pertinent historical 
and biographical context as he draws out the thematic through lines present in Lorca’s 
lectures. His analysis links “‘Sketch’ de la nueva pintura,” with its “tres pilares sobre los 
que se asienta la pintura moderna,” to the three modes of poetic creation in “Imaginación, 
inspiración, evasión,” which is itself linked to “Juego y teoría del duende” through 
                                                 
 
60 See, García Lorca, Federico. Obras completas, edited by Andrés Soria Olmedo, Fundación José Antonio 
de Castro, 2019.    
61  As Soria Olmedo notes, the curious reader may reference the bibliography of these Obras completas in 








questions of “poesía pura” and the new aesthetic triumvirate of “musa, ángel, duende” 
(lxix-lxx). Of note as well are observations about Lorca’s novel use of phonograph 
records to provide the audience with musical examples and of a projector to display 
images of the works of art mentioned in “Sketch” (ibid). Soria Olmedo also calls his 
readers’ attention specifically to changes between the early versions of the lectures and 
their later iterations with an eye to what these differences communicate about Lorca at 
various moments in his career. Regarding changes made to the 1922 “Importancia 
histórica” Soria Olmedo explains, “Respecto de la primera versión desaparece en 
‘Arquitectura’ la parte exhortativa de la ‘idea patriótica y artística’ del concurso, que 
[Lorca] ya considera ‘un triunfo y una resurrección’,” (lxvi) calling attention to a detail 
that is rarely commented on in the criticism of the lectures: the artistic patriotism Lorca 
vigorously expresses in his first major public appearance.  
Soria Olmedo’s evident appreciation for the meaningful differences between 
versions of the lectures makes the exclusion of the original version (1922) of 
“Importancia histórica” all the more perplexing.  The alocuciones, interviews, homages, 
and other oral works are entirely and inexplicably absent in what claims to be a full 
collection of prose. Without Soria Olmedo’s commentary on these additional oral texts, 
the thematic through lines he establishes throughout his introduction are left incomplete. 
The question remains of why this edition is titled Obras completas and not Obras 
selectas. Is it possible that the editor and Fundación José Antonio de Castro will release 








Obras completas, I (Prosa y poesía) is “Teatro” (volume II), suggesting that there are no 
plans for additional volumes dedicated to the letters, interviews, speeches, homenajes, 
and other texts and that the textual variants of the cante jondo and other lectures will not 
be included.  
On January 1st, 2017 Lorca’s works entered the public domain in his home 
country, thus removing barriers to the free dissemination of his writing. Putting aside for 
a moment issues with the spread of outdated or outright erroneous versions of texts found 
online, the democratization of Lorca’s oeuvre has been resoundingly positive not only for 
Lorca scholars, but also for the poet’s legacy overall. The more readers with access to 
Lorca’s writings the more enduring his legacy is likely to become. Indeed, since entering 
into the Wild West that is the internet, Lorca’s works have been freed up for adoption and 
adaptation into new forms in the same way that popular art forms like cante jondo and the 
Spanish romances—art from the public domain—served as Lorca’s inspiration for the 
Romancero gitano and many other works.  
What role, then, could an edition of Obras completas play in this digital public-
domain era into which Lorca’s writings have entered? A digital version of the Obras 
must necessarily meet the same rigorous academic standards set by the best of the print 
editions published since 1938. A Digital Lorca—a “Lorcapedia,” if you will—would 
give the Obras a nimbleness and mutability that are impossible for a print publication to 
achieve. It could combine works by genre or put them in chronological order, thus 








Readers could access Lorca’s works more easily from any point of entry. This Digital 
Lorca would allow the works to be endlessly “reharmonized” alongside other texts with 
which they might not usually be categorized. 
 In light of the issues with editions like the one from Fundación José Antonio de 
Castro, it could be useful to propose a digital alternative focusing just on Lorca’s oral 
works—that is, specifically works in which Lorca’s prose is intended for a live audience. 
This collection of works would initially organize the lectures along with all of the other 
orally presented works in chronological order as a means of mapping out for the reader 
the development of Lorca’s voice from 1922-1936, combine the lectures, interviews, 
speeches, and homages. An argument could be made for a thematic organization of texts, 
but it is likely that readers themselves would be able to pick out thematic linkages while 
being less capable of reorganizing these texts in chronological order. In this new 
collection, lectures would be presented in their successive versions and intermingled with 
interviews, speeches, and homages. It would even be possible to link these texts to press 
reviews and other related media from the time period. A clear explanatory and 
introductory statement by scholars could serve the dual purpose of directing readers 
toward exhaustive Obras like the Galaxia Gutenberg editions while at the same time 
helping readers frame what they are reading as an expression of The Oral Lorca and not 
All of Lorca. The collection might also be an “espicilegio” of sorts: a return to a tradition 








Lorca’s oral works bringing together not only all of the associated oral texts, but also 
several important works of criticism on orality to orient readers.  
In the end, what conclusions can be drawn regarding the editorial treatment of 
Lorca’s oral works? First, it is evident from the history of the Obras completas that 
Lorca’s editors have been baffled by what terms to use when describing them. Are they to 
be dumped together in a generic section of “Varia” or separated out meticulously into 
categories and sub categories that may or may not capture the true oral essence of these 
works? As we have seen, there have been any number of solutions to the problem of 
categorizing these works. Torre opted for “Conferencias” and “Prosas póstumas” while, 
del Hoyo expanded the categories to include sub categories like “Conferencias y 
lecturas,” “Homenajes,” and “Alocuciones,” possibly borrowing inspiration from the 
French Oeuvres. Later, Hernández would call attention to the orality of these works by 
opting for the term “discurso” over “alocución,” while also employing “declaraciones” 
instead of poorly defined terms like “Autocríticas” (which can include both written texts 
and comments to journalists) that had appeared in Aguilar. Even in the last twenty years, 
with Miguel García-Posada’s return to terminology used in the Aguilar Obras, Lorca’s 
speeches in particular are once again formal “alocuciones.” Why is “Cómo canta una 
ciudad de noviembre a noviembre” considered a “conferencia” similar to Lorca’s lectures 
on the aesthetics of Góngora or cante jondo? “Cómo canta…” is a performance piece—a 
concert-like auditory tour through Lorca’s Granada—that does not belong with the other 








Vaqueros,” which Lorca calls a “conferencia” to be included with the other lectures? 
What about “Charla sobre teatro,” a much more theoretically oriented piece than the 
lecture “Pequeña elegía a María Blanchard”? Does only its shorter length make this piece 
a “charla” instead of a “conferencia” when other oral works are much more 
conversational? And is the word “charla” appropriate, in view of the connotations given 
to that term by García Sanchiz and others? 
This leads to a second point. The confusion surrounding the best terminology to 
use to describe the oral works has inadvertently resulted in the burial of Lorca’s voice. 
Some editors have resorted to presenting the oral works as theoretical companion texts to 
the easier to classify poetry and theater, which has hidden the performative nature of 
these writings. The venue, the audience, the costume of the speaker, and the other talks 
given prior to Lorca stepping up to the podium should be treated as essential elements of 
the lecture performance but are all too often left unexplored in studies of these oral 
works. 
Third, this performative nature must play a greater role in discussion of texts like 
the lectures that, while meticulously composed by Lorca beforehand, nevertheless 
changed over time depending on the location of the lecture, the audience, and the 
improvised commentary given by Lorca during his talks. The fact that the lectures and 
other oral works were live performances renders the idea of a monolithic “critical” or 
composite version of any lecture completely obsolete. How can a live performance with 








simultaneously possibly be encapsulated in a “definitive” version? Instead of consigning 
the oral works to the fixed silence of the printed word, Digital Lorca would bring out and 
even celebrate the mutable, live elements of the oral works, elements which position 
Lorca as an accessible, relatable artist whose intention it was to share his vision of poetry 
with a fellowship of likeminded thinkers or even with an audience uneducated in the arts, 
but sympathetic to his vision. Lorca, who by his own estimation had heard “cerca de mil 
conferencias” (“Juego y teoría” 150) at the Residencia de Estudiantes, was an expert in 
the academic lecture cursed, as it was, by the “terrible moscardón del aburrimiento” 
(150); as such, it is probable that he was aware of precisely how to avoid academic 
lecturing and pushed his lectures in the opposite direction toward a discourse that was 
sympathetic, realistic, and humanistic. Even when reading his lectures from written 
pages, it is easy to imagine that Lorca would have done everything in his power to avoid 
speaking with a “voz de hojalata y talco” instead letting his words ring out in his “voz 
antigua de amor” (Poet in New York 78). Future editors and readers of the lectures would 










 The period from 1900-1926 in Spain witnessed radical changes to norms and 
practices surrounding the lecture genre. In previous periods the lecture was deployed 
mostly within centers of learning and debate such as universities, athenaeums, and the 
Real Academia as a means of reciting for a public of similarly-minded peers what 
amounted to an academic study or essay. Until the turn of the century, the lecture was 
rarely if ever conceived of as a literary genre that could provide writers with a space in 
which to experiment with the fictionalization of their public personae, question the 
assumed hierarchy between lecturer and audience, and transform an entire genre into an 
aesthetic experience. Indeed, early indications of the plasticity of the lecture genre would 
come from avant-garde writers like Ramón del Valle Inclán and Ramón Gómez de la 
Serna whose innovations to the normally essay-like lecture would lead them to explore 
entirely different aspects of the genre. Valle-Inclán’s fusion of colloquial language with a 
writerly aesthetic would allow him to explore the ever thinning lines between the real and 
the fictional, all the while breaking down the traditional structure of the lecture to 
reinvent it as a dialogue with his audience. Gómez de la Serna, on the other hand, would 
combine circus spectacle with performative improvisation as a means of presenting 
himself to the audience as an embodiment of artistic ideals of authenticity. After a long 
career of lecturing, his arrival at a lecturing persona that functionally consumed the “real” 








frequently take place on the lecture stage, where the real and the fictional become 
synonymous. Even figures associated with traditional academic lecturing, like Ortega y 
Gasset would in these years begin to experiment with the literary dimensions of the 
genre. His gradual movement toward an autobiographical style of lecturing, more 
intimate in tone, allowed Ortega to both convey his message to the audience by subtler 
means and also begin editing his greatest work: his public image.  
 And yet, innovations to the lecture genre were not limited to avant-garde circles. 
In fact, the most successful lecturers in these years appear to have been those capable of 
tapping into the desires of a rising middle-class in Spain—a tidal shift largely spurred on 
by social changes to the role of women in traditionally male circles and the ever growing 
influence of intellectual and aristocratic women in shaping cultural discourse in Spain in 
these years. Riding this shifting social current were lecturers like Federico García 
Sanchiz, who drew on the French figure of the causeur charmant in order to appeal to the 
upper-class and aristocratic public in their audiences. Sanchiz’s reliance on bygone 
literary aesthetics like colorismo and the Romantic travelogue, his transformation of 
lecturing language into a symphony of three-syllable adjectives, and his insistence on 
dressing in a coat and tails at all of his lectures all stand as evidence of a “marketing 
strategy” of sorts—one that would target the bourgeoisie specifically.  
Despite the fact that later in his career Sanchiz would become a fascist sycophant 
whose work has been forgotten or marginalized, I believe it is important to include 








undeniable. By studying Sanchiz, it is possible to disabuse ourselves of the notion that the 
veritable revolution in lecturing only occurred within avant-garde circles. Indeed, 
reevaluation of the lecture was occurring on multiple fronts and within many different 
social movements in Spain, perhaps revealing a larger movement toward the 
democratization of knowledge that was once only accessible to intellectual elites and 
aristocrats. Or, perhaps the impulse to commandeer the academic lecture for new 
purposes was a result of the desire to break with older forms of discourse that hearkened 
back to a time before the “crisis” of 1898 and, later, to a time before Europe had 
witnessed the horrors of the First World War. Whatever the cause, to fully understand the 
revolution in lecturing it is essential that we as scholars explore all expressions of the 
movement both inside and outside of avant-garde circles.  
Furthermore, generating a more complete picture of the practice of lecturing in 
these years will help us not only to situate important lecturers like Federico García Lorca 
in their proper historical context, but also provide historical context for the study of 
lecturers who fall outside the scope of this study: whether major figures like Unamuno 
and Juan Ramón Jiménez or their other disciples in the Generation of ‘27.  For all their 
prolific work in the eighty-five years since the poet’s death, researchers of Lorca have 
done little to flesh out the social and historical context into which he would have been 
introduced specifically as a lecturer in 1922 or determine to what degree this context 
impacted the composition of his lectures or the perception of himself as a public figure. 








comprehend the breadth and depth of the changes the literary lecture genre was 
undergoing at the turn of the century in Spain. It is worth asking, for example, how the 
lecture changes with the arrival of the Second Republic and the eventual descent into 
fascism. It is my hope that this study will be a jumping off point for further critical 
discussion of the broader question of how a seemingly innocuous oral arts genre like the 
lecture can be coopted by political discourse, slowly transforming from casual pastime of 
the bourgeoisie to fascist propaganda, as was eventually the case with Sanchiz. These 
questions have become all the more relevant in recent years (2016-2020) with the rise of 
fascism in the United States. 
Finally, there is yet more research to be carried out in service of further defining 
the lecture and, more specifically, the literary lecture. Additional research needs to be 
dedicated to understanding the elements of the lecture that lend it malleability and a 
capacity for metacriticism. One might also explore where criticism of the lecture genre 
transects performance theory, translation theory (I am thinking here of “translation” writ 
large, as a way of making one genre intelligible in the format of another genre à la 
Wolfgang Iser), and potentially even reader response theory, which ties in to the strange 
relationship between the author and the audience during a live performance. These are 
just a few of the lines of investigation that I hope to have opened up with this dissertation. 
Ideally, other scholars will agree that the lecture, a perennially misunderstood, 








ready for rehabilitation into critical discussions of artistic self-creation, live performance, 
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